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Chapter T.

STATEMENT OF NEED

From the mid-sixties through the mid-seventies, the number

of poor,. adult males (predominantly white) declined while the

number of poor women heading households swelled by 100,000 a

year. This resulted in a prediction by the National Advisory

Council on Economic Opportunity (1980) that if thit trend con-

tinued, the poor of the future would be comprised solely of wo-

men and children, Consistant with their prediction, early data

indicate that the number of female-headed families with children

increased by 81 percent during the seventies, of which approxi=

mately one-third had incomes below the poverty level. This trend

has been described as the "feminization of poverty." The disad-

vantaged women who head these families are single mothers, dis-

placed humemakers, and elderly women. Many women find themselves

in this position as the result of divorce, desertion, and death.

As a consequence of these factors, an estimated 85 percent of

American women can expect to support themselves (and/or their

children) at some time during their life (WOW, 1982).

A variety of solution§ have been proposed to solve the pro-

blem of lack of income for the impoverished, disadvantaged female

headed family. The first solution proposes the collection of sup-

port payments from the missing male; however, thit is more diffi-

cult than might be expected. Forty percent of absent fathers



contribute nothing to their children's support while the average

payment provided by the remaining sixty percent is less than

$2,000.00 a year In addition, census figures indicate that the

number of men raising children on their own declined between 1970

and 1980 (Ehrenreich and Stallard, 1980). Accordingly, women and

their children cannot count on support to any significant degree

from the male parent or former spouse.

Public assistance is a second solution to the problem. It is

a Solution, however, which most women do not wish to choose.

a 1978 study by Syracuse University (Professor Nancy Murdrick),

it was reported that women's dependence on Aid to Families with

Dependant Children (a federally funded public assistance program)

peaked after two full years of divorce or separation from their

spouse (Ehrenreich and Stallard, 1980). The results indicate that

most women make a valiant effort to support themselvesi but turn

to welfare after they find barriers to employment which are often

overwhelming (Hernandez and Suarez, 1978).

Successful employment is the third and most viable alternative

for the disadvantaged woman. However, there exist many barriers

to successful employment. Those most frequently encountered are

lack of adequate child care, low self esteem, few Skills and in-

adequate job socialization, inappropriate attitudes, ignorance of

employment and educational opportunities, poor and inconsistant

transportation, and occupational segregation which often results

2



in low-income earnings (U. S. Commission on CiVil Rights, 1979:

WOMen Still in Poverty); These barriers frequently result in

women turning to welfare as a last resort. (See Appendix A)

Many employment programs have evolved, which addrOSS these

barriers. While the programs focus on preparing women for

ployment through job readiness training, they also provide

em-

indi-

vidualized counselling and address probleMs such as child care,

low self esteem; and transportation. In addition, these programs

attempt to place women in employment whidh provides on-the-job

training and upward mobility. Such training helps women to ac-

quire marketable skills and provides the opportunity for bet:ter

employment; One other goal is to assist women's entry into non-

traditional employment in an effort to reduce occupational segre-

gation.

Although employment programs have been exarained as to their

effectiveness, the teSultS have been inconclusive; At times,

programs are successful and place women in jobs which provide

job training, the acquisition of employable skills, and upward

mobility. Unfortunately, they also place many women in loW pay=

ing, deaff-end jobs. Out of 420 occupations listed by the Bureat

of labor, 20 occupations account for 80 percent of employed women.

Of thoSe 20 occupations, most account for service work with loW

pay and few benefits (Ehrenreich and Stallard, 1980). Clearly,

a "job" iS not the viable solution to low income it would appear

3



to be. Without marketable skills or post-sedr;ndary education,

women are unlikely to enter the labor force at positions above

lower entry levelS. (See Appendix B.)

A solution proposed to solve thit problem is the integration

of job readiness with vocational training. Vocational training,

provided through community collegeS, offers disadvantaged Woren

short-term job training; as well as one and two year Studiet which

provide marketable skills; partictlarly in the area of technical

training. McCants, in her article "Breaking the Barriers: Women

in the Technologies", indicates that employment of the future will

separate thote who are technically trained from those who are not.

Individuals without techniCal training will compete for employment,

usually in service areas, at lower entry levelS, and for less than

adecjUate wages (McCantt, 1978). The integration of job readinett

and vocational training hat resulted in a fOrmidable challenge to

the problem of occupatidnal segregation. One problem encountered

by both the employment program and the community college is attri

tidn (i.e., women who fall out and do not successfully complete

such progtams). Fall out creates a problem for both educational

and employment program planners. Identifying which factort con-

tribute to fall out and which factors contribute to successful

completion of programs and entry into employment is crucial to

effectively assisting disadvantaged women.

13



This research study was proposed to identify barriers which

inhibit women from achieving education and employment goals.

The study was designed to specifically identify those factors

which lead to fall out, as we11 as those factors which lead to

successfull completion and employment. The population examined

for the purpose of this study was disadvantaged women. This

group was operationally defined as women who were single, head

of household, and low income (those meeting criteria established

by the Office of Management and Budget for low-income families

or those receiving financial aid). In addition, they had, within

the last three years, entered an employment assistance program

and/or a community college and were in or had been in one of the

following conditions: (1) employment providing on- the-job train-

ing, (2) enrollment in short-term training at the community col-

lege, (3) enrollment in long-term training at the community col-

lege, and (4) enrollment in the Child Development project at the

community college. The participants of this study included those

women which fell out of the above programs or did not stay employ-

ed, and those who successfully completed the goals of the above

programs (or were in progress) and had entered and remained em-

ployed. By interviewing these women and examining their exper-

ience, it was anticipated that the factors inhibiting or facili-

tating their success could be identified.

5



To achieve the goal of this study, the following objectives

were undertaken:

Objective 1: Selectively review relevant literature identifying

traditional barriers and support services affecting the historic=

ally disadvantaged in their effortS to complete training in tech-

nical programs. To achieve this objective, four ERIC searches

were completed. To date, a body of literature relating disadvan-

taged wo,aen to technical training has not been found. As such,

related literature identifying disadvantaged women, traditional

barriers to achieving educational and employment goals, and sup-

port services was examined.

Objective -2: Conduct 100 interviews with 1979-1981 National Wo-

men's Education and Employment participants to cite: (a) indivi-

dual barriers prohibiting continuation in enrolled program, (b)

support mechanisms/services leading to successful completion in

enrolled program, (c) support mechanisms leading to successful

on-the-job training and employment. The National Women's Educa-

tion and Employment program is an employment assistance program

in the State of Texas. In addition to participants from this

program, women were also interviewed from the Bexar County Women's

Center, the San. Antonio College Displaced Homemakers Program, and

San Antonio College female students, who were also identified as

low income women. The Bexar County Women's Center and the SAC

6



DisDlaced Homemakers Programs also provide employment assistance

to single, head of household females.

Objective 3: Analyze the findings from these interviews with

specific,recommendations to concerned program directors and plan-

ners, to be found in the body of this paper.

Obj_Pcztive 4: Make available the findings and results L:f this pro-

ject to all interested State and private agencies seeking up=to=

date information regarding strategies in assisting disadvantaged

women gain entry into technical training areas, of education and

employment.

It is the overall intention and objective of this research

project that the findings contribute to the growing body of litera-

ture regarding the disadvantaged woman. It is also the intention

of this project to provide pragmatic information to program pain-

ners assisting these women to achieve educational and employment

goals.

7
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Chapter II

REVIEW OF THE--LITERATURE

Introduction

Befcire proceeding with a review of the literature, it is first

important to fully appreciate and understand the characteristics

of the population under study. Low income, single, head of house-

hold women have recently been described as "disadvantaged women",

a term which more accurately suggests the difficulties these women

face in their daily lives. In addition to being single, the heads

of household, and having low incomes, these disadvantaged women al=

so characteristically lack self-esteem and assertiveness, have low

Self-confidence and self-images, and generally have limited problem-

solving and decision-making abilities. In many cases, they also

have little education and work experience, lack family or other

societal support, and must deal with sexual, cultural, and racial

discrimination, often while lacking knowledge of options, alterna-

tives, or available community resources. The term "disadvantaged

women" better conveys this myriad of associated characteristics;

As noted previously, for the purposes of this study, disadvantaged

women are defined as women who lack adequate economic and personal

resources to achieve education and employment onjectives.

Prior to the seventies, the low income, head of household fe-

male was largely considered a black phenomenon. In 1977, however,



a study conducted by the National Advisory Council on Women's Edu=,

cation Programs found that despite a variety of demographic vari-

ables this condition was also prevalent among many white females

and other minority women. As a result of the testimony, the Coun-

cil was able to identify three important sub-groups of disadvan-

taged women. These included single mothers, displaced homemakers,

and older women. Another significant finding was the recognition

of both the similarities of each group's needs (ie., the need for

a liveable income), as well as their unique differences. The

Council concluded with recommendations encouraging the coordinated

use of resources to:address problems which the groups had .in com-

mon; such as child care and transportation, and individualized

attention to the unique factors whidh acted as barriers to the

achievement of education and employment goals (Eliason, 1978)..

Perhaps the single most important indicatOr of disad.rantaged women

iS,low income. The single; head Of household female must rely on

her income, alone, to provide licit-Sing, food, clothing, transporta=

tion; and health care. Unfortunately, many of these women are im-

poverished. 3n its twelfth annual report; Cri_ticaL_Choices for

the -taco's, the National Advi8ory Council on Economic Opportunity

reported on the changing character of poverty in the united states.

Between 1960 and 1980 the total percentage of people liviriq in

poverty declined from 35% to 25%. Although this would seem to be

a significant achievement, closer examination reveals that the



majority of beneficiarieS were families headed by white males:

Minorities and women fared leSS well (Women's Work Force, 1981).

Between 1970 and 1977, the number of poor families headed by men

decreased by 25% while the number 07 poor families headed by wb=

men increased by 38.7% (Auletta, 1982). Additionally, in the de=

cade preceding 1978, the number of poor children from Maleheaded

households decreased by 1.2411illion. By contrast, in faMilie

headed by women, there was an increase of 1.5 million impoverished

cnildren (Women's Work Force, 1981); This may, in part, reflect

the 81% increase in the number of female-headed hOutehbldS with

children, which occurred between 1970 and 1979 (Ehrenreich and

Stallard, 1982,. Stated in other terms, in 1978 one in every

three female=headed households lived in poverty, as compared to

one in eighteen male-headed householdS. The National Advisory

Council went on to predict:

"All other things being equal, if the proportion of the

poor who are in female -headed families were to increase

at the same rate as it did from 1967 to 1977, they

would comprise 100% of the poverty population by about

the year 2000." (Women's Work Force, 1981)

This trend toward increasing poverty among women was first recog-

nized by sociologist Dr. Diana Pearce in 1978, who called it

"the feminization of poverty." The NationaL Advisory Council on

Economic Opportunity also noted the trend and coined Dr. Pearce's

phrase by stating:

"To the extent there have been "winners" in the War on

Poverty during the 1970's, they have been male--and

10



mainly white. . . .The feminization of poverty has

become one of the most compelling social facts of

the decade." (Women's Work Force, 1981)

Several reasons were offered to account for this "feminization

of poverty":

1) increased marital disruption in society,

2) inadequate benefits and support services for working
mothers,

3) continued barriers to employment opportunities for
female workers, and

4) low earnings of working women. (Women's Work Force, 1981).

Many married women find it difficult to imagine themselves without

their husband's support, yet for the majority of them it is an un-

fortunate IikIihood, either through separation, divorce, or death

of their spouse. Highlighting this is the increasing frequency

of divorce in American lifo, where nearly one in every two mar-

riages ends in divorce (Women's Work Force, 1981). Having been

socialized to be wives and mothers, large numbers of women, often

referred to as displaced homemakers, are finding themselves with-

out adequate education, job experience, or employable skills with

which to enter the labor market at other than low paying, dead-end

jobs. Without adequate income, they often fall into poverty.

One common myth portrays the divorced woman as having few fi-

nancial concerns because of alimony and child support payments.

The reality is stark in comparison. Only 14% of divorced women

11
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are awarded alimony, and of those only 7% collect it regularly.

Only 46% of divorced mothers are awarded child support and only

half of them collect it regularly; Within th'.ee years of their

divorce, 81% of divorced fathers have stopped paying awarded ali-

monymony or child support, These figures paint a grim picture for

the divorced, single woman especially if she has the added re-

sponsibility of children (Women's Work Force, 1983:);

Children cam complicate the disadvantaged woman's efforts 'moo

gain employment; If the children are pre schoolers, the mother

must either find suitable child care or arrange for part-time em.=.

ploynent. If she chooses part-time employment, which approximately

25% do, then she is left with lower pay and lack of benefits, es-

pecially health coverage (Women's Work Force, 1981). A large num-

ber of women solve their dilemma by choosing to leave their child-

ren unattended while they are away at work. This has given rise

to a group of neglected children referred to as "latch key" chil-

dren. In Texas, there are 32,000 such children. The mothers

responsible for this neglect comprise 30% of the married females

in the Texas labor force (Texas Department of Community Affairs).

The need for increased child care facilities to aid these women is

readily apparent.

Another contributor to. the "feminization of poverty" is the

continued barriers to employment opportunities for female workers.

Most women who successfully gain entry into the labor market find

12



themselves employed in the "traditional" female jobs -- clerical

work, sales, light manufacturing, and servie work. this point

has been reiterated by the U. S. Commission Gn Civil Rights:

"Traditional ideas of where women belong in the economy

and. patterns of employment diScrimination have readily

excluded women from certain areas of employment (such

as executive and managerial positions) and from the

skilled crafts, which have been traditionally male

dominated. Women have been channeled (regardless of

their motivation) into lower paying, lower status jobs

that men have not wanted, such as clerical and house-

hold work." (U.S. Commission on Civil Rights: Women

Still in Poverty).

It is true that federal affirmative action programs, coupled with

training programs to teach women skills in non-traditional jobs,

had led to an 80% increase in women employed in skilled trades in

the past ten years, obviously a commendable improvement. Having

nearly doubled the number of women employed at skilled trades,

worwen now comprise nearly 4% of painters, 3% of machinistS, 2% of

electricians, 1% of plumbers, and 1% of auto mechanics are women

(Women's Work Force, 1981); Of women employed in 1978, 68.`..% held

low-paid traditional "female" jobs; 21.6% held sex neutral jobs

and only 9.9% held well-paid traditionally "male" jobs (Women's

Work Force, 1981) The number of women in skilled trades will

need to increase considerably more before even a slight improve-

ment in the number of women holding nontraditional jobs can be

claimed.

13



The problem of occupational segregation is further compounded

by current wage differentials between men and women,

uncommon for men and women performing the same job to

nificant wage differential, which is rarely, if ever;

It is not

have a sig-

in the

woman's favor. For instance, in 1981, women sales workers earned

on the average 52% as much as male sales workers, women college

teachers earned 80% as much as their male colleagues, and women

bank Officers earned 60% as much as their male counterparts

(Ehrenreich and Stallard, 1982). The combination of unskilled

jobs and discriminatory wage differentials comblne to lower the

median income of women as compared to men. According to the

Women's Bureau (1977) the 1976 median earning for women was

$8,312.00. For men, it was $13,859.00. Employment, for women

then, is not the solution many people would believe it to be:

"Without serious federal and state policy intervention,

millions of women in the United States can expect to

live out a grim scenario. They can expect to grow up

as a member of the working poor, raise children alone

and in poverty, and finally, join the majority popu-

lation of the female aged poor" (Women's Work Force,

;981).

The State of Texas has not escaped the national trend toward

greater numbers of disadvantaged, impoverished women On the

contrary, data collected by the Texas Department of Commuhity

Affairs indicate the problem is even more pressing in Texas.

Nationwide, a

hold occurred

increase from

30% increase in the number of female heads of house-
.

1970 and 1978. By contrast, in Texas the

287,213 in 1970 to a projected 794,041 in 1978.
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With this large increase in female heads of households has come

a corresponding increase in the numbers of impoverished women

and their families. Of one-parent families with female heads

of household and children under six years of age, '65% have in-

comes at or below the poverty level, another 23% are in near

poverty and generally cannot qualify for public assistance

(Texas Department of Community Affairs, 1979).

Another contribution to the high number of impoverished women

in Texas is its large percentage of Mexican-American women. These

women face not only the continuing barriers of occupational segre-

gation, wage differentials, and sexual discrimination, but must

also deal with the additional burden of racial and cultural bias.

Minority women are consistantly found to fare less well than white

women throughout the United States. The frequency of impoverished

Mexican-America:n female heads of household is twice that of their

Anglo counterparts (i.e., two of every three Mexican-American fe-

male heads of household versus one of every three Anglo female

heads of household (Texas Department of Community Affairs). The

State of Texas, perhaps more so than many of the other forty-nine

states, is faced with a growing problem of epidemic proportion and

seriousness. It is of paramount importance and an ever-present

challenge to federal abd state legislative bodies to develop both

educational and job training programs which can effectively meet

the needs of disadvantaged women and help ease the personal and

societal strain their dilemma presents.
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EDUCATION

As noted in the introduction, the acquisition of marketable

skills affords the disadvantaged woman the opportun..ity to enter

the labor force at a level Sufficient to insure an income with

which she might elevate herself from the ranks of the impoverished.

Her greatest asset in the acquisition of such skills is her level

of education, a fact which has been well documented in the litera-

ture. The literature examines such information as: the purposes

and goals of education, the successes and failures of different

federal and state programs which have been established to deal

with the educational needs of disadvantaged women, as well as,

fact, finding studies to identify the problems and needs of the

educationally disadvantaged. From this material, little can be

gleaned which directly addresses the objective of this study, that

is, the identification of those factors which lead to the success-

fuI completion, by disadvantaged women, of vocational and job=

training programs as well as those which precipitate participant

fall,out. There does exist, on the other hand, information which

deals with the factors and personal characteristics which inhibit

women from successfully entering such programs, or which prevent

them from obtaining such skills in the first place. Some of these

barriers to education and employment might be inferred to be act-

ing on disadvantaged women to prevent their completion of such

programs, as well .as their entry. For instance, lack of confidence,
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poor self-esteem, and inadequate basic educational skills contri-

butT to women dropping out of vocational education and on-the-job

training programs as much as they prevent many women from attempt-

g to enter such programs in the first place. Perhaps a better

example-is the lack of support services for disadvantaged women

who wish to attend educational or job training programS. It is

not uncommon for these women to find it impossible to enter a pro-

gram because of inadequate child care services or ignorance of

financial aid. Women who attempt entry into such programs may, at

a later date, need to withdraw because of the unrelenting pressures

of family and child care responsibilities added to their educa-

tioanal, job training, or employment responsibilities. For this

reason, the greatest part of this selective literature review will

address not so much the published data on factors influencing

"Fail out", which is scant, as it will the traditional barriers

to achieving educational and employment goals.

Before reviewing the barriers to educational attainment, a

brief review is given of the benefitS and impact of education on

disadvantaged women. Many papers discussed the benefit of edu-

cation. In those papers, attention was directed at two major

areas; economic benefits and personal attainments. A general over-

view of the purpose and goals of education was found in the his-

toric Brown vs. Board of Education Decision. Although the thrust

of the decision was directed toward the education of children and
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the detrimental effect of racial discrimination, it is equally

pertinent to adult education and sexual discrimination:

"Today. education is perhaps the most important func-

tion of state and local governments. Compulsory

school attendance laws and the great expenditures

for education both demonstrate our recognition of

the importance of education to our democratic soc-

iety. It is required in the performance of our most

basic public responsibilities, even service in the

armed forces. It is the very foundation of good

citizenship. Today it is a principal instrument in

awakening the child to cultural values, in prepar-

ing him for later professional training and helping

him to adjust normally to his environment. In

these days, it is doubtful that any child may rea-

sonably be expected to succeed in life if he is de-

nied the opportunity of an education. Such an op-

portunity, where the state has undertaken to provide

it, is a right which must be made available tzl all

on equal terms." (U. S. Commission on Civil Rights:

August; 1978) .

There is ample research which demonstrates that a woman's low

educational achievement is associated with poverty, poor health

care, and poor physical and mental health. In 1977, Zena Blau

directed a study on the effects of educational achievement in a

group of Texan men and women, aged 55 and older. Her study in-

cluded 1,674 females and provided "strong and consistent evidence

of the critical importance of education for women's economic se-

curity and well-being in middle and later life." She went on to
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add, "the best educated women are least at risk of economic, men-

tal, and physical health problems, while the least educated are

most at risk in middle and later life." (Wood, 1980).

Another finding of the Blau (1977) study wa.s :the relationship

of educational level to labor force participation. Her results

indicated that education was a major determinant of labor force

participation, with individuals having the least years of school

completed also having the lowest level of participation. That

lack of participation, she concluded, contributed to lower income

levels and poverty.

In addition to the economic benefits Blau addressed less

material gains as well. She noted that the more education a woman

obtained, the greater her participation in the community and the

more physically and socially active she was in later life (Wood

1980) ,

Very Similar findings were noted by Barbara Young in a four

year study which took place in Louisville, Kentucky between 1969

and 1973. Her study was designed to examine the impact of higher

education on the economic situation and personal growth of welfare

mothers. With funding largely provided by the Work Incentive Pro-

gram (WIN), 350 welfare mothers were enrolled in local colleges.

The study involved 144 of these women who responded to mailed

questionnaires. There was no significant difference between grade

point average or number of class hours completed of those who
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responded to the questionnaire and those who did not. The results

demonstrated that despite a lack of preparation, many of the women

did very well; Of the total group, 75% obtained a C average or

better, with more than 50% obtaining a B average or better. Many

of the welfare mothers noted personal and social changes which in=

eluded increased confidence in their abilities, 70%; improved self

image, G9 %; increased interest in social and political issues, 60%;

and two important unexpected results which involved the partici-

pants' children. Greater than 503 of the welfare mothers became

more inVolVed in thoit Children'S edUcation, and 35% noted improve-

mentS in their child - rearing practices.

The degree of economical improvement was also examined but be-

cause nearly half of the women were still in school, a large num-

ber could not report a change in their economic situation. Of

those women who had completed their schooling, a majority agreed

they had improved their economic situation. Unfortunately, this

was only a subjective measure and no data were collected to quan-

tify the degree of improvement.

The obstacles that many of these welfare mothers overcame to

attend college will be discussed later in this review; however,

it should be noted that obstacles notwithstanding, a significant

number of women did manage to successfully advance their level

of education and improve both their economic situations and per

sonal growth. It was concluded by Dr. Young that "higher edUca=

tion offers a viable means for ending dependence on welfare and
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for making more women productive members of society" (Young, 1977).

The impact of education on employment opportunities and income

level has been noted earlier in this paper. A graphic illustra-

tion of the relationship of education level on median earnings is

provided by a report of the U. S. Commission on Civil Rights en-

titled "Social Indicators of Equality for Minorities and Women"

(1978, p 23).
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Several important points should be noted from thiS graph.

The firSt, and most apparent; is the increase in median earnings

in relation to increasing years of educational adhieVement. This

is true for all groups; male, female, majority, or black. The

Second point is that for any given year of educational achieve-

ment, Males, either majority .7,e black, earn nearly 50% more per

year than females of the same ethnicity. A third and equally

disturbing point is that majority females with college degrees

earn only slightly more than majority males who failed to graduate

from high school and, on the average, earn $2,000.00 less than

majority males who have graduated froM high school. The figure

demonstrates both that as education levels increase so does in-

come; but that th.ls is more true for males than for females.

The remainder of thiS chapter will address the literature on

barriers to educational attainment. There are any number of per-

sonal or societal conditions and circumstances which influende

the ease or difficulty an individual has in either completing

their education or returning to complete it at a later date.

Some of these barriers the woman brings to the system, Other's of

whidh are inherent within the system and society in general.

many of the barriers a woman faces; when seeking an education,

are, in a sense; self-imposed; or; at least; result from personal

inadequacies. These include a lack of self confidence, poor self -

esteem and self-image, inadequate basic education skills such as
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reading, writing, and studying ability, fear of failure, and,

ironically, fear of success. Other hindering obstacles are a

lack of awareness of available assistance agencies and an unreal-

istic understanding of her present or future work needs, which

often combine with a general occupational awareness. Closely re-

lated to many of these is the impact of socialization, especially

sex stereotyping by parents, family, society, and the educational

system itself. This last point was reiterated throughout the

literature reviewed (Strum, 1980; Chaband, 1970; Cots - Robles

Suarez, 1981).

Most women in the United States, especially women in disadvan-

taged circumstances, have felt the impact of having been brought

up in a society which clearly defines the attitudes and behaviors

expected of its member8. This has led to the formation of rigid,

stereotypic sex roles that severely limit the individual's freedom

to behave in any manner other than that allowed for members of his

or her gender. The result has been a pervasive code of attitudes

and behaviors which touches all aspects of an individual's life

and which permeates all institutions and levels of society, As

will be shown later in this paper, the education system has not

escaped socia.Lization and sex stereotyping,

Dr. Cecilia Cota-RobIes Suarez reviewed much of the litera-

ture published on sex stereotyping and wrote the following in "The

Minority Women: Racial/Sexual Overview":
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"Socialization into designated sex roles begins very

early in life -- with the newborn baby's pink or

blue blanket. In growing up, the child's treatment

by parents and society has been highly dependant on

thfi child'S sex. . .Women have been raised to fill

social roles that society has demanded of them

(Freeman, 1950). They have been trained, accord-

ing to Freeman, to model themselves after the ac-

cepted image and to meet the expectations that are

held for them by society" (Cota-Robles Suarez, 1981).

One impact of sexual Stereotyping on women has been to empha=

size and honor their toleS as wife and mother, While denigrating

their role as potential eMbers of the labor force: Thus the

socialiZatioh process leads many women to view marriage as a ter-

MinatIbri point for employment and education goals. Very often,

young women are led to believe that economic security reSultS from

Marriage. A result of this has been to minimize the need for wo-

men to complete their education or to learn marketable skil's.

study undertaken in Wisconsin noted that many American female

teenagers who are not college bound believe that if they have to

work at all it is only for a short interval until they marry.

They do not realize that they may well expect to work outside the

home for more than twenty years as many women do (U. S. Commission

on Civil Rights: Women Still in Poverty, 1979). This point was

made consistently in testimony obtained from disadvantaged women

by the National Advisory Cbincil on Women's Education; In 1977,

nationwiCe hearings were held to gather testimony from disadvantaged
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women for the purpose Of developing recommendationS for the

Secretary of Health, EdUcation and Welfare, as well as local

agencies and institutions seeking to serve educationally disad-

vantaged women. One of the summary points stated:

"The common denominator for all 26 million of these

women is that they are caught, because they are wo-

men, in stereotypes. They are the product of past

educational and social patterns which do not apply

to today's reality" (EliasOn, 1979).

The report went on to add that one very common theme throughout

the testimony was that the denial of educational opportunity had

deprived women of skills needed to earn basic, decent livlihoods.

Although the socialization of women towards marriage and away

from the labor force occurs in society at large, it is further

perpetuated in the educational system itself. This occurs in two

main areas -- one is the cultural bias of most teachers and guid-

ance counselors, and the second is the management of vocational

programs;

The need for responsible, non-sexist educational and vocational

counselling at all educational levels, but especially at the high

school level was another finding of the National Advisory Council

on Women's Educational Progress. Many women testified concerning

the role played by their high school guidance counselor in direct-

ing them into traditional homemaking skills and away from further

education and non-traditional job skills. The following is a quote
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from the Council recommendations which addressed the problem of

sexist guidance counselling:

"The council recommends to the Secretary of Health,

Education, and Welfare that existing Federal laws,

including age discrimination laws, Executive orders,

and regulations be enforced more thoroughly to as-

sure that women and girls are afforded educational

equity in career counseling, curriculum selection,

classroom training, and post-secondary preparation.

Such enforcement should require improved and expand-

ed counseling at the elementary and secondary school

levels so that in the future women can be better

equipped to avoid the problems of today's displaced

homemakers, single mothers, and older women"

(Eliason, 1978).

Also incorporated into the above recommendation was the need

fOr non- sexist "curriculum selection", and "classroom training."

This was directed at the emphasis on traditional homemaking skills

in secondary vocational training programs. School systems fre-

quently have discouraged girls from considering nontraditional vo-

cational training. Without encouragement, most girls usually fail

to consider training ih skilled crafts (U. S. Civil Rights Commis-

sion: Women Still in Poverty, 1979).

In secondary schools, females make up the majority of voca-

tional education students, however, their enrollment declines in

post-secondary and adult programs. Of these women, about four out

of five were trained in home economics and office practices rather

than in nontraditional skills (Ruby, 1977). In a review of voca-

tional education, Levine noted that occupational segregation was
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as prevalent in vocational education as it was in the labor

force. Health and office work, "traditionally female" fields,

accounted for 85% and 76% respectively of the female enrollees.

As might be expected, men were 95% of the agricultural trainees,

90% of those in technical programs, and 88% of those enrolled in

trade and industrial programs. He also noted that traditionally

women's fields had much lower per pupil expenditures and about

half the average entry wage of the traditional male occupations

(Levine, 1981). The prevalence of socialization and sex stereo-

typing in vocational training has been decreased with federal and

state legislation, however, a serious problem still exists, as

will be discussed later.

As important as personal factors and socializations are as po-

tential barriers, two other factors appeared more frequently in

the literature. They were the Unavailability of financial support

and insufficient support services, most frequently child care fac

ilitiet.

In Barbara Young's study on welfare Mothers in college, the

issue of obstacles to school attendance was examined; Her find

ingS indicated that financial difficulty was the leading cause of

withdrawal. Of the original group of enrollees, 40% eventually

Withdrew. Financial difficulties accounted for 20 %, 10% left be-

cause of academid reaSons; while 10% withdrew for personal reasons.

This prompted Young to conclude:
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"The greatest obstacle, therefore, to these mothers'

ability to continue their education was the lack of

finances - either their inability to survive on the

funds from Aid to Families with Dependant Children

(AFDC) or the lack of continued support from spon-

toting agencies. Their ability to do college work

and their ability to manage their personal lives

were not issues of critical importance" (Young, 1977).

Eliason's report on the findings of the National Advisory Coun-

cil on Women's Educational Programs also reflected this emphasis

On financial and support services barriers. Of the thirteen Coun=

cil recommendations made for either new legislation or alternatives

to existing legislation, four dealt with financial concerns and one

addressed the need forgrants to support child care centers at

public educational institutions. The women who spoke at the coun-

cil meetings stressed the following obstacles:

1) lack of living stipends or practical_Work=ttudy options
for the woman who must both support her family and ac-
quire training;

2) absence of grants to defray the costs of child care,
transportation, books, equipment, and clothes,

absence of financial aid to enable the would be student
who must work part-time to study part=time, and

4) overly stringent loan regulations (Eliason, 1978).

As noted above, there are many aspects to the financial barriers

issue. One aspect stressed by a number of papers was the diffi-

culties created by the need for many women to attend school on a

part-time basis, primarily because inadequate loans or grant aid

necessitated part-time employment to help defray expenses. The
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difficulty presented by parttime schooling is that most federal

and state programs are not set up to provide financial assistance

to part-time students. One of the papers which addressed this

problem is Levine's article on child care and equal opportunity

for women which will be ditcussed later in this paper.

Levine reported that Title IV of the Higher EduCation Act of

1965 authorited Several types of Student financial assistance

ranging from college work-study to Pell grants (formerly Basic

Educational Opportunity Grants); Eligibility, however; for Pell

grants requires that the student be enrolled at least half time

as an undergraduate (Levine, 1981). Women who cannot enroll for

at leatt half-time participation are left to hunt for financial

aid elsewhere. This, in effect, excludes many disadvantaged women

who must place employment and income needs above educational needs.

Closely tied to inadequate financial support was the lack of

child care services. Often women with pre-school children needed

financial assistance for child care services in addition to money

required for tuition and educational supplies (Young, 1977; U. S.

Civil Rights Commission: Women Still in Poverty, 1979; Eliason,

1978; Levine, 1981). As noted previously, one of the recommenda-

tions of the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational

Programs dealt with the need for adequate child care services.

This arose from testimonies stressing the need for child care fac-

ilities by many of the disadvantaged women.
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survey by the Center for Women's Opportunities was cited which re-

veaied that of 1,200 two year and technical institutions, only 132

provided child care facilities on campus. In many instances, wait-

ing lists were long and child care allowances were seldom included

in the parent's financial aid package (Eliason, 1978).

As noted in the initial discussion of barriers to education,

many disadvantaged women suffer from inadequate educational tkillS.

This may result from having dropped out of school before completing

their education, inadequate acquisition of skills despite having

completed school, or loss of previous skills due to the passage of

time. Regardless of the reason, a woman ill prepared to meet the

demands of re-entry into the educational system may find herself

overwhelmed and incapable of continuing, which leads to her even-

tual fall out. The literature indicates that these deficits are

not insurmountable. A new and progressive approach to the problems

of the educationally disadvantaged student was discussed in "The

ChronicaI of Higher Education" (1982). In this article, the Commis-

sion on Higher Education of Minorities advocates that institutions

of higher education adopt a "value added" system. Under this sys-

tem, a student it admitted and evaluated on the basis of his poten-

tial for learning and growth. This requires an assessment of the

student's relative strengths and weaknesses such that an individual-

ied program can be formulated which makes maximum use of the Stu-

dent's potential, while working to improve his weaknesses. This
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approach runs counter to the traditional model of admission and

evaluation baSed on test resultS and grades. Under the values

added approach, a woman with poor secondary school grades can be

admitted and receive an education where previously she would be

denied entrance or 14ould have dropped out when overwhelmed. Be-

cause of its focus on educationally disadvantaged studentS, this

approach compliments the open door polidy which progressive

schools have adopted (The Chronical of Higher Education 1982);

The COmMission, in reporting on the results of a three year

study, cOncluded that traditional testing and grading Methods in

higher educE ion do not contrihute to learning but lead to further

,obstacles for poorly prepared studentS. Traditional testing and

grading leads to rank ordering of students based an their present

performance rather than measuring their potential for learning

and academic growth. The Commission advocated a competancy based

educational approach which included "diagnostid" testing to iden-

tify potential while providing the student with supportive, indi

Vidualized instruction; The COMMiSsion also poiuted out that fbr

many studentS, the community college's open dbOr policy leadb to

the student being pushed out of the system. This resulted from

using traditional testing methods, unrealiStically assessing stu-

dent needs; and failing to address individual learning deficits

The CommiSSion concluded with the following recommendationS that

colleges and universities provide:
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1) counselling services and personal support groups to

assist minority women in overcoming barriers that
result from double standardt and sex role stereotyp-
ing;

2) science and math clinics and special courses to help
minority women make=up deficiencies in the preparation
of these subjects so that these women will be able to
consider a wider range of careers,

3) that institutions hire and promote minority women as
faculty, administrators, and staff,

4) that institutions provide child care; and

5) that institutions involve minority women, who live at
home, more fully in campus life to increase their -in-

teraction with other students (The Chronical of Higher
Education, 1982).

While these recommendations focused on minority women, they are

applicable to all low income head of household women. The recom-

mendations by the Commission present a challenge to post-secondary

educational institutions to be more involved and responsible for

the success of the student. Also, the recommendations indicated

the social, as well as academic, deficits of disadvantaged stu-

dents.

The above findings stress the need for doors beyond the "open

door" policy of higher educational institutions through wbich stu-

dents can address their deficits and obtain the preparation for

higher education they need. Allowing students to "pass" without

acquiring the foundation they need to enter and participate fully

in learning cheats both the student resulting in his ultimate

failure, and the institution - of a competent graduate. There is
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growing body of literature which addresses the variety of stra-

tegies which have been developed to meet the needs of disadvan-

taged students-deficits. It is not within the scope of this pa-

per to cover this material; however, two important developments,

the instructional revolution and identifying the high-risk stu-

dent, should be mentioned.

Dr. Patricia Cross addresses individual needs of students'

learning processes in her presentation to the Symposium on Indi-

vidualized Instruction. She states:

"We know that there are significant individual differ-

ences on three dimenSions of learning. People do

differ in learning rate, learning styles and in their

motivation and talents for various types of learning

tasks. This means that if we expect learning to have

maximum impact on the development of individuals, we

must offer options with respect to pacing, method of

instruction and curriculum content" (Cross, 1976).

Cross indicate§ that there is room within the educational system

fc:- an adult learner entering with deficits. She advocates that

all studentS be assessed in terms of their individual learning

needs and characteristics. Such an approach calls for individually

tailored education which focuses on learning at a rate the Student

is capable of, and in a time frame chosen by the student. Dr.

Cross points out that progressive educators and institutions will

be part of what she identifies as the "Instructional Revolution."
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The-Se educators and institutions will provide students with indi-

vidualized instruction through a variety of techniques and methods.

Students from all cultural, racial and economic backgrounds will

have, through this approach,

tion that is self-oaced with

their learning goals. Cross

an opportunity to acquire an educe-

the students competently arriving at

indicates that this revolution in

instruction and learning is increasing in usage. As the result

of a recent survey, she reports, the use of self-paced learning

has increased from one-third of colleges in 1971 to over two=thirds

in 1974 (Cross, 1976) .

While this approach being identified as a revolution, it

may be more appropriate to identify it as a significant evolution

in the teaching and learning process. Most importantly, it pro-

vides the means by which all students may become competent at the

learning task they have chosen rather than a few who meet the

criteria of strictly structured time and assistance in the tradi-

tional classroom setting. For disadvantaged women who hope to

gain economic independence through education, thiS new approach

offers the means by which that goal may be attained.

Another equally important advancement in education that will

have a profound impact on the success of disadvantaged women is

the willingness of educators and institutions to identify and

work with the student identified by Roueche (1978) as high risk.

Roueche (1978) points out that community colleges are absorbing
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increasingly large numbers of students who are characterized by

"failure identities." These students enter the community college

deficient in academic, learning, and social skills. They are

clearly ill prepared to succeed in traditional academic studies.

He provides an example stating that the average student entering

the community college reads at an eighth or ninth grade level.

The developmental programs used thus far to address these deficits

have not been Successful. The failure to upgrade the high risk

student is usually the result of several factors: 1) an approach

by the institution which is lacking in both committment and a real-

istic assessment of student needS, and 2) the services are frag-

mented. The result is the students who enter with hope leave in

frustration.

Intensive care treatment is the remedy Roueche (1978) advo-

cates for the high risk student. He proposes a "semester-long,

full-fledged developmental program" which would result in the

student acquiring the academic, learning, r..nd social skills re-

quired to achieve their educational goals. It is a developmental

approach to solving the problems which inhibits the potential suc-

ces of even the brightest high risk students. Intensive care is

developlental in that it provides the means by which the student's

learning processes can be strengthened before they are tested in

the classroot. By identifying these students at the entry point,

they may be structured for success rather than passed on,for fail

ure.
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The literature on education identifies a variety of tradi-

tional barriers which impedes women's educational progress.

From this review, the following conclusions can be drawn: (1)

in general, each disadvantaged woman faces not one but several

obstacles, the dominant of which are child care, financial needs,

inadequate socialization and learning deficits. (2) to assist

disadvantaged women achieve educational goals, a cooperative co-

ordinated effort must be made between academic instructional pro-

grams, such as developmental studies and support services.

Fall out from educational programs by disadvantaged women can

be addressed and reduced through realistic assessments of resource

and learning needs and provisions to meet those needs.
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EMPLOYMENT

As noted earlier, there is little specific information found

in the reviewed literature which addresses fall out of disadvan-

taged women from employment programs. in contrast, there exists

an abundance of literature which examines traditional barriers

to employment such as sex discrimination, occupational segrega-

tion, and lack of support services. This literature is especial-

ly relevant to disadvantaged women and the factors leading to

their fall out from employment. The following discussion there-

fore will address these traditional barriers to employment in view

of their relationship to fail out from employment programs. Fol-

lowing this discussion is a review of federally funded employment

assistance programs with emphasis on their successes and failureS

at resolving the employment problems of disadvantaged women. The

discuSsion will include the efforts of employment assistance and

programs to provide potential solutions to the employment problems

which face many disadvantaged women (i.e., lack of marketable

skills, entry to jobs at low levels, low pay, and jobs lacking

upward mobility).

While reviewing the literature on barriers to education and

employment, it becomes strikingly apparent, that for diSadvantaged

women, many of the barriers they face contribute equally to both

their educational and employment difficulties. It is therefore

somewhat arbitrary to discuss the barriers to education and
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employment separately, although for clarity this has been done.

Where it seems beneficial to do so, barriers such as sex bias

and stereotyping will be rediscussed in light of their additional

effect on employment.

As with barriers to educational attainment, the barriers to

employment can be viewed as either inherent to the individual or

imposed on the individual by her environment. Personal barriers

that interfere with a woman's ability to seek, obtain, and remain

employed include: lack of self-confidence, poor self-esteem and

self-image, lack of basic work habits, unrealistic attitudes con-

cerning present or future work needs, and lack of occupational

awareness (Hernandez, 1981; Shields, 1981; Osborn, 1977; Harmon,

1979) .

The importance of several of these barriers was highlighted in

a report by the New York State Guidance Center for Women. By its

nature as a pilot project, the Center was short lived; however;

it successfully compiled a large amount of material on the needs

of disadvantaged women during its three-year life span. Although

dated,*many of the Center's findings are as pertinent today as

they were in the late 1960's (Tinsley, 1980; Farmer, 1976; 1980;

Baruch, 1972; Taylor, 1964; DiSabtino, 1974; Brauch, 1976). Many

of the women who were trying to enter the job market were noted

to lack self-confidence and feared they would be unable to com-

pete with younger employees. Frequently, these women were also
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unwilling to explore unfamiliar occupational areas, such as

technical or nontraditional skills. Perhaps most significantly,

findings by the Center evidenced the restraining effect of soc-

ialization and sex stereotyping on women's efforts to become em-

ployed. Many women found it difficult to overcome the societal

expectation of women to remain at home as housewives and mothers.

This was closely tied to another restraining factor, the fear

many women had of appearing less "feminine." This led many women

to accept occupations which were obviously "feminine" in nature

such as clerical work, aides in hospitals and schools, teaching

and health occupations, and to avoid fields perceived as "mascu-

line" such as technical fields or construction. The effect of

socialization and sex stereotyping on their self-images was rea-

dily apparent.

In a similar finding, the Center noted a detrimental effect

f "feminine" education patterns during childhood and youth. It

is not uncommon for girls to perceive themselves as "not liking"

mathematics or science. This perception deterred their entry in-

to occupations viewed as being highly technical because of their

association to mathematics and other science related material.

This was found to be true even when occupations require& no math

or science but were only perceived as similar to occupations

which did. Likewise, this fear also extends to entry into cer-

tain vocational training programs (Westervelt, 1968).
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The importance of socialization and sex stereotyping was

evident throughout the literature reviewed. In many respects

it was a central theme, running consistantly from article to

article. In many of these articles, the authors emphasized the

role played by school systems and, especially, guidance counsel-

ors. This point was perhaps most strongly stated by Cecilia Cota-

Robles Suarez in her article, "The Minority Woman: Racial/Sexual

Overview":

"The public school system can be described as preparing

females and males for traditional roles; The schools

have enforced existing attitudes of a sexist society

through their curriculum, social interactions, and in-

structional materials (Levy, 1974; McCain, 1973). Ac-

cording to Levy, school,-- have played a major role in

the perpetuation of sexism by forcing children into

rigidly defined roles. . .As products of a sexist soc-

iety, teachers have carried with them biases about

what females and males should be and should do" (Cota-

Robles Suarez, 1981).

As was noted in the introduction, many women are socialized to

view marriage and parenthood as their primary goals in life..

This socialization begins early in life and is reinforced by the

attitudes of many school guidance counselors. This results in

many women who either fail to continue their educations, or fai

ing to fbreSed the day when they might be forced into the labor

market have made no effort to gain job skills; They also fail

to develop either baSic work habits or a work and career-oriented
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mind set, an outlook which boys are encouraged to develop at an

early age. S.ich attitudes, once ingrained, can affect women for

the remainder of their lives. In one study by Morris Rosenberg,

there was found to be an attitudinal difference concerning work'

between college women and college men. College men were more in-

clined to feel they would spend the rest of their livet working.

Women, on the other hand; were more oriented toward centering

their future Elves around family relationships. This apparently

carried over to their choices of occupations. Women more readily

chose people-oriented "service work" jobs while men, who were ex-

trinsic reward oriented, chose occupations that were competitive

and profit oriented (Martin and Martin, 1971).

In "Educating Women for Identity in Work," Martin (1971) dis-

cussed the psychological barriers to employment success and

stressed that females tend to think of themselves in terms of

their relationships tc men and not in terms of self-identityor

Identity in careers or work. She concluded:

"Every time women examine the structure of work and

careers, they begin to fit themselves into a place

low in status and power. .in doing so, they tend

toward work situations which enable them to perform

the more morally acceptable integrative serving

functions attributed to the female role, such at

nursing and other services such at those of tele-

phone operators, waitress; receptionists,

She goes on to stress that women are raiser' to view marriage as a

measure of success and a terminal point for employment. This
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highlights the need for a more realistic approach to guidance

counselling for women (Martin and Martin; 1971). This point was

alSo stressed by Steven H. Sandell in "American Women Workers in

a Full Employment Economy." In his article, he reiterated the

fact that women tend to underestimate their future labor force

participation and thereby do not seek formal or on-the-job train-

ing. This he felt could be overcome by providing more realistic

guidance counselling through all grade levels (Sandell, 1977).

In 1977, the Women's Bureau of the U. S. Department of Labor

conducted national employment interviews with low-income women.

The findings indicated that women nationally expressed very simi-

lar concerns and identified similar problems that affected their

ability to work or find employment. These included lack of af-

fordable child care, political patronage in CETA job programs,

sexual harassment, training programs that failed to lead to jobs,

low wages, lack of information about jobs, lack of transportation,

and wage differentials. One quote from a low-income woman from

Rhode Island perhaps best described the situation for women and

summarized the effect of socialization and sex stereotyping on

discouraging women from adequately preparing themselves for future

roles as labor force participants.

"I am one of 18 million women in the labor force today

who needs to work, who must work. Yet I've had little

preparation and no job training. My training has been
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how to be cute, how to be coy, how to cry on cue, how

to be a pretty puff of everything nice, sugar and

spice that's what little girls are made of. Now

I'm ,a woman, and not thrilled about the type of job I

can get with those skills. I ask you, please, give

me a trade, permit me to earn an honest wage to keep

me and my children off welfare.

"Today in schools all over the country, children about

fifteen years old are forced to make very big deci-

sions about what they want to do with the rest of

their lives. Students see guidance counselorS.

These counselors are both psychological counselors

and career counselors. What adolescent doesn't need

a pSychological counselor? Granted. But studentb

also need a lot of very big questions answered about

the work-a-day world and how to survive and even pros-

per in it. Career or vocational c ounselling is sorely

needed. Think back for a moment. Do you remember the

survival training you got from your guidance counselor?

Was it like mine? Go to the nearest college, so you're

not far from home, and major in Home Economics; at

least then you'll be able to keep a clean houge.

You're apt to be mar:ied before you are a junior.

"And I felt lucky -- lucky that in two year's time I'd

marry and be set for life. I believed my guidance coun-

selor: I didn't need to learn a skill; didn't need to

get a job; didn't need to learn about money, cares; buy-

ing a house, etc.

"But life, real life, isn't like that at all. In my

youth, I foolishly accepted, on faith, the wisdom of my

guidance counselor, only to find that I needed those

skills. . .ME AND 18 MILLION OTHER WOMEN IN THE LABOR

FORCE TODAY" (Anguiano, 1981).
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The effects of socialization and sex stereotyping are not

limited to the individual and her view of herself in relation

to the labor market. They also affect the way women are viewed

by others, especially employment assistance counselors and em-

ployers. Employment program operators and employers retain atti-

tudes which regard women as secondary workers and stereotype the

for "women's work." These attitudes create barriers for women at-

tempting to achieve career goals or entering nontraditional work.

They also result in the employment of women as marginal workers

and discouragement about employment opportunities (Smirlock, 1980).

Secondary work relegates women into the position of a worker whose

attachment to the labor market is erratic and whose income is not

substantial. Women are traditionally viewed as economic dependants

and inferior participants in the labor market (Smirlock, 1980).

When such an attitude is held by an employment assistance provider

or potential employer, women are encouraged to take positions in

service work or clerical sales, in contrast to nontraditional jobs

in construction, electrical or machine shops where better wages

are found.

One result of secondary work is wage differentials. In second-

ary work jobs, women often earn half what males earn for the same

work. The result is that women, as heads of households, are denied

the opportunity to independantIy support their family. Attitudes

that women are secondary workers may also result in discrimination
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and job segregation. The belief that women are secondary workers

contributes to their inferior treatment in the market place and

supports barriers preventing their economic independance (Smirlock,

1980) .

Women seeking employment who encounter job segregation, marginal

employment, and wage differentials quickly become discouraged. Wo-

men who have no, or, few job skills and little education and are

seeking hnmediate employment readily learn that the jobs they will

be most eligible for are in assembly or packaging in manufacturing,

low entry office or clerical work, or service work as maids and

housekeepers. It also becomes apparent that they are considered

marginal employees and their attachment to employment is not con-

sidered serious. In many instances, they are hired for work that

is seasonal and fluctuates with the economy. Adding to their dis-

couragement is the final lesson: they are most likely to be among

the first employees laid off if the market becomes depressed S.

Civil Rights Commission: Last Hired First Fired, 1977). The De-

partment of Labor identifies these workers as victims of struct-

ural unemployment. The impact of the recession in the mid=.1970's

provides an example as to what happens to the marginal employee.

As the recession grew in 1975, unemployment increased. One

Department of Labor spokesman was quoted as saying, "recently

hired workers, including many women and minority group'members,

have become early casualties of the economic turndown" (U. S.
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Commission on Civil Rights: Last Hired First Fired, 1977).

Down turns often lead to the loss of jobs for the marginal or

secondary worker which results in discouragement over job pros-

pects. Women make up 66% of discouraged workers (Wider Oppor-

tunities for Women, 1981). For many families headed by women,

this means turning to welfare to Survive.

The cost of being a di8Cotraged, secondary worker on welfare

is high. In addition to the economic cost of inadequate income,

studies shoW a correlation between chronic job loss or umemploy-

ment and high bleed pressure, low ego resilience and self-esteem,

increased' cases of mental illness and alcoholism; child abuse and

suicide (U. S. CommiSion on Civil Rights: Last Hired First Fited,

1977) .

Securing a stable, well-paying job and holding en to it is cti

tidal fot disadvantaged women. The knowledge that her income must

exceed the income maintenance and benefits provided through wei.--;

fare leads many women to seek assistance in finding better employ-

Merit. To accomplish this, they turn to assistance programs in

their efforts to improve employment possibilities. As will be

seen in the subsequent literature, the various employment pro

grams, as of yet; have failed to provide a solution to the speci-

fic employment needs of the disadvantaged woman.

As previously noted, disadvantaged women seek employment as

one solution to their lack of income. Ehrenreich and Stallard
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(1980) report the findings of a recent study of AFDC recipuents

which indicated that the majority of AFDC recipients had made

efforts to support themselves before turning to welfare. After

two years of divorce or separation, welfare became a dependable

source of income and medical benefits as contrasted with low wage

employment which frequently provided no benefits. The employment

assistance program is one source which provides the head of

household an alternative to welfare.

Historically, federal manpower acts have focused on the train-

ing and employment of men. In an effort to address the employment

needs of welfare recipients, the Work Incentive Program (WIN) was

established as part of the Social Security Amendments of 1967.

WIN it the only federally funded program which has manditory par-

ticipation. AFDC participants are required to participate unless

they are in poor health or have pre-school children. The initial

program, WIN I, focused on counselling and training participants

prior to employment. In 1971, however, the focus of the program

changed to: the immediate placement of participants in employ-

ment when possible. if employment is not available in the pri-

vate sector, then public sector employment is ,made possible, and

for those who need training and experience, on-the-job and class-

room training is available. In a review of studies analyzing

WIN, the following conclusions were drawn: previous job experi-

ence significantly improves the chance and choice of subsequent
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employment by participants, training can he a decisive factor

in upgrading a woman's job qualifications, and the completion

of a training program increases the likelihood that participants

will become self-supporting. In addition; findings indicate

that women who had participated in vocational training, on-the-

job training, and public service employment increased their yearly

earnings over non-participants (Fish; 1980). Many women success-

fully used the WIN program and benefited by obtaining training

and employment. The review pointed out, however, that of AFDC

participants, the most able, ambitiou , yodng, and best educated

are automatically placed i.n the program and readily found train-

ing and employment (Fish: 1980). In contrast, the review also

deMOnstrated that WIN failud to develop an effective strategy for

older, poorly educated, less eXperienCed, and disadvantaged women..

In another examination of the WIN program by the U. S. Civil

Rights Commission (1979), the results indicate that preference-is

given to male participants. Although 75% of WIN participants are

women, WIN policies direct that males participants are to be

placed ahead of other participants. WIN program operators also

admit that removing women from welfare dependancy through employ-

ment in contrast to males i8 difficult because they receive much

lower wages. This was demonstrated in the employment placements

of 1973 and 1975.
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In 1973, 41% of individuals placed were women, and of those,

their median salary was $1.85 an hour in comparison 'to, men,,who

earned $2.58 hourly. These women were frequently placed in

traditional employment such as service work. clerical, and light

factory work. The employment placement results were similar in

1975, and in 1978, a WIN program operator stated that the pattern

had not changed.

The traditional policies and practices of the employment

placement officers contribute to the problem. These individuals

determine to which jobs female participants will apply and often

prohibit their placement in nontraditional work or training. In

hearings on the WIN program, Dr. Louis Fermon, a witness from the

Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations at the University of

Michigan, summarized the WIN attitude:

". .many manpower agencies are working with outmoded

assumptions. They assume that men are heads of

houSeholds and, therefore, they should get certain

kinds of jobs that pay higher wages. This is a

Stereotype you find very, very strong. They lose

sight of the burgeoning divorce rate and desertion

rate which has produced really many, many cases

where women have become household heads. . .

think the second aspect of it is that we have per-

petuated a kind of dichotomy between men's jobs and

women's jobs which I really don't think has any ba-

sis in fact" (U. S. Commission on Civil Rights:

Women Still in Poverty, 1979).
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While his comments were directed towards WIN, they easily apply

to many of the manpower programs.

Another factor which inhibits WIN's efforts to employ women

successfully is the lack of understanding of federal regulations

which forbid any form of discrimination. Added to this, is the

fact that many employers and unions refuse to accept women for

training or placew _nt in jobs which are nontraditional (U. S.

Commission on Civil Rights: Women Still in Poverty, 1979).

Although WIN successfully places a number of women, there are

many others who derive no benefit. This results from policies

prioritizing the employment of males and supporting stereotypic

attitudes held by program operators and community employers.

These policies and attitudes act as barriers which prevent women

from securing permanent employment and economic independance.

Another manpower program designed to provide nation=wide em-

ployment assistance is CETA (the Comprehensive Education and

Training Program). Under the CETA umbrella, local community

agengies provide training and employment placement assistance to

low-income persons. The program is structured to accomplish the

following work pattern: preparation for employment through edu-

cation, training, and socialization; the attainment of work ex-

perience and appropriate personal and work attitudes; access to

upward mobile employment; and finally, securing permanent employ-

ment leading to individual economic stability (Understanding CETA,

1978) .
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Following a twelve month examination of CETA programs in

the State of Iowa, the following conclusions were made by the

Advisory Commit-toe which conducted the investigations

1. that among the unemployed whiCh_CETA serves; minorities
and women were disproportionately represented;

2. that data on this group are unreliable to use as a data
base from which to target the population for services,

3. that CETA selection criteria did not identify those in

greatest need of employment awareness;

4. that CETA was (is) inadequately designed to train dis-

advantaged and uneducated individuals, particularly
women and minorities,

5. that on-the-job training opportunities were not fully
utilized because of poor interaction between agencies

and the business community,

6. that tests were used inappropriately for participant

selection,

7. that little outreach was directed toward minorities,

that_individUalS using the program were often in need

of support services such as child care; and

9. that minorities and women were not involved in local

CETA agencies either as participants or employees

(U. S. Commission on Civil Rights, 1978: The CETA

Program in Des Moines).

The findings of this study indicate that CETA's efforts to address

the employment needs of the disadvantaged are inadequate for women

and minorities. The educational entry levels required,-Iack of

support services, and failure to target women and minorities

places them in a situation similar to the WIN program.
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In addition to the challengeS raised by the Iowa study, CETA

has also 11).en questioned as to its effectiveness at socializing

workers to emplcnment, particularly disadvantaged .ndividuals

_
with little experience or education. In recent research, Ciscel

and Tuckman (1980) identified three types of CETA participants.

The first two were peripheral workers, considered labor market

failureb, and participants who used CETA as a last resort. The

third type of worker was the participant who used CETA to success-

fully obtain better employment. The research study was designed

to identify which factors led scme participants to successful em-

ployment while others failed. It also examined the effect of

CETA'S intervention on either group. To identify these factors,

the study examined pre-CETA work history and post-CETA performance,

including attitudes regarding employment. The factors separating

the two groups were a difference in maturity, attitudes, and labor

Market awareness. The unsuccessful participants used CETA as

another source of income and their work histories Were not altered.

The successful participants used CETA to improve their course of

employment; The conclusions drawn by the researchers were that

disadvantaged workers need a more carefully deSigned program to

affect a change in their employment patterns. The program was not

able to redirect the participants who 11.,d previously experienced

failure in their eduCation and employment efforts. The research-

ers concluded: "If effortb are not especially attuned to the
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social and skill problems of the peripheral worker, the result

will often be just another income transfer program" (Ciscel and

Tuckman, 1980).

Although CETA reports success in employment placements, its

success must be examined by exploring the past work record of pre-

CETA participants. The peripheral worker's post-CETA employment

may not have altered. As a result, the employment future of the

disadvantaged 'worker may not be modified. Peripheral workers may

be experiencing a revolving door with no improvements in employ-

ment while CETA operators count their participation in the program

as a positive termination. In part, this occurs because of CETA't

structure and its failure to target the special needs of d4sadvan-

taged participants adequately. This was addressed in a recent U.

S. Senate aearing.

In testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Employment Pro-

ductivity by a representative of Wider Opportunities for Women,

critical questions were raised about CETA's provisions for disad-

vantaged women. The testimony pointed out the need for specific-

ally designed women's employment and training services. While

CETA has targeted some of its funds for disadvantaged women, they

continue to be "underserved and ineffectively served" (WOU, 1981).

Evidence of this was provided by the findings of the National Com--

mission for Employment Policy on CETA performance. The findings

demonstrate that although the number of female participants had
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increased there was little achievement of sex equity in the pro-

gram. Much of the classroom training CETA provides for women con-

tinued to segregate women into occupations with low wages and no

upward mobility. In addition to this, and similar to the Iowa

findings, women continued to be underrepresented in on-the-job

training as evidenced by data from 1979. The data indicated that

although 58% of women were eligible for on-the-job training; of

those eligible, only a little more than 1/3 were actually placed.

In addition, few women were found in CETA's public service employ-

ment positions. These positions often lead to management experi-

ence and permanent employment. Confirming this, Straun (1980)

found that women are underrepresented in every employment and

training program run by federal administrators including CETA,

and the Job CorpS. He al-O found that this was particularly the

case where perenrollee costs are high and possibilities for well

paying jobs are good. It appears that CETA providers have madO

minimaI'efforts to addrOSS the employment needs of disadvantaged

women. Their activities in this area would indicate a lack. of

serious commitment.

In her ,statement to the Senate Subcommittee on Employment Pro-

ductiVityi Cynthia Marano (WOW; 1981) discussed the Structural

problems inherent in CETA which prevents women from successfully

using the program:
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"The pressure on CETA programs to place as many people

as possible as quickly as possible into unsubsidized

employment undermines the long-term objective of en-

abling participants to become and remain economically

self-sufficient.

"For women, quick placement is likely to be in a tra-

ditionaly female,'IOwer-paying job which will only

serve to increase women's numbers in the population

of the "working poor." This means that, despite

fullttme employment, their income is so low that many

female-headed families must continue to rely on pub=.

Iic assistance to meet some portion of their families'

Survival needs.

"Placement in better-paid, stable, skilled jobs -

those which women have not traditionally held -- re-

quires special, compensatory training. The CETA em-

phasis on Short-term numbers, instead of lasting re-

sults, discourages thiS kind of more intensive, but

more rmccessful job preparation.

"At present, program operators have few incentives to

provide the kindS of skills training which will have

longterm positive impact on a woman's earnings.

Program quality is currently assessed on a cost per

participant basis -- with the program having the

lowest cost per participant being favored. The use

of this mode of assessment discourages the adoption

of program models which provide comprehensive, job-

specific skills trathing to prepare participants for

:F:chnical jobs in high-paying growth industries.
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"Such programs do have a higher cost per participant;

they also rate higher in terms of positive placements,

higher earnings, decreased welfare dependency and

greater job retention."

The traditional approach which CETA used for its programs may well

be ineffective for disadvantaged women. Women bring to the pro-

gram a set of needs which include not only their present and fu-

ture employment, but also, child care, transportation, health,

legal, and financial problems. Without support services to address

these problems, long-range employment through CETA for women is not

likely to be achieved.

BOth WIN I and II and the CETA program have been models for th

employment of low-income, disadvantaged persons. In some partici-

pants' cases, predominantly male, these programs have facilitated

entry into employment; however, they have not shown themselves to

be, at this point, a real solution to the employment problems of

disadvantaged women. This is largely because of their willingness

to place women in low wage, dead-end jobs. Also, the program pro-

viders have not paid enough attention to the behaviors and atti-

tudes which disadvantaged workers ,,ring to their programs.

An eighteen month examination of employment assistance provi-

dei was done in Boston in the late 1960's. The study, progressive

for Its time, focused on the behavioral characteristics of disad-

vantajed workers, as well as, the program's relationships to the

economic and social community in which the programs operated. The
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findings demonstrated that exposure to low wages and low - quality

employment: (1) has a decided impact on the subsequent employ-

ment behavior of disadvantaged individuals, (2) that the domi-

nant contributing factor to worker drop out from employment was

low wages and poor quality employment, and (3) that too little

attention is paid to the demand side of the labor market (Doerin-

ger, 1969). The re-Searchers concluded that more attention needed

to be paid to the behavioral characteristics of disadvantaged

participants. They also advocated longer contact between employ-

ment agencier -raining programs. Another recommendation was

for a decre ,! number of participants to enable agencies

to spend Tnr. :1-cing participants in quality employment.

In regard to demand side of the market, the researchers rer-om-=

mended: (1) improving low quality employment and (2) improving

access to quality employment by ditadvantaged workers. The latter

reccmmendation was more realistic (Doeringer, 1969). When employ-

ment assistance programs train ditadvantaged individualt both in

behaviors required for stable employment, and skills: needed by

preferred employers, they will increase the probability of reten-

tion in employment by participants and satisfaction by the em-

ployeT....

Baum (1973), in his study of NAB-JOBS (National Alliance of

Businessmen training program) for disadvantaged workers, explored

Doeringer and others' findings that workers restricted to low-
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quality jobs acquire poor work habits and attitudet. The NAB JOBS

approach was to encourage private industry to absorb disadvantaged

workers into the work force and provide them with on-the-job

training and developmental services. These services were expected

to offset the debilitating effects of impoverishment on work

habits and attitudes. The NAB JOBS program encountered difficul-

ties as the result of the recession. In spite of these difficul-

ties, however, the findings indicated that the workers placed in

the program did remain on the job as long as non-disadvantaged

workers. ,Baum concluded that the extensive training and develop-

'mental services had a positive effect on the employment of disad-

vantaged workers.

In addition to examining the length of employment, Baum (1973)

examined the attitudes of participants toward employment and occu-

pational success. He argued that the disadvantaged worker brings

to the employment situation not only the desire to work but re=

peated past occupational failures as well. These past failures

psychologically sabotaged their efforts to improve their own em-

ployment pattern. This creates a barrier to the successful use

of employment assistance and training programs. Further failures

reinforce feelings of powerlessness and incompetence. Baum con-

tends that by addressing these psychological variables, the dis-

advantaged individual's sense of powerlessness and incompetence

could be altered. Using two scales, he measured Occupational
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Primacy and Locus of Control. Occupational Primacy measures

whether the individual places occupational success over other

alternativet. Locus of Control measures the degree to which

an individual believes he can influence or control his life

through his own behavior. The results demonstrated that not

only were the disadvantaged participants highly committed to

occupational success but that minorities were more committed

than whites. It clearly indicated that the disadvantaged par-

ticipants viewed occupational success to btu key to improvements

in their economic situation. It was also demonstrated through

the Locus of Control scale that the minorities had less confi-

dence in their ability to achieve occupational success through

their own efforts (Baum, 1973). The examination of these vari-

ables adds to the complex problems that employment programs must

deal with when addressing the needs of the disadvantaged. worker.

To increase the likelihood of successful program participatiom

and employment, attitudes and previous work experiences must

addressed. Efforts to insure a p.)sitive work experience and the

growth of a sense of competence are critical to the development

of long-term employment. Such efforts were the focus of a recent

study conducted by the Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation.

The National Supported Wcrk Demonstration was undertaken by

the MDRC to identify an effective strategy which would lead to

long-term employment for disadvantaged workers. The supported
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work program was experimental in deSign. The objective of the

supported work experiment was to: (1) enable those with severe

employment problems to participate constructively in the labor

market and become productiVei (2) decrease socially dependant

and destructive behavior, and (3) increase self- sufficiency and

The project's goalindependance (Gueron, 1980; Masters, 1981).

was to develop an entry to the labor market for individuals who

previously had failed, by modern standards, to become occupation-

ally successful. The program provided a structured work experi-

ence in which participantb gained skills, positive work habits,

and the credentialS necessary :or permanent employment. The

final aim was to rediStribute income through work rather than

public sector payments. FoUr disadvantaged groups partic4ated

in the project: (1) women on (2) ex-addicts, (3) k=Offend

ersi and (4) School drop-outs; who often had criminal recordS.

Of all groups; the program worked most effectively for women who

had been on welfare. ThiS was a particularly interesting finding

given the number of women who are presently on welfare and wish

to work.

Wortien who participated in the study were required to meet

..s cee qualifications. These included having received AT'CD for at

ibat 3 years; little or no wDrk experience, and no children uncle]:

sal-1°bl age. Women meeting the requirewents were then provided the

following:
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1. employment in a service (or cIeridal) related area,

2. close supervision by technically qualified people

who underStOdd the work history and personal back-

ground of the participant,

3; training in a new trade or job skill,

4. peer support through groups of dight_or twelve
participantS under one supervisor, with three to

five workers in a sub-work group, and

5. graduated stress through increasing productivity
demandS, increasingly complex wOrk_atsigmients and

gradually decreasing superviSion (Gueron, 1980).

To aid in the analysis of results, a group of matched controlS

were selected. The control groups were not assisted in any way

and did not take part in the program. The experimental AFDC group

was then assigned to work sites under the conditions previously

defined. The findings indicate significant difter,L:Ices between

the AFDC controls and the AFDC experimentals (Masters, 1981). The

majority of AFDC experimentals stayed in the program for-nine

months or more. Compared to the other three groups, they had the

highest attendance rate and had the lowest percent fired. They

were, as a group, considered to be reliable and stable workers.

Most impo.,:tantly, the post-program effects on the average monthly

earnings in dollars, between the experimental and control group

mean, was $59.00 and was found to be statistically significant.

The program clearly improved the earnings for AFDC women. The

researchers also concluded the program affected the kinds of jobs

available to experimental participants and did not simply increase
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access to low-wage jobs (Master, 1981) . The benefits from par-

ticipation in this project are clear. For the majority of women,

supported work re-Stilted in steadier jobs, higher wages and fringe

benefits, increased self- confidence, skills and economic indepan=

dance. EcOnoMic gains were not the only gains noted. Psycholc

gical benefits were also present.

'o examine the non-pecuniary gains on participants of the sup=

ported work project, a study was conducted to examine the post-pro-

gram impa,:t on the lives of thu AFDC experimentaIs. The selfcon-

fia:nde Of the experimentals was significantly stronger folloWing

completion of the program. These participants had made successful

Ise of their newly acquired skills and labor market contacts. It

was noted that the longer a participant remained in the program,

the greater was her likelihood of success. More importantly, in-

creasing self-confidence was a significant factor in assisting

women to make the transition from welfare to emp_Loyment. The 're-

searchers concluded that employment programs which assist the dis-

advantaged women must provide the opportunity ti increase self-

-
confidence and self - worth. This is particularly true of AFDC re-

cipients because of the poor sense of Selfworth and competence

which results from welfare dependancy (Danzinger, 1981).

Another recenty condudted project which provides similar re-

suits to the NCDR study is the minnego.ta Work Equity ii.OjeCt; In

the intit of national welfare reform, a project was deSighed
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to examine the barrierS to employment for disadvantaged indivi-

duals. The project was a two-year demonstration employment and

training program providing services to public assistance recipi-

ents. The focus of the project was to identify barriers these

participants face in obtaining and remaining in employment. Pre-

vious examinations of other employment programs by these research-

ers irdicated that barriers such as lack of trlinng or skills

could be more readily overcome than barriers such as lack of social-

ization to work. They directed the focus of their project to ad-

dress the more subtle barriers to successful employment (Frili5on,

Steinberg and Kulik, 1980) . In comparing male and female pari-Icl

pants, the findings indicated that males had a stronger attachment

to work, as well as, more work experience, reflectinrr their social-

izat.on. Chronic welfare dependency and combining welfare assist-

ance with work was more characteristic of female participants.

They appeared to use the welfare system as an intermittent cobilLg

mechanism in times of unemployment. Of the female participants,

two sub-groups were identified: (1) those with little work experi-

ence and strong attachment co welfare and (2) women with subStan-

tial work experience and some Welfare dependance. Barriers to em-

ployment the first group encountered were: lack of familiarity

with the job market, lack of marketable skills, and low earnings

potential. For this group of participants, the researchers recom-

mended supported work experience that would lead to higher wages
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and a socialization to employment; For the second group, educa-

tion was recommended; specifically combining career counselling

and training, coupled with supportive employment, such that full

self-sufficiency could be obtained. The researchers' findings

indicated that programs providing support services which address

the barriers women face are likely to contribute significantly

to women on AFOC achieving self-sufficiency and economic indepen-

dence (Wilson; Steinberg and Kulik; 1980) .

Employment assistance programs are crucial to women, who as

head of households; choose to work instead of receiving welfare;

The barriers to successful employment at a wage which can support

a family are tremendous; Although previous emp7:oyment programs

have attempted to assist disadvantaged worker=, to find employment

or improve their employment opportunities, they .hvve yet :.o fully

acknowledge and act .Dri the support needs of disadvantiqed Women.

The 1978 Employment and Training Report of the President (U. S.:

Department of Labor, 1979) arrived at two conclusions regarding

the efforts of disadvantaged women to beroirle eMplObdi

"In general, Welfare recipients and other low-income per:-

sons (along with most Americans) have a strong work

ethic, want to work, and when feasible, dO work.

"Substantial barriers stand in the way Of welfare reci-

pients (and others) participating in the present job

market system. They include lack of SkillS, poor health,

the need for chid care, and lack of jobs at which they

can earn enough to support their families."
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Until these barriers are addressed consistently by programs pro-

vidin employment assistance to disadVantaged women, employment

with upward mobility will be minimally achieved by this group.

The literature examined indicates that disadvantaged women

face many barrieta when attempting to enter the labor market and

become successfully employed; They are taught as children and

young adults to regard marriage as their future source of income

and security. This is further reinforced by school counselors

who channel them into home economics rather than technical or vo-

cational training, ori pre-college Studies; They are encouraged

to use college as a place to find a husband.rather than develop

their intelligence and acquire competent skills for careers and

work; The discovery that they must work is shocking, as ts their

growing realization that they will be segregated into secondary

employment which frequently results in marginal and intermittent

work. The wage differential they encounter leaves them discour-

aged, especially when they realize the difficulty in supporting

a family on the income they earn.

The socialization process aZfects not on1 the early choices

and behaviors of these women, but also the attitudes of those to

whom they turn for help and the employers for whom they work.

The general attitude of employment assistance providers has been

to ac: ress the needs of male participants with families prior to

females in need who may also head families. A7,other attitude has
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been to consistently channel women into traditiOnal work which is

low paying and provides no upward mobility or career development.

This is reinforded by an attitude held by many employers that wo-

men are by their "nature" economically dependant and therefore

their employment ShOtld be that of a secondary Worker; It also

supports the continued wage differential found between males and

females, frequently employed at the same job. The perpetuation

of this attitude results in discouragement by women seeking better

employment and often results in a resolve to accept and depend on

welfare.

The emplb)alent programs have not, as of yet, consistently tar.;:

geted services for the disadvantaged women who needs, not only to

acquire training, skills, and employMent, but who must resolve the

peripheral problems which affect their employment, such as child

care, financial problems, transportation, health, and her.oWn atti-

tudes. While some programs do, in fact, find employment for di,sad

vantaged women, that employment it often sabotaged by failing to

pay attention to the support ::-.,.eedt of disadvantaged women and re-

sults in fall out from the labor force and employment assistance

programs. Both educational and employment programs which both

operate effectively and provide support services potentially offer

women a channel through which they may overcome the barriers of

socialization and social attitudes and become employed. For women

who have skills, such programs offer access to improved employment;
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for those who lack skills, they provide links to training and

education which will result in employment. For both groups of

women, they offer remedial, competitive employment skills with

upward mobility in the labor market. The progressive programs

which address the barriers women face will facilitate entry to

work for many participants.
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SUPPORT- SERVICES

The review of the literature to this point has identified

disadvantaged women and traditional barriers which inhibit their

entry and retention in post-secondary education and successful

employment. Clearly, women heads of households are poorly prep,-,

ared for re-entry to educational institutions or employment. The

problems they confront; poor self confidence, low self esteem;

7inancial barriers; inadequate preparation for education and work,

child care problems, and poor decision making proceSSeS are

frequently overwhelming; In responding to thes pr.-able-MS, however;

much has been learned concerning strategies to address both their

lack of preparation and their resource need8. PrOgressive educ6.-

tional and employment assistance programs have learned to integrate

support services as part of an effective strategy to assist dis-,

advantaged women; Support services not only facilitate open door

policies, equal opportunity, and affirmative action; they also

increase retention which leads to the successful completion of

programs and long-term employment by women.

It would appear that equal opportunity fo- women has become a

societal goal, encourage) by the passage of a number of laws:

Equal Pay Act, Fair Labor Standards, Title VII, Civil Rights Act

Of 1964, Title IX; Educa :ion Amendments; and the Women's Edudational

Equity Act. One key factor in women's inability to benefit fret

these laws is that the public policy treats women as individualS,

rather than as heads of nousehoid and family providers. The
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prevalent and unrealistic attitude that women are secondary or

marginal workers leads public policy -to "encourage" support

services rather than "require" services to be provided. Until

support services are required the goal of equal opportunity foi

women will not become a reality; The support services which are

most consistently "encouraged" in the literature are child care,

financial assistance, and counseling for education and career

development. The first to be discussed child care.

Child Care

In an extensive review of the literature on child care and

its impact on women and equal opportunity, several studies (Levine

1981, Fith 1978, Strober 1977) docuMent that lack of child care

inhibitt the fullfilIment of equal opportunity goals, as well as,

women's participation in education and employment; Thete studies

indidate that to ensure equal opportunity; affirmative action, and

Open dOor policies for women, particularly minority women, changes

and additions must be made that facilitate women's access to jots.

training, employment, and post -secondary education. Women constitute

a large percentage of the working poor, or, those who are impover-

ished and dependent on public support and are immobilized by the

absence of child care or by inadequate child care services.

Without these services they can not take advantage of education

and employment opportunities; Until child care is considered a

necessary part of equal opportunity, Affirmative action, and open

door policies will not be of significant help to many women

(Levine 1981).
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rju,.ng the last decade, women's participation in the 1pbor

Jas ± pa : determined by the availability of child care

C.mmission on Civil Rights: Women Still in Poverty 1979).

A sunstantiaI nurmer of women were prevented from taking paid work

becausc of unavailable or unsuitable arrangements for their

children. Women often found themselves in a double bind; they

could not afford child care unless they had a job; but they could

not get a job unless they had child care; Few studies, however,

identified hoW frequently the lack of child care inhibited women's

labor force participation or involvement in education Of theSe

studies done it was found that approximately one of every five

unemployed women was unemployed because of the absence or ladk of

ade-cluate child care (Levine 1981); Inadequate or unreliable child

care resulted in an increased likelvhood of intermittent and part -

time work; or jobs with low pay an0 little career mobility. This

contributed to a growing class of workers who have irregular

participation in the labor market and who are cut Off from high

wages, prestigious occupations, employment benefits, and career

mobility.

Levine (1981) reported. evidence WhiCh indiCated that public

supported child care faCilities could faCilitate the stable em-

ployment of lowincome women. In a two year study of the-, economic

effect of families re2eiving Title XX Child care assistance in

Orlando, Florida, an increase was sh:JWn in the incidence of

employment and higher earnings. In addition, a significant number

of AFDC cases were clog.d. These occurred primarily among women

who had children enrolled in a Title XX funded child care program.
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The benefits of employment, increased earnings and removal from

public support, increased in direct proportion to the length of

time families partiz)ipated it 1_;. Title XX child care program.

For the participEnts of th-L 4-(1,gram, which provided child care,

self sufficiency and independance from public sector support

became a reality.

In addition to providing access to employment, child care

also aids disadvantaged women in their efforts to achieve an

education. In a profile of the single mother and her educational

needs, Eliason (11378) reported the results of a survey conducted

to identify the number of child care facilities available on

college campuses. Conducted by the Center of Women's Opportunitita

at the American Association for Community and Junior Colleges the

survey identified 1,200 tWo==year and technical institutions and

found only 132 campuses with child care facilities. In addition

to these findings, an informal survey was conducted by the child

care advocates in which it was found that fewer 100 of 1,900

four-year institutions had child care facilitie> ctailable for

students' use ( Eliason 1978). Because of the failure to recognize

the extent and degree of students' child care needs, many students

must rely on their own resources which are often inadequate. To

know children are adequately provided for decreases stress and

iMprovSS performance. In a study of women in adult education many

participants cited the lack of child care as their reason for

dropping out of courses or studies. Specifically, data from the

National Center for Education Statistics indicated that 22,957

women students withdrew before completing programs. They cited
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the unavailability of child care as their chief reason tor dropping

out (Levine 1981).

Recent 8tati8j.C8 for 1974 indicate that 42% of all children

Under 18, almost 27 million children, had working mothers. Nearly

six million of the children were under age six. Yet there were

only one million spaces available in licensed day care programs

for mothers with pre-school children (Strober 1977); Levine

(1981) also indicated that by 1990 one million day care centers or

child care alternatives will be needed. Quality child care; at an

affordable price has rapidlY become a basic need of many women;

As part of his etensiye examination on the impact of child

care and its relationship to equal opportunity in education and

employment Levine (1981) cites seven consequences of the failure

to provide child care stmoort:

from

1. the inability of women to participate

2. the inability of women to participate
and privately funded ecication,

3. the inability of women t:o participate
privately .waded child care programs,

in the labor force,

in federally funded

in federally and

4. the inability of women to take advantage o
or training necessary for advancement,

job promotions

areduetion in the amount of time a woman can committ to
education or employment,

6. interference with women's ability to concentrate and
perform work or studies,

7. the inability of women -to accept employment which might
reduce dependancy in other areas (Levine 1981).

The rapid and growing need for child care has evolved in part

the growth of the nuclear family and the increasing partici-

pation, out of necessity, of women in the labor force. Prior to
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the growth of the nuclear family, mothers were aided in their

caretaking responsibilities by grandmothers, aunts, female siblings,

and other female kin. With the disappearance of the extended

family network has come the loss of the earlier support mechanisms.

Today, dOuble and single parent families have the sole ronsibility

for child care. For the single parent who is predcminately fc:Male,

this burden operates as the most significant barrier to achieving

education and employment goals;

When arranging for child care working women frequently depend

on less than satisfactory provisions. These involve care by older

children, or teenagers who have dropped out of school, grandparents

who are frail and often dependant themselves, and neighbors with

poor dependability (U.S. Civil Rights Commission: Women Still in

Poverty). As previously noted, there is a growing number of

children for whom child care is no arranged or provided. These

"latch key" children are generally of pre-school age and are left

to care for themselves, completely unsupervised. The ultimate

choice many women are left with is to leave jobs and become

dependant on welfare.

The State of WiSdonSin recently conducted a series of public

hearings which arrived at two important conclusions concerning

public supported day care services. First, they identified the

needs of children for protected conditions ensuring their physical

and emotional safety. Second, the familieS who spoke at the

hearing stressed that day care services made employment and

education goals achieveable and that without such services economic

independence was not possible. The participants stated that child
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care services facilitated their ability to pursue their role as

parents, workers, and 7itudentsi and enabled them to improve the

quality of life for their families (U.S. Commission on Civil

Right8: Women Still in Poverty 1979);

Th0 U.S. Civil Rights Commission (1979) addressing the

problem of day care stated:

"Rather than an issue of race or ethnicity, child care iS

fundamentally a "women's issue"; It is a concern that loomS

large in the reality of every working mother, regardless of

her race, ethnicity or economic status; For women of low

economic status, it is a critical factor in deterMining

whether the working mother is able to lift her family out of

poverty" (Women Still in Poverty 1979).

The Commission's second report on women and poverty clearly con-

cluded that the lack of child care may keep women in poverty.

Child care is not just a concern of working mothers but also a

concern of society for the safety, health, and strength of its

families; Child care assists the economic independance of female

headed families with children. For women as heads of households

who must work to keep their familiet out of poverty, any efforts

to assist them must firSt begin with an assessment of child care

needs.

Providers Of edUCation and employment programs can.Lot unde7

estimate the importance of providing or assisting women to make

suitable child care arrangements; Efforts to assist these women

must begin with the assurance that their children are in safe

conditions. Child care assessment and proyisions for services are
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the first step to reducing fall out from programs and the achieve-

ment Of self sufficiency.

Financial Attittance_Caunselinq

Inadequate finances are a major barrier to entering education

programs. For disadvantaged women financial problems frequently

contribute to fall out from educatiOn programs and to difficulties

in obtaining and remaining in employment. Several researchers

dit;t the impact financial problems haVe on efforts women make to,

becoMe educated and employed. The a k of adequate funding is one

of the initial barriers that adult lomen encountered when attempting

to enter education programs. Disadvantaged women are confronted

With the costs of tuition, books, general feet; cost of child care

and general living expenses (Newbblt 1981). Additionally, the

cost of child care are not inClu d in most funding resources, as

a result, women who are unable to fLITid adequate and depend

child care are prohibited ftom participating in educatior r. ams

(Levine 1981). Mo3t financial a.J.d formu2 5 are also directed

toward the traditional student rather than the returning adult.

This results in an unintentional Z)rm of discrimination (Levine

1981); Many disadVantaged women find they cannot survive on

funding prow'ded by the present financial aid formulat. As such,

financial roblems are the most H:equent response qiVen by students

when asked why they quit college programs. This is a consistent

finding in many studies of non-returning college students (Roueche

1981) .

In the previously discussed study of welfare mothers attending

college, financial problems were found to have significantly
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affected their participation. The women cited financial problems

as the primary reason they dropped out of the program. Many of

these women had good attendance and grades at the time they dropped

out (Young 1977). Findings from a number of studies concluded

that policies which direct the disbursement of funds frequently

fail to adequately assess the financial needs of head of household

womc::1 (Wood 1980, Eliason 1973, Hernandez 1978). In addition to

plann:acl for education expenses these women must maintain a home;

provide care for children when they are absent, manage tranSporta=

t n; food, medical, and other family related finandial needS. At

a result of thse respornAbilities, women in this position often

choose part-time studies and full-time employment only to diSdover

there is little financial assisC2nce for part-time; StudentS (Wood

1980, and Eliason 1978).

Financial barrier exists which affect disadvantaged

women's participation in employMent. The literature on such

barriers is similar to that of barriert to Odtication. Before a
11

woman can seriously consider becoMing employed she must know that

the income she earns will equal to or greater than any public

assistance she receives. :1-eviously mentioned is the fact that

following divorce, separation, death r-1 desertion of spouses many

women try to support their families through employment. They find,

hoWeve4, that the costs of child care, transpertation, housing,

clothing, food, aid medical needs are not met by low wages and jobs

which provide few, if any, benefits (Anguiano 1978; Hernandez 1978,

and Chrissinger 1980). For many of these women; who do not have

skills or training; welfare becomes a more realistic solution to

their financial problems than employment.
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A recently conducted study (Chrissinger 1980) examined factors

Whicl-. affected welfare recipients' participation in employment.

The most significant factors were those related to finances: nre

quently, the women did not know what impact employment would have

on benefits, particularly madical and food stamps. Also, the

women did not knoW what level of income they would need to ado

quately support their families. The wome-i acknowledged that

getting off welfare was important but providing for their families

was more imnortant. When employment was available at a liveable

wage, the women readily took jobs.

Disadvantaged women approach employment assistance programs

in hope of finding .7).1c-sLlt at good wages. They find, however,

that there are doss par,icipating in such programs. SiMilar

to educational barriers; cost of child caLe and t:rmaportation

create financial pro.lems inhibit3.ng their participation. Studies

of employment assistance programs indicate that participation in

such programs is facilitated by .Eroviding child care assistance

and stipends which offset costs such as transportation (Hernandez

1978, and Anguiano 1978); By assisting women t attend, program

fall out is reduced the participants' chances for employment

i,icreaaed.

Management of f*nandes creates problems for women in many

other areas The National Advisory Council on Women's Educational

Programs cited areas where information was beneficial to disadvan-

taged women. They recommended financial counselors provide addi-

tional information oh money management, credit, insurance, and

banking. Added to this list could be major purchases such as
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automobiles and hbusing. This information be readily included

as part Of any support service (Eliason 1978).

As previously noted, f;nancial aid offices in education

institutions are geared toward the traditional student. ThiS

creates barriers for disadvantaged women. In an effort to over-

come this problem Meza (1978) advocates targeting disadvantaged

women to provide theM wit!, Trle]ing which addresses their finan-

ci needs. He proposes I.inancial aid offices provide their

,.. -men with an assessment of their finandial needS and prepare a

detailed financial plan for each semester. Included in a financial

package would be resources for education expenses, as well as,

. . .shelter, food, clothing, child care, transportation and other

needS the counselor and Student identify. AlSo included would be

resources for emergency funding. It is i.aportant that the counselor

providing this assistance f-E,miliar with the spectrum of financial

problems of diSadvanL:aged Women. It is also critjil that the

counselor be familiar with welfare policie8 and their impact on

financial aSSiStance erovided for education (See Ap;?endix ) Meza

1980.

The financial aid counoJor who is informed; supportive,

and provides direction; _y reduces the financial barriers

these women confront whl ,.taining their educational goals.

Likewise; the employment assistance counselor who is similarly

prepared; as Meza (1930) proscribes; potentially reduces the

financial barriers women face in efforts to become employed.

Many solutions are recommended to address the financial needs

of disadvantaged women. The variety of proposals include educa-

tional tax deduction, tax credits, educational entitIemenLs
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Iegislativo acts resembling the GI Bill for disadvantaged women

returninc co school or training programs, low cost loat, and

revi;lionE of AFDC and WIN programs to allow preparation for employ-

ment (Woo 1980, ElliSon 1978). Following a three year study the

Commission on Higher. Education of Minorities (Chronical of Higher

Education 1982) recommended that students in financial need be

given grants instead of loans and that work study be arranged so

that students need not work full time. They found that grants

contributed to student persistence and reduce attrition. As a

result, they recommend that policy makers at state and federal

levels expand funding foi. grants and work study programs.

Frequently, disadvantaged women are not aware of the financial

aid potentially available to them. There are a variety of funding

resources for women including state, federal, local; and private

sources (Vinick and Jacob 1979). In addition, for women who are

working, businesses often oifer tuition SubSidies and other reim-

bursementE for emnloyees taking work related and gerera] i7-4-erest

courses. Only nine to twelve percent of availab:-i '-':1Jainy by such

sources is expended (Ellison 1978). Lacking information can

ultimately be the greatest barrier of all.

As part of support systems, the financial assistance counselor

is in a crucial position to provide assistance. The counselor

must competently assess the degi7L,t,: to which his clients are knowl-

edgeable regarding financial resources and the management of

limited funds. Providing a financial package and budget plan i8 an

important task and shoUld be givL ppropriate attention. oi8ad

vantaged women do not have the knowledge or energy to independently
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fill out every possible application fo assistance. AS Stich, they

must rely on competent counselors for ,,ssistance. With the 2re8ent

day cuts in funding and increasingly limited resources, it iS

imperative that disadvantaged wome be targeted for assistance and

be provided informed and competent financial counselors as part of

support services.

Counseling

Counseling _or education; emLDloyment, and career developmen.t

is an important comPhnent of support services. CoMpetent and sup-

portive counseling can reduce harriers and obstacles woen Mu-St over

come to achieve economic independande. re women, particularly

disadvantaged women; :pproach education and employment Counselors

knowing exactly what the- w;411t. Frequently they are ambv;-,lent and

do not know how t' -:(7i-CLevo their goals. What they do know is that

their previous effor , E) beecme educated Were not 8ati8factury and

their preL;ent employment e2Forts not ri=Sult in a liveablc wage.

For disadvantaued wbmen their desire to becoMe both educat,H and

employed is aocomPanied :7=conothicnecessi':-y.

In today's society, the farther rol8 of ife :,rd nothcr have

been stretched to include head of household provider. This addi-

tional role, new to many bUt old to Some, may create confusion and

carries with it many problems. The obi;ective r counselln is to

provide a safe envitenMent in which wonn thoir.opions

and the transition they make in the role of student; prvider, and

worker. Thteptigh counseling, these role-: are reinforced by helping

each woman acquire a positive self concep

into education and emplo\ent.

8 0
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Academic Counseling

Many researchers conclude that traditional counseling Ir..

are inadequate for women re-entering education programs. Thelr

findings indicate that former modelS Of academic counseling are

geared toward traditional students who do not face the same barriers

or probleMS as (lildvantaged women (Eliason 1978, Harmon 1979,

Newbolt 1981, Gent .r 1981, and Meza 1978) Meza (1978) writes in

his article, "Career Development for Women": "ThiS group

was being neglected by the college system in general. Welfare

mothers were being miscounseled to the extent that they dropped out

of their program curriculum. NO Support was given to theM as heads

of their own household in course load scheduling as it related to

their family responsibilitieS. Lastly, their adjustments to their

new role as student, won,. n, and mother were not being ,aet by most

counselors."

The traditional counseling process; geared toward post-high

School students; consists Of aptitude tests, vocational inventories,

career planning; course Scheduling; and a short interview by an

academic counselor. ThiS process is inadequate for women unsure of

their aptitude or intOraStS who may require SiStance filling out

forms; and may haVe a fear of tests; who are unsure of which careers

are nnen to theth given their abilities and interests, and who must

plan r studies around family responSibilities and employment.

In addition, each individual may have learning deficits which, if

not identified, are likely to inhibit their progreSS. Clearly, the

former counseling approach is not sufficient for disadvantaged

women.
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For academic counseling to be of value a differez.:t approach is

advocated, one which reduces re-entry barrierS and promotes reten-

tion: This approach should also address individual need§ and pro

blems. Furthermore, counselors should be free of sex sterotypic

attitudes, knowledgeable of barriers and problems wd--n bring to

the situation, and resource needs. Couh§elorS must also be pre-

pared to challenge inappropriate attitudes and valueS and promote

change.

An approach to advising low-. -_lome women at the community

college level has been deVeloped. This approach is directed toward

career development and reportedly iS OffectiVe (Meza 1982, Hoy 1982)

It includes: a bidu2tural.i oriented outreach component, a pre-

college orientatic,, i-..rogram, and personal, career, and community

services counseling (Meza 1981). The process is ideal for community

colleges which offer low-incomC vAicmen long and short-term studies

resulting in accredited marketable skills.

The career :.:v,O.opment system developed by Meza (1981) is

organized as follj.

(1) Outreach: Outreach is provided by personnel who have a
positive and confidence-building attitude; This is
crucial to gain the trust of low-income women. During
this phase; information about programs and services is
provided to prospective students;

(2) Pre-College Orientation: Prospective students are assisted
in filling out necessary paperwork and financial aid forms,
counselors identify any adjustments in welfare benefits
and indicate how tt will affect students who receive
A.F.D.C., plans are made for child care, and emergenr:y
funding resources arc: identified. In audition, presenta-
tions are made by representatives of vocational, technical
and academic programs. (MeZa adOcates that pre college
orientation take place four months prior to beginning
coursework.)
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(3) Counseling: As previously noted the :7oUnselor lust be

familiar-with the problems of loWintoMe women and be

Prepared to be supportive and promote change when neceS.-=

nary. ln counseling, an interview i8 conducted

tesults in a career selection aftet information about

non-traditional and traditional career-8 has been reviewed.

A graduation plan i8 formulated based on a realistic time

line and course scheduling. Test Sabres are discussed

and, if necessary, the student is encouraged to upgrade

her skills threUgh developmental sttdieS. The student and

counselor then plan program placement to achieve a balance

between the courses taken each semester and family respon=

sibilities.

In the prccess Of_Counseling, the student is given a

management schedule which helps het to plan studies,

employment, and home responsibiliti68. (See Appendix

As part of the_coUnseling process per8onal values and

attitudes are -discussed. Values Clarification, is the

technique used to clarify what dhange8 will have to occur

in the students' life if she is to achieve her goal. This

technique helps the student to Clarify and strengthen

behaviors and attitudes;

Finally, the Counselor provideS the student with any

needed rfertals to community_Supportservices, such as,

child care, housini, and charitable organizations.

(4) FollowThtough: Thr counselot plans a_sories of :appoint-

ments with the student to take placoduring the semester

to monitor the students progress. This step is essential

to reducing problems which may occur during the semester.

This proceS8 is similar to other re-entry programs fbr women,

however, it targets low-income women and identifies specific

problem areas unique to this population. This process could be

adopted by any community college which provides assistance for

low- income Women in their Communities

It is important to emphasize the need !
deVelopmc!ntcl support

programs and services. Many disadvantaged women have the

gence to achieve their --ducational goals, roWever, they haVe

learning deficits. The-Se deficj.ts, uladdreaSed, lead drop out.

Roue.The (l978 points out that students weak reading, writing,
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muLharics, and human communication skills frequently drop out.

JtE. -idvocates a semester long, full-fledged, developmental education

p:ogtam. This program prepares each participant for the subsequent

of education u. hout fear of failure. The pro-

advocated by Roueche includr (1) Integrative Communication

(readinq, speal; .g, listening, non -verbal) six

14,ars, (2) if needed, Development Math. three hours, and (3) Human

of.v.21,)pment (study and survival skil]s, coping skills, and the

development of responsible behavior) (Roueche 1978). This approach

has been named intensive care. It alSo encouraged the development

of a more internal locus of control, a characteristic of successful

,uctent.

Academic counseling is an important part of the support mech-

ariisms which reduce fall 'out from programs by low-income students.

To ensure that counseling promotes retention in this population,

changes must occur in the traditional counseling process. Altered

models of counseling, S.ich a' ars model; identify specific

personal and learning tr.olems and provides solutio7is.

Employment Counseling and Job ReadinPss_Development.

Much like academic counseling and developmental services pre-

paY:e diSadVantaged women to enter higher level academics, employ-

Ment counseling and job readiness development help women to compete

for and obtain employment.

When seeking re-entry to employment, disadvantaged women may

approach employment assistance programs established specifically

for women. These programs have a twofOld purpose: (1) to increase

self confide. -e, and the ability to compete for employment; and



(2) to assist women to fiiid jobs which pro,)ide training and advance-

ment. Because disadvantaged women are usually the fools of the

prograM providers arc prepared address re-entry barriers and

idua1 support nee:11s. ThiS includes, for example, supports

as child care, transportation, and assistance in improving the

of their work clothes (Osborn 1977, Hernandez 1981 and

Anguiano 1981);

'while individual programs vary, the process through which

women prepare for employment is similar. Most programs are orga-

nized as follows:

(1) Outreach: Low-income women with the desire to gain or

improve their employment are selected as participants.

(2) Employment Counseling: A counselor faMiliar with,the

problemS_of low- income women assists in identifying

their SkillS and areas of employment interest. The

counselor also assists the women in planning for_child

care, transportation, and ciher pheripheral problem-S.

(3) Job Readiness Training: lit::,1g this stage; women are

taught to compete for employment. In_groups the women

are- taught how to prepar 1emes, interview

SkillS, hunt for jobs, fie (17 applications, and the

appropriate dress for inter Tni_are also taught
ASSertativeness, time mailagt, stitegies for handling

sexual an6Lracial harasSMent, goal setting, and career

planning for upward mobility.

Special attention is given to problem solving and deci-

sion making. Also_taught are budgeting and handling

home responsibilitieS and conflict:i with work.

(4) Job Development: Job developers assist women to enter

employment in_bne Of the following ways: a job with

better `han minimum Wages in the private sector, place-

ment in _a training program which results in- specifically

acquired skillS and_eMplovment, and referral to institu-

tions or programs which provide training resulting in

certifiable skills and competence. (See Appendices D & E.)

The job developer is in A key position to encourage interest

women to pursue non-traditional work, She is also in a crucial
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help prepare women for the diScrimination, sexual or

racial harassment, which is often encountered by women seeking non-

tr,tdit tonal work. Thomas (1980) in a Ludy of women in non-tradi-

tion,i1 ,o)rk identified support services as a primary factor in the

woman'::1 into Such work.

(5) Follow-up: Continued contact is provided to the recently
employed individuar the individual who has entered a
training program._ The contact provides counseling_for
post-program problems,as_well_as encouragement and rein-
forcement. As the individual develops confidence_ and_
competence the need for such support decreases and ends.

AA previously noted, i.rograma vary depending on the community

Cnntxint and process remain similar. Studies of programs which

offer thes e techniques and support indicate that they reduce entry

barl:iers and help women remain employed (Iisack 1979, Gentzler

1981, Palm and Shepela 1981 and Hernandez 1978).

Employment counseling and job readiness development provide

the means by which women can change their own stereotypic attitudes

expand their rolesi and overcome the deterrence of re-entry bar-

riers. Support services are an integral part of women's employment

programs and facilitate entry and retention in employment. For

Iow-ineome women these counseling services are critically important

support mechanisms.

Career Development Counseling

Career deVelopment is an aspect of both academie and employ-

ment counseling. It, too, is an important support mechanism.

Betore career counseling takes place, however, Harmon (1979) makes

the-Se .recommendations to career counselors:

(1) Inform themselves of the facts of women's employment
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2j ConfrJnt their own biaSeS in formal training experiendet
alAci informal discussionS.

(3) Challenge the deveioperS of counseling;career informa-
tion; and testing materialS to eliminate sex stenotyping

in their products.

(4) Assess the developmental Status of their women clients

and Work on basic problems of self definitionand moti-
vation bciore providing Career materials, testing and
career &location experiences.

(5) Encourage females, especially those at the junior high
level, to enter basic courses in mathematics and science
to keep their options open when they are ready to make
choices.

(6) Develop and implement support groups for women facing
common probleMS.

(7) Develop and implement programs todevelop specific
ipersonal 3kills which are useful in the work force, such

as asser' .veness training, decision making strategies,
and time management techniques;

(8) Develop effectivo ways to initiate recognition of real
barriers in home, educational piocess and the work place
without discouraging the career exploration of women
clients.

Career counselors are in an ideal -7oSition to assist in the

edudation and shaping of attitudes and skills. Ciacel and Tuckman

(1981) identified the following characteristiCS to successful

employees: long range goals, labor market awareness, willingness to

eh(48...: in repeated job training experiences. In addition, Baum

(1973) demonstrated that the'desire to be Succe8Sful must be matched

With the internal belief that an individUal'S effort will lead to

sUccess. Another researcher, CaSey (1979) also indicated that an

internally oriented locus of control reSulted in increased career

success; Career counselorS who help disadvantaged women understand

they characteriscicS and provide the means by which they can be

adoptiA increase the potential for success.
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in additiOn to addressing-the attitUdeS needed for long term

employment, counseling for career development should include an

orientation to employment of the future. CounSelOrs should also

encourage women to identify careers which are likely to match their

interests and provide secure employment. Fdok women with little

work eXperience, and who are lacking in

OrbViding on-the-job training is ideal.

woman gainS both experience and skills.

skills, employment placement

In this situation, the

This improves her-ability

to compete for better employment. For women who have developed

employment maturity and are seeking better employment highly specific

training or apprenticeship programs are recommended. Vocational and

technical training are two other possibilities.

Through short and long term studies, vocational or technical

training provide disadvantaged women access to traditional and non-

traditional training. Because the training is usually provided

through an accredited institution, disadvantaged women are assured

of the credentials beneficial to employment. This training is

ideal for women suspicious of education which does not result in

skills and employment

ception of vocational

of lack of experience

characteristics which

training, it is often

which keeps them from

(Hernandez 1978). Frequently, women's per-

and technical training is distorted because

or role models. Even though women have many

make them capable of vocational or technical

their attitude, rather than their aptitude,

such training (McCants 1978, Grady 1978).

Chabaund (1970), in her international study of the education and

advancement of women, discovered leSs attrition among students in

technical or vocational studies. She concluded that the lowered

9r
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attrition rate was a fad-tor of the relatedness of the women's

studies to subsequent employment. Counselors in the position of

assisting women to make career choices should be informed that

employment needs of the future indicate a concentration in tech-

nological careers and service oriented work. For women with

technical-skills; employment is assured both at present and in the

future. In a recent article in the New York Times the Federal

Bureau of Labor StatiSticS reported that the employment outlook is

promising for women in computer sciences; electronics; and engi-

neering. An. .xeCutive of the Xerox Corporation stated that oppor-.

ttthitieS for women with technical training, particularly in a

rapidly-expanding industry are excellent; There are indicatiOnS

that jobs of the future; especially those that are well paying, will

increasingly have scientific components. Women prepared to compete

for those jobs are most likely to find well-paying, secure, and

enjoyable work (New York Times 1982).

Choosing a career is one step to a commitment to employment.

There are, as has been identified, many factors which facilitate

women, particularly those who are disadvantaged, to successfully

reach employment goals. Women's programs are an ideal means

through which to provide the needed support services, counseling,

and community contacts. Women's programs in educational facilities

or local communities are in an excellent position to meet the needs

of the disadvantaged women. There are many Model programs which

are adaptable to any setting and culture. In a study of such

programs and their content, Brooks_(1976) points out that such

programs provide an integrative function for the woman and the
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cor4munity, either in education, or as a specific employment pro -

gram. In addition, such programs are able to provide follOW-tp

which is crucial to reducing dropout. Follow-up allows continued

cc,ntact with an individual by following program entry and comple-

LLon. During this time, if problems occur program counselors can

be :ierted and provide assistance. As the participant becomes
./.

increasingly independant and successful, her need for follow-up

dcorases. She may even be asked to join a network of individuals

y-.,o,Tid7ng support to newer program membert. Supports such as

follow-up and networking have proven to be important services to

dj.sadvantaged women (FlernandeZ 1978, Meza 1978; McLanahan 1981).

Whether counseling is provided through employment or academic

seivices, it is an integral part of support services; Counselors

faMiliat with the problems and barriers of disadvantaged women are

beSt able to reduce them and assist in problem solvIhg;' Likewise,

completion of academic and employment programs is facilitated by

competent and informed counseling;

The literature review of support services indicates that such

services facilitate the completion of programs by disadvantaged

women and reduce fall out. They also facilitate the disadvantaged

woman's ability to gain and remain in employment. Child care,

financial aid, skills training, and competent counseling for women

can make self sufficiency and economic independance PoSsible.

addition, child care has been shown to be related to the achieve-

ment of equal opportunity by women, particularly the disadvantaged.

Support services are important to any effort made to assist dig=

advantaged women. They are a factor which differentiates between

success and failure.
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Chapter III

PROCEDURES

The Vocational and Occupational Education Department of San

Antonio Cbllege and the National Woman's Employment and Education

Incorporation have worked cooperatively to assist disadvantaged

women to enter employment and education programs. Of primary

interest to both organizations is the identification of factors

which lead to drop out from employment and education programs and

factors which promote their successful completion. The following

study was conducted to identify the factors which affect and pro-

mote success in education and employment for these women.

Three studies were conducted as part of t'-is project. A pilot

study was conducted to test the use of a guestionnaire and the

method for selecting the sample population. Following the pilot

study, the questionnaire was adnInistered to subjects from the NWEE

program. Finally, to broaden the population, the questionnaire was

administered to displaced homemakers from the Bexar County Women'S

Center and the SAC Displaced Homemaker's Program and to low income

head of household women who were SAC students.
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9ilot. Study

METHODS

Subjects

Sixty-six subjects who had entered the National Women's

Education and Employment Inc. (1981-1982) were randomly selected to

participate in the pre-test of the survey instrument. The subjects

were in one of two conditions: (1) 33 women who had entered the

program and subsequently dropped out, and (2) 33 women who had

entered the program and became successfully employed according to

program records; The Subjects in condition one were identified by

the program operators as women who were non-positive terminators of

the program or dropouts. This list of subjects was randomized and

subjects were then contacted to participate. The subjects in

condition two were randomly selected from the masterlist and also

contacted to participate. Eighteen subjects, nine in each condi-

tion; were successfully contacted and agreed to participate.

Interview Instrument

A questionnaire was developed to identify factors facilitating

and inhibiting the successful completion of the program. The

queStionnaire contained eighty=four closed-ended questions and four

open-ended questions.

Interviews

Three women were trained to administer the survey instrument.

The interviewers were matched with the subjects for ethnicity.

Procedure

The subjects who agreed to participate were interviewed in

their homes at their convenience. The subjects signed a consent
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form agreeing to participate prior to the interviews. Each inter=

view was approximately one hour in length. All subjects were

assured that they would not be identified in any manner.

Analysis

A computer program was written for a frequency distribution

which provided the analysis of the closed-end data. A content

analysis was performed on the open-ended data.

Results

Of the sixty-six subjects, who were randomly selected to parti-

cipate in the pilot study, eighteen; nine in condition one and nine

in condition two, agreed to participate. The remaining subjects,

could not be contacted or had moved. Of the eighteen subjects,

sixteen had completed the NWEE job readiness program contrary to

what the records had indicated (i.e. nine were identified as women

who had dropped out of the proaram.) One subject dropped out because

of a health related problem. The other subject dropped out because

of a death in the family. The initial division of participants was

based on program completion; however, as the majority of the subjects

had completed the program including those listed as non-positive

terminators they were re-examined on the basic of one of the other

objectives of the study-factors which contribute to employment or

unemployment. It was also decided to retain as participants the two

women who had dropped out late in the program and were felt to have

benefited from the program training. The participants were then

examined for factors which contributed to their employment, the

goal of the program, or unemployment.
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The pilot population ethnicity characteristic is representa-

tive of the population served by NWEE, See Table 1 below. The

majority of the subjects were minority women with the only other

subject an anglo.

Table 1. Personal_Characteristics
Ethnicity

Data__
_Employed '

_Unemployed

NuMber Percent_ - NuMber --Percent

Black
Hispanic
Anglo

3

5

1

33
56

1
8

11.

89

N = 9 100% N = 9 100%

Table 2 illustrates a distribution of the ages of subjects in

the pilot study. The difference in the ages between the groups may

have been a result of the sample in the pilot being small.

Table 2. Personal Age Characterlstics

Employed Unernp-Layed_

Years Number Percent Number Percent

18-20
21-25 56 3 33

26-30
3 33

31-35 1 11

36-40 22 2 22

41=45 22

46=50
51-55

N 100% 100%

One difference between the two groups was their marital status.

The unemployed women were more likely to be married (44%), then the

employed women (22%). See Table 3 below. The seven single women

(78%) who were employed may have been more motivated and less

stressed by marital factors which complicate employment efforts.
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Table 3. Per-sonal Characteristics-Marital Status

Employed Unemployed
Number Percent _Number Percent

Single 7 78 5 56

Married 2 22 4 55

N = 9 -144% _Psi= 9 100%

In addition to being single, the employed subjects were also

more likely to be head of household (See Table 4), (56%) which

would increase the impetus to be employed. The unemployed subjects,

by contrast were not as likely to be the head of household (33%).

Two unemployed subjects were single, with children, but living with

relatives who assumed the head of household position.

Table 4. Personal Characteristtcs_Read-of Household Status

Employed Unemployed
Number Percent Number --Percent

Yes
No

5 56 3

4 44 6

33
67

N = 9 100% N = 9 140%

There was little difference between the groups' household census

in numbers of persons in the household. See Table 5 below.

Table 5. Personal Characteristics Number-o-f-Per-sonsin Household

Persons
Employed _Unemployed

_Number Percent NUmber Percent

1-3 3 33 5 56

4-6 3 33 3 33

7-9 3 33 1 11

14+

N = 9 100% N = 9 10-0%
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There was also little difference between the groups regarding

the number of children living at home as seen in Table 6. However,

of the employed subjects with children, 18 and younger and residing

at home, the majority were single (77%) and had only one child (70%).

The unemployed subjects all had two or more children living at home.

Obtaining necessary day care may have been complicated by having

more than one child at home, in addition to marital responsibilities.

Table 6. _Personal Characteristics Number of Children hiving at Home

_Employed Unemployed
Ages Number Percent Number Perdent

6 67
2 22
1 11

18 and younger 7 78
18 and older 1 11
No children -1 11__

N 9 100% N = 9 1001

The subjects' pre-program sources of income, indicated by

Table 7, were AFDC (44%) followed by spouses (17%), part-time employ-

ment (11%), alimony (6%) and other (22%).

Table 7. Personal-Chararterlstics Pre-Program Income

Primary
Source Number

Employed Unemployed
Percent umber Percent

AFDC 5 56 3 33

Part-time job 2 22

Spouse 1 11 2 22

Alimony 1 11

Other (unknown) 3 33 1 11

N = 9 100%- N = 9 100%

Another difference between the groups, Seen in Table 8, was the

range of income; The majority of employed participants had incomes

during the program of four hundred dollars or leSS per month.
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Two - thirds of that group had an income of two hundred dollars or

less. In comparison, one-half of the unemployed women had monthly

incomes of two hundred to six hUndred dollars. The spouses income

may have provided a income cushion for some of the unemployed women

allowing them the freedom of intermittent employment.

Table 8.- Personal Characteristics Level of Income During Program

AmOunt
monthly

Employed Unemployed
Number Percent Number Percent

$0 2 22
$1-200 3 33 4 44

$201-400 3 33 2 22

$401-600 3 33

$601-700
$701=800,
$801"900 1 11
$900+

N= 9 100%- N -= 9 111(1%_. -

Each participant was asked if she had any health problems which

would interfere with work or education, 88% responded "no" while

12% who were unemployed responded "yes".

When asked about pre-program work experiencer 88% of the total

participants indicated that they has been previously employed. Two

women, both in the unemployed group, had no prior work experience.

Those with pre-program employment experience had worked in manufac-

turing (25%), offices (25%), service work (31%), and Other (19%).

The subjects were asked if they had ever sought assistance

from other employment programs prior to entering the NWEE program.

There was little difference between the groups. Of the total

subjects, 39% had never sought help before. Eleven women (61%) had

asked for assistance from other programs. The most frequent f:arvices

requested of the other programs were job information and placement.
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The degree of post-secondary education, including vocational

and occupational education, was determined. Seventy-five percent

of the employed group had had some post-=secondary education, 22%

had not, and one person chose not to respond. Of the unemployed

group, 44% had prior educational experience while 56% did not.

It should be noted that theSe women not only had entered post-

secondary training but had completed the training. They received

training in business-clerical training (50%), cashiers course

(10%), and unknown (40%). The women who had participated in and

completed some form of training were more likely to be employed and

have previous work experience than those who were not.

All- subjects were asked what their primary objective was in

_
iattending the NWEE program. The results are presented in Table 9.

Table 9. Primary Objective in Attending-WEE-Program

Objectives
Employed

_Number Percent
Unemployed

Number Percent

Training to obtain job_skilIs 1 11 4 44

Improvement of existing job
skills

2 22

Job placement assistance 3 33 2 22

Needed Money 1 11

Improving Self-confidence 2 22 2 22

Seeking Alternatives 1 11

Job Readiness
Vocational testing
Other_

N = 9 100% N = 100%

The unemployed group desired training and assistance in job place-

ment (66%). Similarly, the employed group (66%) had been seeking

assistance in job placement, improving their skills, and for one

person training that would result in her acquiring skills. Both
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groups wanted to improve their self-confidence. It is interesting

that only one person sought the financial assistance which was

allotted to all participants.

Subjects were also asked if they had received personal growth

services such as assertiveness training, counseling, and job readi-

ne8s training. All the women who completed the program responded

they had received these services. Participants were also asked

about concrete services such as child care, transportation, financial

assistance, and tutoring. Again, all those who completed the pro-

gram responded they had received assistance in these areas as well.

Two , -eas where the participants responded they had not

received assistance were in job training and placement. Two of the

nine women (22%) who were employed reported that they had obtained

their job independently. Seven of the nine unemployed participants

(77%) responded that they had not received assistance in job place-

ment. These women had been identified by the program as non-positive

terminations or those women who had not been placed on the job.

During the course of this study, six of these women had independently

obtained employment even though that employment was intermittent.

They related that their inability to remain employed was because of

lack of skills. ThiS result corresponds to the desire for job

training. Many of the women in both groups responded that the jobs

they received did not provide training or access to upward mobility.

Instead, most women received employment experiende which many

already had.
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When asked what impact participation in the NWEE program would

have on their lives, the majority (88%) of the total group responded

that it would help them become employed and thus, independent. Two

women, one from each group, responded they did not anticipate this

result.

Only one participant found the program to be difficult. When

asked which factors most helped the participants complete the program

the responses varied as seen in Table 10. However, 72% responded

that encouragement from staff and family, and their own determination

and persistence were the most helpful factors leading to completion

of the program. The participantS, 89% of both groups, reported that

the supportiveness of the program staff helped them believe that they

could become employed. They also stated that the peer support they

received from other women in the group was helpful in reducing feelings

of discourayenent. Many of the women indicated that they had formed

friendships during the program. Following the program a number of

women formed a support network. As noted earlier, they also reported

support from their families which was also felt to be important.

Table 10. Factors Which Most Helped to -Completicipation
in This Program

Factors
_EmplOYed Unemployed

Number Percent Number Percent

Tutoring
Money 3 33
Child Care 1 11
Counseling
Transportation
Encouragement from staff 4 44 2 22
Encouragement from family
My own determination and 4 44 3 33

persistance
Other 11

N 9 N- 9_ 100%
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In an effort to determine what pl-ol)lems the women may have had

while in the program they were asked what factors had made partici-

pation difficult. They were also aSked if the length of the pro-

gram presented any problems. In response to the first question,

the majority of women (61%) responded that they had had no difficul-

ties of significance. The remaining paticipants indicated they had

had difficulties of a highly individualized nature citing: financial

problems (5%), family problems (5%), and some women (16%) had

problems with child care. The general lack of difficulties was

due to efforts made by the program staff to resolve any problems

participants had prior to their entering the program. The partici-

pants' ability to participate in the program, generally free from

concerns, is indicated by the majority (61%) responding that they

did not feel stressed at any time during the program; In response

to questions regarding the length of the program; the majority of

subjects (78%) felt that there was enough time allotted for the

program. Some participantS (22%) felt that more time and more

training was necessary. These results indicate that most of the

participants in this Sample were satisfied with the program and

staff; Most criticisms were made by individuals who desired job

training or felt that insufficient effort was made to obtain for

them the job they desired. Some participants' expectations did

not match the programs objectives.

To determine which factors may have impacted on the Women in

their efforts to find jobs following the program the women were

asked about their experience when applying for employment, as well

, independent variables such as clothing or transportation.
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pEirticipantS sAStet, if they were consulted about

where they wished to qork. The majcrit' (80%) of all participants

responded tnat they had been consulted about their employment inter-

ests. They were also asked if the NWEE staff helped them Obtain

the type of job they wanted, 33% of the employed group said no,

while 67% responded yes. Of the unemployed group, 77% indicated that

the staff had not helped them to find the type of job they desired.

The participants were alo asked if they had been prepared for j.-13

interviews. Eighty-three percent of all participants responded that

they felt prepared for employment interviews and testing.

Discrimination was another factor explored; The participants

were questioned if they had been discriminated against in any manner

while seeking employment; the majority of both groups, 72% of the

employed group and 77% of the unemployed group, responded they had

not. Interestingly; 27% of the employed women and 23% of the unem-

ployed group responded that they had experienced diSCrithination when

applying for employment. These cases mainly involved black women

who were sent to predominately Hispanid employers. One woman stated

that she knew she did not have a chance when she walked in the door

because the other employees were all MeXicat-American. Another

woman reported that she had been hired by an organization which had

predominately Hispanic WorkerS. She was unable to obtain the peer

support necessary to learh certain aspects of her job. In addition,

she indidated that the supervisor of her group showed consistent

preference to the women who were Hispanic. The third participant

reported that she had gained employment in a factory where the line

supervisor verbally harassed her racially and sexually, making it
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extremely difficult for her to perform her work. All three women

felt that there was nothirsj they could do about their situations

except look for other work.

The participants were also asked about transportation and

clothing. Transportation was not a problem for 88% of the employed

group. Of the unemployed group, 44% indicated it had been a problem.

For the majority of all subjects, (73%), clothing was not a problem.

Of the 27% who reported that clothing had been a problem, many said

they were insufficiently dressed to compete for a number of the jobs

to which they had been sent. One woman indicated that when she was

hired in a non-traditional job she had been required to purchase an

expensive pair of protective shoes which she could not afford; For

the majority of women, however, transportation and clothing did not

present problems.

Satisfaction with employment, following the program was another

fad-tor examined. The women who had become employed either as a re-

sult of the program placement assistance or independently were

asked about job satisfaction. Of the women who were employed, 44%

responded that they were satisfied with their present employment.

By _contrast, of the women who had been employed 86% responded they

were not pleased with their employment. SOme of the women appeared

to be employed below their ability. In two cases both women had a

number of college hours and were employed in low entry jobs unrelated

to their training. Both women had taken the jobs because they could

not find employment elsewhere. Another problem presented was that

many of the women were sent to areas of employment where they had

previous work experience. They, ,interpreted this to mean that they
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had not improved their circumstances u.nd that upward mobility was

not likely.

The women were asked what part of the program was most helptui

in assisting them to find employment. The majority of the women (66%)

did not respond This lack of response may have been a result of

Many women finding their job independently of the program. They

Often did hot associate what they may have learned in the program

With *their present or former employment. Of those who responded,

17% indicated that having someone assist them find employment was

helpful; and 17% indicated learning about employment possibilitieS,

training, and educacional opportunities in San Antonio was most

helpful;

Both groups were asked if their monthly income had increased

as the result of employment, five (28%) responded it had, and 13

(73%) did not respond.

Participants were asked what they felt about their participa-

tion. in the program. A significant percentage of the program

part:-lipant (39%) believed they were going to be trained for

employment during the program. They responded that they did not

get. the training that they needed and, as ca.a be seen from Table

were not satisfied.

Table 11. ReSponse to Program Following Completion

Responses__ NuMber
_Employed Unemployed

Percept- Number_ Percent

Satisfied
Average (OK)
Dasappointed

5

1
3

55
11
33

1
2
4

11
22
44

N = 9 -100 = 9 100%



In addition to examining factols. affecting NWEE program parti-

cipation, three women were identified a- having attended San Antonio

College for general, courses. While the sample was too small for

their responses to be significant, they were among the employed

persons and crodited their education as contributing to their employ-

ment. Their responses as well as those of the remaining participants

indicated that many women who went through the program at NWEE did

not 'know what the college had to offer women in terms of training

opportunities.

When the participants were asked through open-ended questions

what characteristics a woman needed to become successfully employed,

the majority felt seIf-confidence, a good attitude, and willingness

to work hard were necessary. When asked what characteristics were

needed to become educated, they responded determination, child care,

and financial assistance. When asked

in the program which has had the most

responded self -:-confidence:

Discussion

to state what they had learned

impact on their life, they

.The examination of the NWEE program participant completion

rate indicates that the majority of participants complete the pro-

gram. This was demonstrated by the eighteen participants in thiS

study. Only two individuals failed to complete the program. There

are several factors which contribute to the high rate of program

completion. The short length of the job readiness program is a

factor which contributes to completion. The women are provided

support services prior to their entering the program. Initially,

the staff insures that participants are employable and motivated
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work. They also identi/:y which might inhibit program

completion, stich as trr,:nsporta4_ion avid child care. They provide

solutions to thc.:su pcobLims prior to the participants beginning the

program. This May involve arranging for transportation, car pooling

among participants, '.- child care. The staff is also prepared to

address these problems if they should occur during the ptitigrailL In

addition to problem solving, the staff also makeS a determination

of the degree of support from family and friendS, particularly

spouseS or male friends; as they can easily sabotage a woman's

employment efforts. This pre-entry examination and problem solving

by-Staff helps to both identify potential problem areas as well as

select highly motivated participants.

The program's teachers and staff alSb make an effort to be

Supportive, positively reinforcing and providing individualized

attention to the participant. ThiS also includes addressing any

maladaptative behaviors or attitudes a woman may have which would

affect her employment possibilities. This attention acts as a

motivating factor. The women are positively reinforced for their

effort to improve their employment circumstances. As a result,

many of the women indicate that the factor which most helped thet

to complete the program was their own determination in conjunetiOli

with the support from the staff and teachers. Support services are

a highly significant factor in the completion of programs by d 8=

advantaged women.

The post - program experienc the eighteen subjects provided

interesting results. The'goals ne program were unmet by one

half of the randomly selected subjc ,s. Nine subjects became
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emp.Lojed and nine did nOt; Th-e indications are that thit may haVe

been the result of both demographic variablet and the fact that most

women were seeking training to -acquire skills which the program did

not offer. The demographic variables contributing to employment or

unemployment were marital status and number of children. The major-

ity of employed women were single, head of household and had one

child. The unemployed women were more likely to be married, and

thus were cushioned by spouse's income and had more than one child

which made day care arrangements more complicated. The single

women were more pressured to be self supporting and thus more likely

to be employed. They also had had greater educational or training

experience and more skills to offer a potential employer. As pre=

viously noted, many women were seeking training which the program

did not offer. Consequently, the lack of skills decreased their

ability to acquire better jobs. It is important to note that the

participants, who are without skills, are aware that without

training their opportunities for better employment are slim;

Another interesting finding concerned the gre-program

ment efforts of participants. The majority of participants had pre-

vious work experience and several had gone to other agencies.to

improve their job circumstances before entering the NWEE Program.

The majority of women were hoping to obtain training or employment

that would provide skills leading to upward mobility. The employ-

ment they were eligible for was not likely to result in upward

mobility or provide the training which they desired. One interpre-

tation of these findings is that both groups of employed and unem-

ployed women had previous work experience and were seeking training
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th-;:eUqh the program or svequent employment. They realize that

Without skills their employment is likely to be intermittent and

the jobs they receive will provide low wages and little upward

mobility.

The support services which the program provides appears, to

improve the probability of completing the program but does not nee-.

essarily lead to employment. The preliminary findings indicate that

program completion can be insured by providing support services

which resolve individual problems prier to the participant entering-

the program, as well as, those which arise during the program; The

support and,attention provided by teachers and staff also he to

maintain motivation; The finding8 also indicate that women who have

both work experience and skills are more likely to be employed than

those who do not.

Intermittent, loW level Aployment and use of AFDC-may be the

only alternatives which disadvantaged women have in the absence of

skills training needed by local communities. A more extensive

examination of the population should indicate if the findings of

this pilot study are generalizable to the remaining population.

The pilot study identified problems within the research design.

The questionnaire identified factors affecting program completion;

however, it was revised to include educational experience, a post-

program employment history, and more questions to measure-knowledge

of educational opportunities and experience at the college.

The preliminary study also indicated that the definition of

fall out was inappropriate for the employment program participants

under study. The maj rity of women complete the NWEE program but
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do not riPc3saril7 as demOnStrated by half of the

pilot study participants. The thia:ty=three participants identified

as subjects who had fallen outA4era considered non=poSitive termin-

ations by the program operators. Of those thirty-thre, the records

indicated that seven had moved, nine had transportation problems,

five had family problems, six had health problems, two refuSed to

continue, one Old not want to work; one had time complications; one

did not want to be placed in employment in a motel, and one re8pdri==

dent gave no reason; Of the nine women contacted from thiS group,

six women had become intermittently employed on their own. Of the

nine women who were recorded as being employed (positive termina-

tibns), only three remained employed. These problems indicated

that a redefinition of fall out would be necessary to insure the

identification of factors which lead to employment following

program completion. AS such, it was decided to identify as many

subjects as possible Who met the criteria of being disadvantaged

and to identify factors which help women to become employed; As

well as, factors which contributed to unemployment following the

program.

The final problem identified by the pilot study was the diffi=

cuIty in contacting participants and the amount of time whichwas

necessary to obtain the pilot study sample. The population was

highly mobile and many potential participants could not be reached

by phone or through contacts named in their records. In addition,

many appointments were broken and had to be rescheduled. These

obstacles made random sampling difficult. The solutions were to

use purposive sampling as described by Kerlinger (1973); and

increase the number of interviewers.
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Pinaliy an i::14ernal LOCUS' of Control (Norwick:

1980) was added to the questionnaire, The pilot project participants

.appeared to he increasing in sclf==-confdence and acquiring job read-
....

.

iness skills but half remained unemployed. It was hypothesized that

while they might Want to be succeSsful in employment they did not

internalize the belief and remained unemployed. Internality has

been demonstrated to affect success and can be faught to individuals

to increase employability. Therefore, comparison of internality

between the employed and unemployed group was added to the study

deSiqn.,
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Study -IT

This study was conductc(1 provide an analysis of factors which

contributed to fall out or ;.ticce8sful completion of employment and

education programs and goals by NWEE participants.

Subjects

Eighty --two participants of the NWEE program from 1979 to 1981

agreed to participate in this study. The subjects were female rang-

ing in age from 18 to 55 years. The subjects were identified from

a master list made of the NWEE case recordsfor the years 1979 to

1981; Fifty-seven of the subjects were employed at the time of the

study and of those 17 had attended San Antonio College. Twenty-five

of the subjects were unemployed at the time of the study and of

those 12 women had attended San Antonio College.

Apparatus

A questionnaire was adminiStered to all subjects folloWing the

sighing of a consent form. They were also requested to fill out a

post-program employment hiStory and the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of

control test (See APPendiceS F & Gi)

Interviewers

Eleven female interviewers were trained to conduct the inter-

view and administer the questionnaire. An effort was made to match

the subjects with the interviewer by both age and ethnicity.

Procedure

A master list was made of available records of subjects who

participated in the NWEE program from 1979 through 1981 resulting in

320 possible participants; Following the initial survey training

each interviewer was provided with a list of potential participants.
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The 1980 and 1981 suct .-6.;ords _so provided contacts, i.e.

friends or relatives of the Snbject8. These names and phone numbers

were alSO given to the interVieWer to aid in locating subjects. The

participation rate was one out of every four subjects contacted.

The interview was contlUcted in approximately one hour in a location

'of the subject'S ch6ide and at the subject's convenience. The

survey instrument and all other materials were returned to the

research coordinator and coded for analysis.

Analysis

The responses were coded for computer analysis and a frequendy

distribution was made of the responses of these groups of subjects:

th6se who were in progress, employed subjects, and unemployed

subjects. A content analysis was done of the open-ended questions

and a comparison by T-Test was made of the subjects' responses to

the NoWichi-Strickland Locus of control test. The results of the

Novicki- Strickland and employment histories are found in the last

two sections of procedures in this report.

Results

The data were di-Tided into two groups, (1) subjects who had

entered the NWEE program and who had beCoMe employed or enrolled in

college; and (2) subjects who had not becoMe employed as a result

of their participation in the program or whO had become unemployed

since completing the program. The data from the first part of the

_
questionnaire is separated into the following sections: personal

characteristics, previouS effOrts made to become employed through

other agencies or training programs, reasons and objectives for

attending NWEE, response to the services of the program, employment
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success or tailur0 tollowi -am, responses to support

services Offered by the :7110 responses to training Offered

by the San Ant-ohid Date: from the second part of the

questionnaire describes responses to the subjects' experience at

SAC and the services used. The third part of the questionnaire

consists of open -ended questions and was analyzed via a content

analysis. Tn the fourth section the employment history re-sults

Were reported. In the last section, the results of the Nowidki-

Strickland Locus of control are reported.

Similar to the pilot study, the ethnicity of this study was

characteristic of the population which the NWEE program Serves.

ofThe majority of participanLs are minority women as can be seen in

Table 12.

Table 12. Personal Characteristics - Ethnicity

Ethnicity
Employed Unemployed

Number Percent Number Percent
7

Anglo 4 7 4 16

Black 18 32 6 24

Hispanic 35 61 15 60

N = 57 lain N - 25 100%

No Response Given 4

As can be seen in Table 13 the unemployed subjects were more

likely to be younger than the employed subjects. The younger age

of the unemployed group may have contributed to their lack of employ-

ment experience and reduced their employment potential.



Table 13. Persr-i! - Age

Employed Unemployed
Age Number _Percent Number Perdent
18=20 8 14 5 50

21-25 12 21 8 32

26-30 16 28 9 36

31 -35 9 16 1 4

36-40 10 17 1 4

41-45 1 2

46-50 1 ,4.

51-55 1 4

N.-1=-53_____________1_0_0 N= 25 100

As can be seen in Table 14, the employed and unemployed

subjects had similar levels of education. This result indicates

that level of education was not a factor differentiating the

employed from the unemployed women as might be expected.

Table 14. Personal Characteristics_ Years of Education Completed
By NWEE_Subjects

Years
of Education

Employed Unemployed;_
Number Percent Number Percent

1-6 2 4 1 4

7-9 3 5

10=12 12 21 7 28

HS Graduate 20 36 9 36

Obtained GED 8 14 4 16

College 9 16 4 16

Vocational Tng 2 4

= 56 -10_0% N = 25 - 100%
No ReSponse Given 1

The majority of subjects (See Table 15) were single and of

those, most were divorced or separated from their spouse.
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Mble - Mar*tal Status

Status
_Rmloyed

Numbel'-.

Unemployed
Percent Number Percent

Single, Never married 21 12 48
Separated from spouse 14 25 5 20
Divorced 20 36 7 28
Married 7 13 1 4

Commonlaw married 1 1

Widowed 2 __-

N----=--56 100% N 25 100%
No Response Given 1

As Table 16 indicates, 75% of the employed subjects were head

of houoeheld in cntraet to 40% of the unemployed subjects, where

that reSponSibility was assumed by others (relative or spouse).

Table 16. Personal Characteristics Head of Household Status

Status Employed Unemployed
Response _Numbez Percent Nnmber Percent
Yes 43 75 10 40
No 14 __25_ 15 60

N_=. 57 100% N = 25 100%

There was little difference in the number of persons living in

the subject' households or in the number of children living with

either group as can be seen in Table 17 and 18.

Table 17 Personal Characteristics - Numbex of Persons in the
Household

Number of _Employed Unemployed
Household Members Number Percent Number Per-cent
1-3 20 39 13 54
4-6 24 47 8 33

7-9 _7 14 3 13
N = 51 100 N -i=.. 24 100

No Response Given 6 1
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Table 18_____ILazonal Chara.:. -riSt1--1% - Number of Childr_en Living at

Home

Number of
Children Number

Employed
__Percent

Unemployed
Number Percent

No Children
1-=.3 45 83 18 90

4 ,6 6 11 2 10

79 _3_ __6_-

1\1_= 54 100 N = 20 100

No Response Given 5

i difference was noted however, in the number of children who

required day care services. Of the working women, who are mothers

only 43% needed child care'for children tinder four years of age; In

-;-
contrast, 70% of the unemployed group had children four years of age

and under who required day care services. Although the employed

group had a greater number of children, their children were more

likely to be of school age and less likely than the children of the

unemployed to require day care services.

Upon entry into the NWEE Program, the majority of subjects in

both group were recipients of AFDC. See Table 19.

Table 19. Personal Characteristics - Primary Source of Income

Income Er, -Toyed Unemployed
Source Nutber Percent Number Percent_ _

AFDC and Food Stamps 23 43 14 58

Alimony/Child Support 10 19 7 29'

Part-Time aob 2 4 1 4

Spouse 5 9

Other-(unknown) 14 25 2 _8-

N = 54 100 N = 24 10_0

No Response__GIven 3 _l_

The majority of subjects had income levels at or below two

hundred dollars a month. The employed group reported 55% at that
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level while the unemployed 111, : .ncome level. The second

most frequently reported level For both groups was four

hundred dollars or less. Tvti. the employed

subjects reported this, as did 2. unemplcyed su-)jects The

remaining subjects all reported iries :.1ve four hunC.red dollars.

The -subjects were asked .Y.TDrnce with welfare,

particularly AFDC. Fifty perc: ',F71;.7ye.1 subjects had ex-

perience with welfare as com . tlho unemployed: The

majority of those who had Fo for six months

to a year as can be seen in Tai:

When asked if LheY

which would interfere with eM11A

of subjects in both groups

1-tth problems

e the majority

the employed

T-a_ble 20_. Per sona_l 1irn RcidngFDC

Time
Less thanthan 6 months
6 months to 1 year 13
1=3 years
1-5 years 2

6 years or more 4

Other-Unknown 4

N = 29
No Response 28

Unemployed
Number Percent

4 22
6 33
3 17
2 11

3

18-

7

17
100%

subjects responded they did 'nit were working

inspite of their problems.

Each participant was askc, I- -,-2(mS work experience,

and as can be seen from Table 2, ,c.:11_,Ints did have prior

work experience. The most frecu or work experiences were

in manufacturing, clerical, arirl



T'able_21- Personal Characteristics - PreNTious Work Experience

Employed Unemployed
Response Number Jerre -mot- Number Percent

YeS 44 85 19 79

Nb -18_ 15 _ 5 21
N-=_52 :00% N = 24 10C%-

No Responge 5 1

The women were asked about previous efforts to seek employment

either through agencies or training experience. Thirty-five percent

of the employed group had made a prior effort, as had'44% of the

unemployed group. Those subjects who had gone to other agencies

cited job placement and referral as their primary reason for attend-

ing and their second objective as job training. When asked if the

agency had assisted them in finding employment 60% of the unemployed

women responded no while 59% of the employed women responded the

agency had helped them.

Each woman was also asked if she had had any vocational or

occupational training prior to attending NWEE. The majority of both

groups responded they had had no prior training (70% of the employed

and 64% of the unemployed); The subjects who had received training

were asked if they had completed it. Eighty percent of the employed

group responded they had as did 52% of the unemployed subjects.

The subjects of both groups who had entered training and had dropped

out were asked what had been their primary reason for not completing

their training. The reasons given included financial Problems (21%)

training in an undesired skill (21%), transportation problems (5%)t

and 10 (53%) responded other, failing to identify the reason.

;-;Although the majority of participants had work experience they

had not gone to an agency for help finding employment. In addition,
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some of them had independently made attempts to gain skills through

job training. This did not necessarily result in their employment,

however. The subjects in this study had made both intermittent

employment and education efforts. They had previously made efforts

to improve their employment potential;

In the second section of the survey the women were asked about

their reason for coming to the NWEE program and how they responded

to the services they received while in the program.

Table 22A. Participants Primary Objective in Attending the NWEE
Program

Objective-
Employed

Number- Percent
Training to obtain

job skills
12 22

Improve job skills 5 10
Assistance finding a job 21 38
Stipend received during

program
3 5

Improve self confidence 3 5

Seeking alternatives to
present life situation

3 5

Job Readiness Tng
To get off AFDC 6 11
Other (unknown) 2 4

N = 55 100
No Response Given 2

Unemployed
_Number _Percent

8 35

2 9

5 22

3 13
1 4

2 9.

1 4

1 4-

N = 23 100
2

Table 22A provides interesting results. Of note is the differ-

ence between the two groups in their primary objectives. The

employed group was predominately seeking assistance finding a job,

whereas the unemployed group was seeking job training which would

provide the acquisition of job skills. For the employed group

obtaining a job was their primary goal. In addition to their

primary goals in attending NWEE, the subjects often cited more than

one reason for their seeking out the NWEE program for a assistance.
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Their cumulative reasons for attending the NWEE program can be seen

in Table 22B. This table indicat=s that the three dominate reasons

these women attended NWEE were: assistance in finding a job,

training to obtain job skills and to remove themselves from AFDC.

Table_ 22B. Participants Culmulative Reasons fer Attending the NWEE

Program

Rank Ordered Reasons Number Percent
ASsiStance finding a job 39 50

Training to obtain job skills 30 39

To get' off AFDC 22 28

To improve job skills 15 19

To improve self confidence 15 19

Stipend received during the program 9 11

Seeking alternatives to present life situation 9 11

Job readiness training 6 8

Other (EducAO.on) 3 --4_
N = 78

No Response Given_ 4

Each participant was asked to indicate the length of time thy

had remained in the program. Their responses are given in Table 23.

The majority of subjects had a two to three week exposure to the job

readiness training. When asked if they had completed the program,

the majority of subjects responded yes, 90% of those employed and

76% of those unemployed.

Tabl= 23. Length of NWEE Program for Participants

Employed Unemployed
Weeks Number__ Percent__ Number Perdent

2 weeks 13 27 4 21

3 weekS 18 38 8 42

4 weeks 11 23 3 16

5 weeks 1 5

6 weeks 6 12_ _3 16
N = 4R am N = .197 100%

No Re8ponse 9 6
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The women were asked .about the services of the program they had

used. The first section identified employment, education, and

training services offered by the NWEE Program.

When asked if they were tested for job skills, 48% of the

employed group indicated they had been tested. A slightly large

percentageof the unemployed group, 56% indicated that they had

been tested while 36% responded they had not. The majority in both

groupk said they were tested and counseled for job interests (84%

employed and 76% of the unemployed group). in both groups were

women who needed to obtain a GED. Fourteen or 28% of the employed

and 28% of the unemployed women were assisted in obtaining a GED.

A 1Srge percentage of both groups was found to have received

job readiness training. Of the employed group, 93% remembered having

taken the classes for job readiness while 3 women (7%) did not recall

such classes. Of the unemployed group, 87% responded' they had taken

the job readiness classes. Thirteen percent did not recall the

classes. As part of the evaluation of their job readiness training

each woman was asked if she had been trained to fill out job applica-

tions and to take employment tests. Of the employed group 71%

responded yes. This was not significantly different from the 64% of

the unemployed group who also responded yes. Although there was some

variance in the responses, the majority of the women had job read-

iness training, assiste7nce obtaining a GED when required, and had

been taught to compete for employment.

Questions were also asked of the participants to determine to

what degree they had received assistance with personal growth as it

relates to employment. The first areas of questioning concerned
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assertiveness training and self-confidence. The majority of subjects

indicated they had participated in and benefited from classes given

to aid in their personal growth (95% of the employed group and 88%

of the unemployed group). Likewise, the majority of participants

responded they had benefited from counseling for personal and

employment problems (86% of the employed group and 72% of the

unemployed group). Improving communication through group participa-

tion was also acknowledged by the majority of participants .(98% of

the employed subjects and 84% of the unemployed group). In addition

to the areas already mentioned, the women-were also queried concern-

ing' their participation in classes on improving their personal

appearante. Ninty-eight percent of the employed women responded

yes in comparison to 84% of the unemployed women. The participants

were also asked if they had participated in classes on how to

handle job conflicts or problems on the job. Eighty-nine percent

of the employed subjects responded yes, as did 79% of the unemployed

subjects. The subjects were also asked if they had received planning

for upward mobility in employment; 93% of the employed subjects

indicated that they had, as did 76% of the unemployed subjects.

Finally, under the personal growth section of the survey, sub-

jects were asked if they had participated in counseling to return

to school as a means of improving their employment postibilities.

Of the employed subjects, 71% responded yes. Eight-eight percent

of the unemployed group had also received counseling in this area.

In the final section, the women were queried about concrete

services. The majority of subjects, had no problems with child

care. Sixty-seven percent of the employed group and 68% of the
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Tcoup spa dad that. they had not reauired child care

One third (33) of the employed group, and nearl as

Aae unloyea group (2.4) had used the ahild cac. services

[we at: every three women (66%) in the employed group

indicdtUL: :hay had required assistance with transportation; Slightly

1:11...)6) of the unemployed group had else used transportation

Tli72 remainder of both groups did not need assistance or

n IktL) 7:-.)onci to the question.

inc was a th±rd area of L:11-vices

which i..is oejed bv As with the other ,.,ervices provided, i

eiAch they had (,17;tad finzchr I ai=siS-

tJnce. who ,-0&;),:wfZ,,,d, 635: of thEi em;.:71.6yeJ dr6u2 and 76;"i

groul7 had bilc!fited z7rem the VAMV. financi.al

.1 :stanca

in -.1;) FAIwost three

(Jt1.7trto (7_=) ok the emplbea group and neatly the same percentage

(72= or oiie nnempl-cibd croup had roei.'Ica wiCn thdir

job sea,,e,., and job placnt.

The de::;re of pot,-proOram kbilOW-up ani cduriling wa deter-

mined in both group. The difference 17)7e-en csroups

SliOht. Althonqh a ittajrity of each aroup rocovei pot-prooram

caanselint4, a Significant numbel: did no Thirty-aight percent of

the' employ,3k:i .;:cou and 43D of the uneinployed grop (_lid not receive

follow-up counseling.

The subects were also asked to what degree they .tad found the

program stresSful. Of the employed participants, 84% daciod having

been stressed. Eight-three percent of the unemployed group also had
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riot folt 14c.,ithr group had PrOblemz With concentration,

with of the :mpioved women and 80% of the uhemploed women

denying L

pw16_Iy 1.1npot-'_ %%as another factor felt to be important to suc-

cessful coinict±on of the program; Eight-six percent of the employed

subjec-to I i t.i h:-.2t they had received encouragement from family

and friend::. 80', of the unemployed women .

Thy then asked about the type of emplOment-they had

wanted and 77actc,rs that had affected their employment: following

the prograccl. A:=, Table 24 indicates the majority of woPien were seek-

ing traditic)nal Th,1,: women were aked if The nrogrdM was long

enough; 76'?, of the employt2.d women responded yes as did 35? of the

unemployed suI)jects. Twenty-four percent employed subjects responded

it should bac caoa Mnger and 6k of the unemployed subjects responded

likewise, vared on what -athonil:c. of t 1d have

helped, thicrh the majorit in both group agreed that more time would

have been

- -,,Tctb.L Participants Area of Emt,..Lovment Requested

Employed Unempl:;yed
Type Number Percent Number

,

Percent
TradiTOn. ->-,

..,.., 76
NtonTraitional 17 34

___
5 24

, 0 100 7 - -;.: 100
No Response-12

th?: subles aE.ked if :Lack of moncy ais a problem in

attempt.i-ng to become employed. Tne majority of subjects in both

group res-c;o:cljied t1-1,3t lack of money was not an inhibitor to their

employment: - The women were also asked if transportation or clothing
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were problems affecting their employment. Only a few women had

such problems. Of the employed group 21% responded they had problems

with transportation as did 24% of the unemployed group. Likewise,

23% of the unemployed group had problems with clothing for employ-

ment. Of both groups the unemployed women indicated they had had

problems within these areas. The majority of women, however, did

not report such problems. The subjects were also asked if their

effor.ts to become employed had affected their public assistance

benefits. As can be seen by Table 25 the majority did not have

problems with benefits, although, the employed participants reported

a reduction in food stamps.

Table 25. Public Benefits ectedaby_Employment

Type Employed Unemployed
Benefit Affected Number Percent Number Percent
Medicard or Medicare
Yes
No

12
44

21
79

2
18

10
90

N = 56 100% N-=.-2-6_ 100%,

No'Response 1 4

Yood StampS
YeS 22 46 6 29

NO 26 54_- 15 71
N =148-r- -10-01-------N=21___ _100%

No RegPonse 9 4

In an effort to identify which factors affected the participants'

efforts to become employed, they were asked to cite the problems they

encountered. Table 26 provides a distribution of the problems the

women reported.
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Table 26. Cumu +ative Problems Encountered While Seeking Employment
by_VWEMLParticipants

Type of Problem -Employed
Child Care 16 (33%) 5 (13%)

Financial 16 (33%) 9 (39%)

Transportation 16 (33%) 8 (35%)

Family 9 (19%) 2 (9%)

Health 3 (6%)

Lacking Skills or Training 22 (46%) 14 (61%)

Lacking Information About Jobs 15 (31%) 10 (43%)

Lacking Self-confidence 8 (17%) 6 (26%)

Other (Unknown) 5 (10%) 2 (9%)
M = 4R M =22

No Response_Given_______ _9__ 2

The most significant problems encountered' by both groups were

the'lack of skills and training, and information about jobs. Addi-

tional pioblems for the employed group were equally divided between.

child care, transportation, and finances. By contrast, the unemployed

group indicated that finances, transportation, self-confidence, and

child care, in that order were additional barriers to their employment.

Clearly, lack of skills is a consistant problem these women encounter.

The women were asked to identify what part of the program was

most helpful to a woman seeking employment. As can be seen in

Table 27 the majority of women felt that improving self-confidence

and assertiveness was the most helpful part of the program, followed

by employment and education awareness and job placement assistance.

They were asked if all parts of the program were helpful to a woman

seeking employment. The majority of subjects responded all components

of the program were helpful (87% of employed subjects and 72% of the

unemployed group).

13,5-
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Table 27. NWEE Ln:60.-nm Ccimp_onents BOneficiJ1 to Women Seeking
ovment

Employed Unemplcyee
Component: liumbr Percent NuMb e3 Percent
Job Placement Assistanco :13 25 4 17
Increasing SeIf-confidene 18 34 13 58
and Assertiveness

Career Connsei ing and 4 8 1 4
Testing

Employment an,!. ',.;dc- 14 26 4 17
in San Antonio

Follow up 4.. 2 1 4

Other (1'n Hic.14n) 1

1:4 I00 N 10-0
No Response Ci'(/

The ,,(;men were :1:7,ed Soon they becamc r.,mployo o. once they left

the proqram (0' whether bhey kept that particular job. As

can be seen Tabt the majo,.:'ity of women 1.,ecOme employed within

mablP 2&. Length_ ;(1) First Job Yo1lowin9 NEE Program

17...23c'l Unemployed
b:uMber NumberMonths Percent Percent

Within a Month 20 -/5 9 75
1 - 3 Month S 19 43 2 17
4 - 6 MOnthS 4 9

6 months to c.ih ar 1 3 1 8
_.-- -

t4 1767.5 t---:::El 100
Responso. Not GitY-on 17-. 11

*4 of the subjec't wocc; eni7on::*c1 r ,S-..0 as FuIl-Tirre Students .

three months following the prusji:am eomletion. It i5; interesting to

note that of all i:artleipants most women had a job at some point

following tne pq:m The women were *lc asked how many jobs they

had had since they completed the program.
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TahIe NumbeL Since NW7:E Program Completion

Employed Uhemployed

Number NuTher Percent NuMber -Percent

1 20 45 7 47

2 42 19 4 26

3
4 9 1 7

4
1 2 2 13

5 1 2.

6

-

N = 4k 71507 N = 15 100

No Response_Given 12* 10

*4 were enrolled ±7, schcol.

From Table 29 i. cnn he seen that most women held one or two

jobs since they left th prouram; It is interesting to note that

over half: of Lhe unc,m0lo7td women had been employed at some time

following the projr3m. the, ,in,qpLoyed qroup all (0..-:ept the four

attending coII-6) were employed at the time of the survey.

The womeciere aked it thev had found v'ork

interesting. women wero employed reSponded yes, 85%; while

15% i:ebbilded ab; fiVe [)0c!FxAls d not: resPOnd . when the women who

were prently Lo y-2(3 ..t.sked if th y had found -0161i= Work

interesting, 69 3e-N..)nced no while 1i responded yes; Sixtèñ

subjects. who were unc,.mloyed

The Wolin who wee J1:cvch were aSked what the levol of their

present income wzis As be oy Table JO, the 111,7jority of

women had a monci-H ancc,me of f;,500 anN u9. This is oil iMPrOveMent

over the previously reported inconn of at: or below $200 a month by

Subjects. The diffei-rende in earned income f.7;llowing the program is

Significant among the -subject who were fTipi.:;yad;
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Table 30. Level of Income Following Program Completion by NWEE
Participants

Monthly_Amount
Employed

__ Number - Percent_
$0 - $299 6 12
$300 - $499 13 25
$500 - $699 13 25
$700 - $899 16 32
$900 $1,D00 a _is

No Response Given
10_0

Job training, which was desired by many subjects was available

to about one half of the subjects. Job tr=ining has a variety of

meanings in the employment community. In the context of this study

job training was defined as an activity resulting in a skill which

could be transferred in the market, for example, welding. This is

contrasted with work experience which usually means socialization to

the specifies of a job rather than acquiring a specific skill. As

can be seen in Table 31, most of the women reported they had received

job training while close to one half ?f each group did not (of those

who responded). One of the goals of most women is to acquire skills

yet this goal is unattainable by many through employment.

Table 31. Job Training Provided Through Employment tO NWEE
Participants

Response
EMployed

Number Percent
Unemployed

Number Percent
Yes
No

25
19

57
43

9

7
56
44

N = 44 100 N = 16 100
No Response Given 13 9

The women were asked if the program helped them become more

independent and self-sufficient. Of the women who were employed,
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78% responded yes, and 22%. responded no with two subjects not re-

sponding. Similarly, the unemployed women responded yes, 75%, no

25%, and one person did not respond. It is interesting that these

-; _ _

women indicated they were more independent even though they were not

employed at the present; They were asked if they were satisfied with

the program. The majority of both groups were satisfied with the

program as seen in Table 32. Those who were disappointed may have

been expecting training which the program did not offer. The majority

of women found the teachers and staff to be very helpful in their

efforts to become employed: 89% of those employed and 68% of those

unemployed. They also responded that teachers and staff were the

most helpful person to them while they were in the program (79% of

those employed and 64% of those unemployed).

Table 32. Response to Program Following Completion

Employed
ResponSe Number Percent

Satisfied 39 71

Average (OK) 5 9

Disappointed 11 20
N = 55 100

No ResponseCiven 2

Unemployed
Percent

14 61
2 _9

7 _30
N = 23

2

100

The women were asked if they felt prepared for job interviews.

Most of the women (72% employed and 76% unemployed) reported they

felt prepared for interviews and also felt they were treated respect-

fully during interviews (89% employed and 64% unemployed). They

also responded that they were consulted about where they wanted to

work (83% employed and 80% of those unemployed) before they were

sent on interviews. While the majority of subjects reported no
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encounters with discriminatiun, 10 ttf the employed subjects did, as

did 6 of the unemployed subjects. They were qsked if they had been

assisted in obtalnin:j the job they Wanted when they entered the

procfram.

Table 33 Did Nt\TT P,ici-;:tyantS Become Employed at a Job They
Desired FollowLng Program Comipletion

Response
7',-,--,in,r1

-Nt21-.e]: Percent
Uneniployed

Number Percent
Yes -:-.) 9 37
NO 2 6 4-7 15 63

N - 53
_

100 N = 24 100
No Respone Given .)

As can oe seen i. Table 33 the eployed subjects were divided

on this question. The uhemployed subjects clearly responded no.

This finding ihdic8teS th:lt the iioerriplotie,H subjects may have been

diSSatified With the area of empieiment to which they were referred

to.

The subjects were aked What Single factor most helped them to

successfully complete the procfratn, ThS most supportive factors to

the participants were their own determination and encouragement

from staff; From their responses; the participants were reinforded

by themselves, .teachers, and staff:
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Table i4. Factor Which ,losr_ Lpcd NEE Participant Complete This
Program

Employed Unemployed

Factors Number Percent Number Percent

Molloy in 18 2 9

Child Care 2 4

Transportation
Encouragement from Family I. _2 3 13

Encouragement from 1) 35 6 26

Teachers and Staff
My own determination 37 10 43

and Persistance
Other ;Unknown)

,
4 A_ 2 9

= ,,1 100 IF 23- 1-OO

No Response_Given

The participants were also asked if the progiam as what they

expecteq. .,AS can 1:,e From Ta Ie 35 there was a larle number of

persons irtho epectton wr onsistant with the program.

Table 35. Did th,-, NIt.1:;? h Upon

Completion

Emp]oed Unemployed

Response ____ _ ______ _Nurc AlTher Percent Number Percent_

Yes 34 65 13 54

No IS 35 11 46
N -.--,- 52. TTO 24 100_

No Response Uav_en___ 5 1

This is partieuld ly ht,le or' te unemployed subjects where close

to one half responded the irr_J:Jyr v-i-tf.; not what they expected. This

may be the result of the number of women who were seeking training

to acquire skills which the prograin does not offer.

In the last section the subjects were asked what they knew

about training opportunities at the community college. The first

question the women were asked was if they were interested in further

education regarding their job rintrests and if so, were they
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referred to a community college? Of the employed subjects, 65%

responded yes, 35% responded no, and five subjects did not respond.

Of the unemployed subjects, 40% (10) responded yes, 52% (13) re-

sponded no, and 2 did not respond.

The subjects were asked if they would be interested in training

offered by,the college. Table 36 below indicates that many of the

..respondents would he interested in such training. The women were

asked,if they knew that San Antonio College provides financial

assistance, academic support services and counseling to assist

Table 36. _Number of Persons Who Would be Interested in Training at
San Antonio College

Response
Employed

Number Percent
Unemployed

Number, Percent
Yes 44 80 21 91

No 11 20 2 9

N = 56 100 N = 23 100

No Response Given_ 1 2

disadvantaged women complete training programs. Table 37 indicates

that these women did not know what SAC had to offer them and there-

fore did not have it as an alternative to choose in improving their

employment possibilities.

Table 37. Do you know what_services San Antonio College Offers
Returning Women Students

Response
Employed

Number Percent
Unemployed

Number Percent

Yes 25 55 17 74

No 30 45- 6 26

N = 55 1110- N = 23 100

No_Response Given 3 2__
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The Subjects were asked if they would be willing to spend one

or two years in a training program if they were provided support

services. Table 38 indicates that the majority of women would be

willing to better their employment possibilities through education

if they were provided support services.

Tab1e_38. MIEE_Participants Willing To Spend-One_To_Two_Years In A
Training Program If Provided Support Services-

Response
_Employed

Number Percent
Unemployed

Number Percent

Yes 46 85 22 96

Nd 15 _4

N = 54 100 N = 23 100

No Response Given 3 2

The participants were asked what problems they anticipated

attending the college. As can be seen in Table 39 the subjects

primarily anticipate problems with finances, child care; and studying.

All of these problem areas are addressed by the community college.

Table 39 . Problems anticipated While Attending SAC for Training
By NWEE_RarticIpantq

Problems
Employed

Number Percent
Unemployed

Number _Percent
Finabcial Need 28 63 14 56

Child Care 7 16 4 16

Transportation 1 4

Health
Studying 4

Relationships 4

Discrimination
Employment 3 7

Other (Unknown) 2 5 4 16
V = 44 10_0_ N = 25 100

Response not given -13
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Through open-ended questions the participants were asked what

disadvantages or adantages they would anticipate in training offered

by the college. They were also asked what program area or training

they would be interested in pursuing at the college.

Many Of:the responses to the first open-ended questions can be

seen in Table 40. The two most consistently identified disadvantages

financial problems and child care probelms are consistant with

previously mentioned pr-obiems. As can be seen studying, working and

time management are also anticiTsaLd disadvantages. Many women were

not sure how they couTd mange those pl.-ohlerls.

As can be seen in Tatie the majorit'i bf ant,_clpated problems are

financial, child care; rincj, and time. management.

Table 40_._ Anticipated Dised',7entacfr,S to Attending SAC by NWEE
Participants

Participants Responses Number. Percent
Finaft-cial Problems 12 24

Child Care Problems ±2 24

Time Constraints with Famliy 4 8

Studying Problems 6 12

Working and Studying Problems 6 12

Time Management 5 10

Need GED 3 6

Need Night Classes 2 4

W--7=7515

Response Not Given .
32

In the second open-ended question the participants were asked

what advantages they would anticipet, in acquiring training through

the college. As can be seen in Table 41 the Subjects responses

indicate they would anticipate improving their employment possibili-

ties through such training. Table 41 indicates that the subjects

anticipated improving their employment opportunities through training

at the community college. 1 4 4
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Table 41_ Anticipated Adant6gc.::, to Attending SAC by NWEE
Participants

Participants Responses Number Perrent
Improving Employment possibilities 33 83
Improving Myself through Education 4 10
Improving present skills 7

Response Not Given

When asked what areas they would be interested in training in
the responses can be seen in `1;ible 42

--N = 40
42

40

Table 42____SAC_Programo=z TL-c-icl__of_interest to NWEE Participants

Program or
Training Interes ts Nuzaber Percent
Computer Sciende8 13 23
Business-Management 9 11
Child Development 8 10
Nursing 6 8

Word Processing 4 5

Accounting_ 4 5

Secretarial 4

Business Administration 3 4

Typist 3 4

Mechanic: 3 , 4

Drafting 2 3

Key Punch Operator 2 3

Other* 13' 15_

100%N .-- 79
*Legal Secretary; clerical, truck driver;_dental hygenist; cashieri
MuSic,pharmacist;_electrJ.cian bookkeeper; journalist; teacher's
aids, lab technician-and inte7Hor _clecorator_._
Response Not Given

Discussion

There are Man factoi:3 .76ntifibute to successful completion

of education and employment irdms and goals. In an effort to

identify which factors most frequenally affect this diSadVantaged

population of women many areas were.expiored, including personal

characteristicS, effort8 to obtain t:duCation Ot employment prior to

attending the NWEE program, response to the NWEE program; problems
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encountered while seeking employment, and the participants' post-

program experience.

The personal characteristics of this sample were similar to the

pilot study sample and typical of the population the NWEE program

serves. An examination, comparing the employed and unemployed

groups' personal characteristics, resulted in few differences which

would have led to fall out or unemployment. There were three per-

sonal variables which contributed to the twenty-five women'being

unemployed; The

fore more likely

unemployed group was as a whole, younger and

to have fewer years work experience and less

merit maturity than the employed group. The twenty-five women

also legs likely to be the head of household and as such less

there-

employ-

were

pressured

by economic necessity to become employed. Finally, a significant

difference was that the unemployed group had more children needing

day care services if they were to become employed. One young woman

typified the problem many women have seeking employment and also

child care. She was hired by an employer who provided her training

and employment benefits. She said she felt very good about her

opportunity. The subject had arranged for the daily child care of

hez son with a relative. Within a week, the relative told the

subject she could no longer take care of the child and other arrange-

ments would have to be made. The subject could not find affordable

child care and her employer fired her. The employer, who was con-

tacted, indicated that the subject was intelligent, hard working,

and she regreted having to loose her. She indicated, "it happens a

lot with these young girls and their kids". Affordable child care is

not readily available to this population of women.

14G
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Both of the groups main source of income was AFDC and the

majoritY had received it for six months to a year. It is encouraging

to note that most of these women reported that one of their main

reasons for going to NWEE was to get off AFDC. It is Significant

that 70% of the women interviewed at the time of this study had

achieved this goal and were not longer dependent on AFDC.

The population as a whole had previous work experience and had

madepz-evious efforts to obtain employment assistance. This pattern

indicates that the women were motivated to both work and improve

their employment circumstances. Their work experience, however, was

in "the traditional occupational areas - manufacturing, clerical, and

service Vork. Very often the women re-enter these areas following

program completion as their work histories indicate. While prior

work e$PerAence is a positive factor and increases the value of a

potential employee it did not necessarily lead to better employment

or upward mobility for these women. As will be discussed later,

skills and training were the factors most likely to improve a woman's

employment opportunities. AlSo, the women who had some skills were

more likely to enter higher levels of employment at the completion

of the Program.

The expectation that there would be significant differences

betweev the two groups' personal characteristics was not appropriate.

There were more similarities than differences. The personal factors

which may have contributed to successful employment were the ability

of the Participant to arrange and afford child care, and her job

skills.

IV the second section of the survey the women were asked about

their experience with the NWEE program. As was previously mentioned
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it the pilot study, Uie silpi5ort sQrvi:.:OS and individualized attention

the women receive insure pz.ogram completion. These two factor8 are

significant and should characterize programs for disadVantaged

women. The subjects in this sample clearly indicated that their

reasons for coming to the NWEE program were to obtain assistance

finding a job, to get job training, and to remove themselves from

AFDC. One difference between the groups was the unemployed group's

greater desire for training to obtain job skills than to obtain

employment placement assistance. One consistent response was their

desire for training to acquire skills.

Regarding their experience with the program, the employed and

unemployed subjects received the same services and job readiness

training.- Although they did indicate different lengths of time

spent in the program, this did not significantly differ between the

two groups. As the results indicate, the women were well prepared

to compete for employment and were motivated to improve their employ-

ment opportunities.

There was some negative feedback about the program from parti-

cipants. This feedback generally related to unmet expectations of

the program. Many women anticipated obtaining employment at higher

entry leve18. Often, they lacked the skills to compete for such

jobs which led to their expression of frustration. in a few instances,

by contrast, women were sent to apply for available jobs for which

they were overqualified.

The most positive feedback came from women who were simply

grateful to have acquired a job and those who were receiving job

training that would result in the acquisition of a skill.
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In the third section ct the sLJ.v.v the subjects were asked

about factors which impacted on their po::tprogram employment experi-

ence. The primary problem encountered by both groups of subjects

were the lack of skills and they reported thit to be a significant

factor affecting their'becoming employed. These women were motivated

and eager ..to obtain employment. They had some work experience, but

no skills they could use for leverage to obtain stable employment

and become independent

acquiring job training

skills. A little more

received job training.

and self-suffidient.

that would result in

than one half of the

The best example of

Many women anticipated

the acquisition of such

women reported that they

this possibility was

demonstrted by the women who were placed in private industry and

trained to become sheet metal welder8. For these women the training

resulted in the

required by the

gained put them

acquisition of employment and a transferrable skill

labbr market. For many women the employment they

back into areas where they had previous work experience.

The result for many women, regardless of:job readiness training or

other facterS, is that they are most likely to re-enter the labOr

Market in areas in which they already have experience or at loW=

entry levels. This is demonstrated in their post-program employment

hiStories.

One factor which should be mentioned is a fadtor which was not

within the scope of this study to measure, the impact of the economy

on the efforts of programs similar to NWEE. It

hard economic times for employers to generate

the disadvantaged worker especially when many

difficult during

training positions for

workers are being laid

off. As indicated in the literature review, one researcher concluded
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that eMPlOvMent E:t; -NW) are in a good position in

times of high employment to asf,lst the diadvattaged worker to find

job training that results in Skills acquisition. In times of high

unemployment, however, the best programs can hope for is to assist

the population they seine to find and compete for jobs. A third

alternatiV,O, however: and one not considered befOre, is to educate,

through vocational education, these disadvantaged women for jobs in

areaSof employment that will grow in a recovering OconoMy.=

In addition to the lack of :kills, other factors such as child

care, finances, transportation, and information about available job

opportunities presented problems for these women. These are peripheral

problemswhich women must solve to become and remain employed.

In examining the components of the NWEE progtam which most

helped the women while they were seeking employment, three factors

were most consistently mentioned: increasing self-confidence and

assertiveness, learning about employment and education opportunities,

and job placement assistance. As indicated in the literature review,

one problem which characterizes this population is low self-confidence.

The women indicated that they had increased their self-confidence

and assertiveness as a result of the program. The women responded

that they believed they could gain employment and support their

families.

The postprogram experience of the women is interesting. The

employed group became employed within three months of their completing

the program. The unemployed group had also been employed following

the program completion but had not found it possible to remain

employed. Problems with child care were most often mentioned as the

problems which inhibited their emplcyment
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AnOthc:t -,..',-)drience was that the majority

Of subjects h completed the program.

For some of these women, the second bb a better job opportunity

With bet et wages; C(Alsistent with thiS, the women's level of

:ncome increased over their pre-program income. The increase in

income waa: svgnificant among the employed croup which is a positive

result of the program. Not only did the Women get off welfare but

they improv 3 their income levels. It i8 interesting to note, also,

that many women were working in EleaS in Which they did not want

jobs. A iiEE6 less than one half Of the employed subjects had jobs

under this circumstance. In addition; almost two thirds of the

unemployed subjects hdd taken fobs in areas in which they did not

have a particular interest. Although this indicates that many women

may have been diSSAtified with their employment they were none the

less motivated to remain employed. It is also interesting to note

that in spite of failing to obtain the training or job they wanted,

the majority of participants were satisfied with the program.

In addition to the above questions the subjects Were asked

about training opportunities at the community college. Both groups

expressed a strong interest in the training opportunities offered by

the college. It was interesting that the uneMployed'WoMen knew more

about the services the college had to offer than did the employed.

It is also interesting that a significant majority indicated that

they would be to spend one to two years in a training pro-

gram if they were pc: .upport services.

The subjects is .

financial feed, child care, and studying

as the primary problems / anticipated haying ii they attended
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college. These are problems for which the college could provide

solutions.; The women indiCated that such an opportunity would lead

to improved employment opportunities. It was also interesting to

note that t1:: program the women were most interested in was computer

sciences. It is ironic to consider that many of these women had the

requirements necessary to enter the college and had they been pro=

vided support services, developmental academic preparation, and

finahcial assistance, they could have acquired skills and a degree,

rather than experience with AFDC.

In summary, the factor which was Most frequently reported by

the women as affecting their potential employment was skills. They

did not have the skills they needed to compete for jobs at higher

entry levels; Another factor which significantly affected their

employment opportunities was child care; If the women could not

find affordable and dependable child care they could not keep steady

employment. A third factor, which is often underestimated, is that

the participants were highly motivated, they wanted to get off

welfare and desired jobs with liveable wages. Their past employment

efforts and participation in this program are significant indicators

of these women's independence goals. While there were feW out=

Standing differences between the two groups there are responses

which indicate the unemployed group was more dependent on -others for

their success. For example, the employed group persisted lOnger

than the unemployed group in trying to obtain jobs. The employed,

group held onto the jobs they obtained longer than did the unemployed

group. Another example was the greater awareness of community and

college services by the unemployed group. Such awareness indicate
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an individual's success, it can also he dysfunctional when it indi-

cates inhibitibn of independent achievement or perservance. Such

individuala may require more intensive orientation to work and

guidance toward engaging in more independent behaviors.

The women were greatly assisted by the NWEE program, a factor

which also cannot be underestimated. The support services provided

through the program clearly insured participation and program com-

pletion. Also, the job readiness training, and personalized counsel-

ing they received reinforced their motivation and prepared them to

compete for jobs. It did not, however, insure better employment

than they previously had. it also did not insure the kind of on-

the-job training that results in the acquisition of a marketable

skill. Whether this is simply a difficult objective to meet by

employment program operators or a reflection of our economic times

was undetermined by this study. It was demonstrated, however, that

when disadvantaged women are provided the opportunity to acquire

skills and they are provided suppOrt services they can and do improve

their circLmstances and achieve their goals of economic independence.

Results - Part II NWEE Participants Who Attended San Antonio College

.
In Part II of the questionnaire subjects were asked if part of

their training had taken place at SAC or if they had ever been a

student at the college. The subjects who had attended SAC were

asked to respond to a series of questions. Of the two groups of

svbjects 23 of the employed subjects and 12 of the unemployed

subjects had attended the college. They were first asked which

program they had enrolled in.
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Table 4 3. Program Enrolled- in at ...Jan Antonio College ByANKEE
Participants

Employed Unemployed
Program Area Number Percent Number Percent
Short term training 4 20 3 25
Long term training 5 25 3 25
General College Courses 3 15 3 25
Child Development Project 5 25 2 17
Other (GEU) 3

--
J 1 8

N = 20 100 N = 12 100
No Response Given 3

The participants were asked what services they had used most

frequently at the SAC campus. AS can be seen in Table 44 there is

some variance in the use of services, most likely a reflection of

individual need.

Table 4 4. Services Used by_NWEE_ Participants While _Attending__ San
Antonio College_

Type of Service
Employed

Number Percent
Unemployed

Number Percent
Counseling 4 24 1 8

Women's Programs 3 25
Special Services_
Employment Assistance
Tutoring 29 3 25
Child Care 5

Library Services 3 25
Financial Aid 4 25 1 8

Other (Unknown)' 3 18 1 8

N = 17 100 N = 12 100
No-Response_Given 6

Both groups indicated that they had used tutoring services,

financial aid, and counseling most frequently. The subjects were

asked if they knew as students, about all the services the college

provided. As Table 45 indicates, many participants had not known

about the services the college offers.
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Table _Knowledge of SAC Studea_ _zta:vices Other Than Those Used

By NWEE ParticipaaL,

nployed Unemployed
Response Number_ Percent Number Percent
YeS 11 55 4 33

No 9 45 8 67

N_=__ZO_____ 10_0_ N = 12 100
No Response Given 3

The subjects were asked if they felt the teachers as staff were

interested in their success. The majority in both groups responded

yes (6.8% of those employed and 67% of those unemployed). They were

asked if they had requested assistance when needed and if the

tea.therS were responsive to their needs. The majority responded yes

in both cases.

The participants were also asked if they had ever felt discrim-

inated against because they were minority students while they

attended the college; Of the employed group, 100% responded that

they had not, with six persons not responding. Of the unemployed

group, 83% responded no, while two persons, 17%, responded they had

experienced discrimination. They were also asked if they were ever

discriminated against because of their sex. Of the employed group,

94% responded no, one person responded yes, and five people did not

respond. Likewise, of those unemployed, 92% responded rib, with one

person responding they had had such an experience. The participants,

for the most part, felt they were treated respectfully and as adults.

The subjects were asked if they felt comfortable asking questions

in their classes. Seventy-eight percent of those employed responded

yes, 17% responded no, and five did not respond. Of the unemployed

group, 58% responded yes and 42% responded no. The results indicate

there was some diScomfort asking questions in the classroom.
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The subjects were D:;ked 'An!. .!tr: it. would for some of

their teachers to he few-Clc:. , Of both groups responded

that it was not impottanti 81%, (17) of the employed group and 92%

(11) of the unemployed group; Of bbth groups, five people said it

was important to them to have ferale teacherS.

The participants were asked how important it was for their

teachers to have a similar ethniC background; Most participants in

both groups responded that it was not important, including 81)%(16)

of the employed group and 67% (B) of the unemployed group; When

asked if they had many minority instructors teaching their courses

the employed participants, 50% (8) responded they did not, 4 persons

(25%) responded they did, and 4 persons (25%) did not notice;

Similarly, in the unemployed group, 25% (3) responded they did not,

4 persons (33%) did not notice;

The participants expressed little difficulty approaching teadherS

for assistance. They also responded that their performance in the

classroom was not affected by the teacher's gender. The majority

also responded that they were treated the same as other studentS in

the classroom;

The subjects were asked If all the courses they took at SAC ware

relevant to employment; Most of the employed subjects felt they Were,

however, the unemployed subjects did not. One half Of these partici-

pants felt the courses they took were unrelated to their employment.

Table 46; Did your Course Work Relate to_your Employment

Employed Unemployed
Response Number- Rer:aeat_ _Number Percent
YeS 16 89 6 50

NO 2 TI 6 50

N = 18 10_0 _N_= 12- TOT
No Response Given 5
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In spite of this finding,_ id that they would recommend

SAC to a femae situ: ti including 94% (17) of the

employed subjects and83% (10) of the un:,,mployed subjects. In an

effort to determine what. problems resulted in these women dropping

courses or dropping out cf heir programs, they were asked to indicate

the reason,. for their leaving; As can be seen by Table 47 there is a

highly individualized variance to the problems. The most frequent

problem leading to drop out, though, was financial.

Table 47. Problems Leading NWEE Participants to Drop Out of Courses
. t. SAC

Reason
Employed

Number Percent
UnemPloyed

Number Percent
Financial Problems 6 32 1 12
Child Care Problems 1 5 1 12
Health Problems 4 21 1 12
Family Problems 1 _5 1 12
Studying Problems 2 11 1 12
Did not Understand the 1 5 1 12
Material

Lost Interest 1 12
Other 4 21 1 12

N = 19 100 N = 8 96
_

NO Response Given 4 4

The subjects were asked if they had discussed their problems

with.anyone before leaving the college. The majority responded they

had not (59% of the employed group and 58% of the unemployed group).

Only 41% of the employed group and 34% of the unemployed group had

approached anyone for assistance. They were asked if they were

referred to financial aid if they had financial. problems. AS can be

seen by Table 48 there is a difference in the two groups. There

also were fewer referrals than would - be expected (55% Of th6 employed

and 27% of the unemployed groups).
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Table 48. Frequency df- 1( Pi317tants for Assistance
to Financi::? 7,;

Imployed Unemployed
Response _ _ NcTilber Percent Number _ Percent
Yes li 55 , 27
1Vo 9 45 8 ____7a

=-N 720- 100 N F.-- II _ _LOG_
No Response G7Ten 3 1

The partiaioantL; aSked if they reterred to counseling

or special services if they had problems with their course work; The

majority responded n6, including 564; Of the employed group and 67%

Of the unemployed groul:. l'orty-four percent of the ciliployed group

Were referred as was one person from the unemployed group. The

-; -;remaining subjects did not respond. The finding indicateS that many

students were not referred when they should have been.

The subjects were asked if they had over used the job placement

services SAC provides its students. Seventy-one percent of the sub-

jects responded no; 29% responded yes with six subjects failing to

respond; Of the unemployed group; 73% responded they had not, 27%

responded they had, and one person did not respond. 4ny of these

women did not know that SAC offered such servis.

The subjects were asked about their experience at the college.

As Table 49 indicates the majority of subjects in the employed group

59% were satisfied with their experience; The unemployed group was
A _

divided in its response with 42% describing the experience as OK.

04ly four people were dissatisfied with the ie:cis,zri:-mce.
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Table 49. Respone uu Ex-p NIREE Participants

EMplo*ed UnamPloyed
Response _Number Pc-cent Number Percent
Satisfied 10 59 5 42

Average (OK} 5 29 5 42

Disappointed ______ 2

N -1-17_
12 2

----
10

I00 N= 2i 100

No Response Given 6

Discussion

The NWEE participants were questioned about their experience

attending sah Antonio College to idenLify factors which either

promoted retention or which led to tail out. Almost half of the

subjects had attended the college; enrolling in either short term

training; long term courses, or general college courses. Some women

received their GED through the college's assistance. Of particular

interest is the group which enrolled in the NWEE SAC Child DeVelop-

ment Proj7.1t. Special assistance was provided to theSe participants

and they be discussed in a subsequent Section.

The any services of the college used by all participants of

this group tlutoing, financial aid, counseling, the Women's

Program and ?. 1D7ry s,-rvices. There was some variance between the

groups with (T.I:v c un.Imployed group reporting use of the Women's

Program, an unex..77ued response. However, Lhi finding is consistent

with the interpretation that the unemployed subjects alEi.y he more

aware of support services dile to greater dependency attitudes.

A significant factor was that many women 1.ndicaLed they did not

knoW about all the services the college could have provided them.

ThiS was particularly true of the unemployed subjects who were the

least informed. Very often disadvantaged women do not know that they
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are eligible for financial aid-job placement assistance. According

to anecdotal mation provided by the women, these subjects are not

generally part of the informal social groups who form in classes or

on the campus grounds. As such, they often miss information which

might promote their making better use of the campus and the services

available. -Also, they are not likely to discuss their problems with

a teacher or counselor. As a result, they often do not realize that

solutiont may be available through the cooperation of the college.

Sensitive inquiry by teachers or staff might help to reduce drop out

by ditadvantaged women.

The women reported having a positive relationship with teachers

and staff at the campus. They reported no discrimination on the

basis of sex or race. They indicated that both teachers and staff

were interested in their success as students and were helpful to the

extent that students asked for assistance; One factor which may

have been an indication of the students lack of socializing with

others was their reported discomfort in asking questions in the

classroom: A few women indicated that they felt different from the

other studonts in their classes and felt stupid asking questions.

Ve.y'cften their anxiety kept the from asking anything either from

the tachers c.r other stbd:mts. In the learning Situation it is

impo,-..:!t that the channel:? of communication remain open. Disad-

ani- , women cften have personal inhibitions which block their

, the information eit:ber in the clattroom or in situations

slIcL Jinni-.4 financial ai/ or ditcussing personal problems

with college work. A supportive atmosphure in the

E..nd by staff is a key factor in reducing inhibitions and
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promotes the students' growth. The result iS that the student

learns to make approaches which will facilitate her success.

Another interesting result was the students' reponses regarding

the relatedness of the courses they took at the college to their

employment. There was a Significant difference in the participants'

responses;-The employed group indicated that the courses they took

were clearly related to their subsequent employment. By contrast,

the unemployed group Split their responses to the question.. One

half of these subjects indicated no =1z-edness between the courses

they to to employment. As previf uture indicates, it i8

crucial that the time women invest .1;--2s leads to employable

skills. Some of these women inuic-_ they ran contrary to their

experience. In spite of these mixed f!ndings, the women reported

they would recommend the college and its training opportunities to

women in their situations.

The women preferred not to be identified as "drop outs" when

they were questioned as to why they had not completed courses or

programs they started at the college. Some of them indicated that

their education was interrupted and that that interruption was

temporary. There was variance in the reasons they gave for discon-

tinuing their studies, however, the most frequently given reasons

were financial problems, health, and studying problems. Most did

not attempt to gain help from anyone at the college when they

encountered problems which led to their discontinuing their studies.

It appears that few efforts were initiated by teachers or staff to

intercede in these women's problems, As a result, whether these

students could have resolved their problems through assistance pro-

vided through the college and continued in their courses is not
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acertainable.

Most of the subjects reponded they were satisfied with their

experiences at the college, despite having had to drop courses or

discontinue the program they had entered. Although the sample is

small, one group, those in the child development program, provide

more insight into the factors which facilitated the completion of

programs and those which led to fall out.

Child Development Project

A'special project was designed for NWEE participants entitled

the Model Child Development Training Program. On paper,the program

was very well organized; however, when it was implemented problems

arose which led to the drop out of the majority of the original

narticipants. For the participants who remained in the project, the

program was very successful. This project will be discussed in

terms of factors which led to the fall out of the majority of parti=

cipants, as well as the factors which facilitated the success of the

participants remaining in the program. The information in this

section was provided by the participants who remained in the pro-

ject, their counselors, and the administrators who were involved in

the project.

The first problem most consistently mentioned was the original

selection of participants. The selection were made by NWEE personnel

in haste to start the project on schedule. AS a result, the process

through which the original participants were selected was not well

organized nor did it provide an adequate screening of the participants.

Consequently there was a wide variance in the characteristics of the

participants and the abilities they brought to the learning environ-

ment.
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The second factor, particularly stressed by the remaining

participants was .the initial shock of taking seventeen hours of

classes, participating in work study; and managing their families

and home life. In addition to juggling these three areas of their

lives, many of the participants were not prepared academically and

required additional attention and support which was not always

available, particularly at the projects' start.

Another factor, which was totally unanticipated and a result of

the selection of participants, was their inappropriate behavior in

the classroom. Some of the participants did not know how to engage

in 'Socially Eunctional classroom behavior. ThiS led to classroom

disruptionS and difficulty for the teacher who attempted to assist

these students. Some participants did not understand what was

expected of them socially or academically.

Finally, the remaining participants indicated that the greatest

motivating factor for some of the participants was the stipend which

was given to all participants. For many women, their participation

was not matched with a commitment to learning and acquiring the

training which was made available to them through the college.

.
While a majority of the original group did drop out, the remain-

ing participants were successful and provide insight into what

contributed to their success.

Two significant factors facilitated the success of these women.

The first factor was the motivation and commitment by these women t:p

complete the training opportunity they were offered. They indicated

that this project provided them a real opportunity to improve their

employability, reduce their dependency on welfare, and allow them
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the means through which they could provide for their fale.lies. They

were determined to complete the training. The second factor was a

counselor, who was assigned to the women, who understood the mot.T.va-

tion and determination of the women, as well as their academic and

social limitations. She also understood the expectations and academic

requiremeits of the college. The counselor provided both academic

and personal counseling. She was also readily available for tutoring

and interceding when problems arose which the participants did not

know now to handle. The counselor's reports on number of hours

provided to these students indicate a decrease in contact hours as

the semesters ulogressed. This indicates that the participants

became more i opendent and successful in completing tasks and

solving problems. The support, positive reinforcement, and tutoring

they received through the counselor resulted in their growth in

academic ability and self-,confidence. It also resulted in their

remaining in the project and completing their training.

In discussions with the women who remained in the project, they

cite four factor8 which made their success possible: (1) their own

determination, (2) the counselor who provided academic and personal

counseling, tutoring, and helped them to learn to solve problems,

(3) support and encouragement from their families, and (4) the peer

support they provided each other.

These participants indicated that finances were their greatest

problem area. They encountered financial problems both in meeting

tuition and, particularly, in the hidden costs of classes; Very

often they would pay tuition and buy books only to discover a ten

dollar fee for supplies for a required art course or eight dollars
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for a Red Cross course which was part of a health course. For these

(financially diSadvantaged) women, eicht or ten dollars is not

readily available. Other problem areas were readily reduced through

the assistance of the counselor, grid child care was arranged through

the project.

The success of these participants indicatea that with support

services and individualized attention disadvantaged women benefit

greatly from such projects as the NWEE Child Development Project.

TheSe women, who will be completing their training, have gone from

dependency on AFDC to employable child development workers. The

fall out of the other participants indicates that the college should

be more involved in the selection of diSadvantaged students to

insure a higher rate of successful completion. Selection not deter-

mined by academic standard but by behavioral means

The support services which were provided to the remaining child

development participants clearly facilitated the completion of their

training.

Summary

The participants of this study provided an understanding of the

factors Whidh facilitate and inhibit their,achieving education and

employment goalS. The variance in responses was attributed to the

participants being sampled from within a two year time period. In

summary; there was a high degree of consistency among partidipahta

responses to questions particularly regarding their goals and what

helped ox hindered their achieving those goals.
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Study III

As was previously indicated in the introduction of the procedure

section, the population of this project was enlarged to include low-

income, head of household, women who are San Antonio College students

and participants of the Bexar County Women's Center Displaced Home-

makers Program. Also, included were participants from the Homemakers

Re-entry to Education and Employment and Workshops for Women In

Tranion. In addition to the disadvantaged women from the NWEE

.:22am,these additional groups. were also in a position to provide

and information as to which factors facilitate or inhibit

their education and employment goals. Their responses to the

questionnaire and any additional information they provide will be

discussed as follow, Group I, Women who are San Antonio College

students; GrOup II, DiSplaced HOmemakers from the Bexar Country

Women's Center Job Readiness Training Program, and Group III, Women

from San Antoni0 College, Homemakers Education and Employment,

and. WOW Wider Opportunities for Women.
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Group I: Low Income Head of Household Women who are San Antonio
College Students

Subjects

The twenty-six subjects who agreed to participate in this

study were contacted through the cooperation of the San Antonio

College financial aid office. A letter was sent notifying potential

sublects Ci.e. those students who met the criteria of having recr,:ivel

a maximum 'lasic Education Opportunity Grant for the previous se--

ters of 1980-1982.) Additional subjects, participating in another

study being conducted at the SAC campus, were asked to participate.

They also fulfilled the above criteria. All participation was

voluntary.

Apparatus

The questionnaire used for the NWEE population was also used

for this group. Questi:.ils which were not relevant to this' population

were deleted.

Interviewers

Three interviewers, previously trained, conducted the twenty-

six interviews. An effort was made to match tk,e subjects' and inter-

viewers' ethnicity.

Procedure

Interviews were conducted at the subject's choice of location

and convenience. The interview usually took forty-five minutes or

longer.

Analysis

A computer programiwas written for a frequency distribution

which provided the analysis of the closed-end data. A content

analysis was done of open-end qu4stions.
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Results

The women who contributed to thiS part of the study were iden-

tified by their having received a maximum BEOG. The criteria which

made them eligible to receive this grant alSo would define them as

being disadvantaged; It is important to note that this group of

women initiated their own contacts with the college and have been

provided no assistance other than what the typical student at the

college receives. The ethnicity of thiS group can be seen in

Table' 1; As can be seen, the majority of the subjects in this group

were Hispanic women.

, Table 1. Student PoOulatiOn-ChAracteristics-

Ethnicity _Number Percent
Black 3 12

HiSpanic 18 69

Anglo 5 _19
N = 26 N = 100

The majority of this group were also within a 17 to 26 year

age range as seen in Table 2. The oldest subjects were in their

early fortiet.

Years__

Table 2. Population_ Characteristic = Age

Number Pertent
17 - 21 15 57

22 - 26 3 12

27 - 31 I 2 7

32 - 36 3 12

37 - 41 3 12
N = 26

The majority of participants had high school diplomas as can be

seen in Table 3. In addition, one of the participants had completed

her college education.
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Table _3._ Population Characteristics - Education Level Co feted

Years _ Number percent

1 - 6 2 8

7 - 9 1 4

10 - 12 0

High School Graduate 13 50

Obtained a GED 3 12

College 7
_26

N = 26 100

The majority of participants, seen in Table 4, were also

single, having never been married, or were single and had been

divorced. Only one subject was married.

Table 4.. Population Characteristics - Marital Status-

Status Number Percent

Single - never married 14 53

Divorced 9 34

Separated 2 7

Married 1 3

Widowed 1 3

N = 26 100

The majority of these subjects were not head of household as

can be seen in Table 5. Many of the women lived with relatives who

assumed that role. While the majority lived with relatives, close

to half did not.

Table_5_;__Ropulation Characteristics - Head_of_Household

Response NuMber Percent_

Yes '.2 46

No 4-4 54

N = 26 100

The number of person:: in the household can be seen in Table 6.

It indicates that ele majority of participants lived with at least

three other persons.
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Tah1e_6Population Characteristics ,4__Number±of Persons
the HouSeHold

Persons Number
1 - 3 8

4 6 13
7 - 9 5

N = 36

Persons
31
50
19

100

The number of children livina with the student can be seen in

Table 7. As this table indicates, the majority of participants had

no children. Of the participants who had children, the majority

had one child at home.

Table 7. Popriltion Characteristics

Children Number
0 15
1 6

2 2

3 2

4 1

N = 26

- Children Living at Home

Percent
58
23
8
8

3

100

The subjects' primary source of income can be seen in Table 8.

There was a wide distribution among the subjects' :"';Tree of income

with most subjects relying on their BEOG for support and employment

which supplemented the BEOG. Two subjects were receiving AFDC at

the time of their college work.

Table 8. Population Characteristics - Primary Source of Income
While in College

Source -Number Percent
AFDC 2 8

Alimony 2 8

BEOG 9 34

Part-time Job 4 15
Full-time Job 6 23

Spouse 1 4

Other* 2 8

N = 26 100

*(1) Texas Rehabilitation Grant, (I) Unknown Source



The majority of subjects had low incomes, under four hundred

dollarS per month., The subjects WhO had levels:of income higher

than eight hundred dollars per month were dependent on,parents,

spouses or outside sources for that income.

. ........ .

Table 9.- Population CharacteriStics-Levelof income While
Attending College

Amount Monthly Number Percent

$0 - 100
$200 - 399
$400 - 599
$600 - 799
$800 - 1,000*
Other (Unknown)

7 27
6 23
2 8

4 15

5 19
2 8

N =26 100

*Parent's (2) Spouse, Texas Rehabilitation.Grant,.Employment.

The two subjects who were receiving AFDC had received it for one to

three years. Sources at the college campus estimate that there may

be as many as four hundred women who receive AFDC and are presently

attempting to attend college. These women, at present, receive

no special attention or support that would facilitate their efforts

to acquire skills through education. The majority of subjects in

this study, however, had little experience with public support

agencies. In addition, the majority, 96%, indicated they had no

handicaps, mental or physical-, that would inhibit their attending

classes at the college or doing well in courses.

The subjects were asked about their work experience and any

previous efforts they had made to attend any educational institution.

Of the subjects, 77% had previously held jobs, while 19% had no prior

work experience. One subject did not respond to the question. The

subjects who had worked were askt-ld if they had sought assistance
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from community agencies to help them seek employment. Eleven women

responded they had sought such assistance. From the community

agencies, two women sought information about jobs, two sought job

placement assistance, one obtained a GED, three attended job train-

ing, and three women responded other and did not indicate why they

had gone to the agency. Of this group, only five women reported that

they had been assisted to their satiSfaction. When the subjects

were asked about .:tending educational institutions other than SAC

for training for employment, six women indicated that they had such

experience. These six women also indicated that they had completed

the training. Prior to coming to SACIthis group of women had both

been employed and a rev; had already completed an educational experi-

ence. Some of the women had also sought employment assistance from

community resources. The subjects were then asked about their

experience at the SAC campus.

All participants were asked which program they were enrolled in

at the college. Table 10 indicates that most subjects were enrolled

in General College Courses.

Table 10. Programs Participants Enrolled in at San Antonio
College

Courses Number Percent-
Short-Term Training 3 11
Long-Term Training 8 31
General College Courses 15 58

N = 26 100

Nineteen of these subjects identified the program area they

enrolled in. The majority were enrolled in either computer sciences

or some form of business related study as can be seen in Table 11.

They indicated that employment opportunities are better in these areas.

17Z:
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Table 11. Programs Enr011ed_in at San Antonia College ky Subjects

Programs Number Percent

Computer Science 5 26

Data Processing 5 26

BusinesS Technology 3 16

BusineSS Administration 2 11

Mid-Management 1 5

Journalism 1 5

Nursing 2 11

N = 19 100

.The participants were asked about the services and programs

offered to studentS attending SAC. Table 12 indicates the services

used. As the table indicates, the most frequently used services

were financial aid and library services.

Tdble 12. Serviceb USed by-StUdy Participants While
Attending San Antonio Coll-Eije

Service cr_Program Number Cumulative Percent

Counseling 12 46

Wqmen's Programs 1 4

Special Services 2 8

Job Placement 7 27

Tutoring 7 27

Child Care Center 4 15

Library Service 13 50

Financial Aid 23 88

N = 26

The women were asked to identify which services were most

helpful and which were least helpful. Their responses can be seen

in Table 13. The subjects were also asked if they had known about

all the services available to students. Many responded they did

not. Eleven women indicated that they did not know about the Waten's

Program or what services they offered to students. Other services

Which the women indicated they were not aware of were the special

services (5), the child care center (4), and one person indicated

that they did not know the college offered job placement assistance.
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One half of thtL: (50%) indicated that they knew about

most of the services offered to students at the SAC campus.

Table 13. Mc .t lielpfua_c_nd_Least Helpful Service Identified
try Subjec_ts_Attending SAC

Service or Program Most Helpful No. Least Helpful N .

Counseling 3 5

Women's Programs 1

Special Services 1

Job Placement 1 2

Tutoring 4 1

Child Care Center 1 3

Library Service 4 2

Financial Aid 19 1

= 26 16

No Response Given 10.

The subjects were asked about their teachers and staff at the

campus. Tl'e majority of participants, 73%, indicated that they felt

that the teacherS and staff were interested in their success. Some

students felt they were not interested, 19%, and 8% did not respond.

The subjects were asked if they approached teachers for assist-

ance with course work if they needed help. Fifty-seven percent

asked for help while 26% asked for assistance some of the time.

Fifteen percent of the subjects asked for no assistance. In response

to their requests for assistancei 69% of the subjects indicated that

teachers were helpful some of the Lime. One person did not respond.

In addition to asking for assistance wth course work, subjects were

asked if they were comfortable asking questions in the classroom.

The majority, 69%, indicated they were comfortable asking questions,

and 15% indicated they were comfortable some of the time. Some

women, 15%, were not at all comfortable asking questions in class.

In an effort to determine how_the students felt they were

perceived by the teachers and staff at the campus, they were asked
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if they felt they were treated as The ro.4-;,c.:1tv of subjects,

96%, indicated that they were treated respectf.ulIy. They were also

asked if they were ever discriminated against. The subjects re-

sponded that they were not discriminated against either as a minori-

ty, 96%, or as a female, 100%.

The -subjects were asked if they preferred some of their teachers

to be females. The majority, 58%, responded that the gender of the

teacher was unimportant while 23% indicated that it was imPortant

subjects _to them. The remaining ubjects did not care. The majority of sub-

jects, 96%, indidated that the gender of the teacher did not affect

their asking for assistance. Eighty percent also indicated that

the teaaers' gender did not affect their performance in the clas8=

room. Three persons, however, indicated that they performed better

in a female instructor's classroom.

The subjects were also asked how important it was that their

teachers have similar ethnic backgrounds to their own. Of the

subjects who responded, 69% indicated that it was not important at

all, 19% did not care, and 12% indicated that it was important to

them. The women were asked if they had had minority teachers for

their classes at SAC. The majority, 36%, indicated they had not

noticed while 15% said they had had classes with minority instructors.

_ _-
One person said she had had no classea with minority instructors;

The students were asked if they were ever treated differently

than other students in the claSsroom. All of the subjects, 100%,

indicated that they were treated the same as the other students.

Tht participantS were asked abbut the relatedness of the courses

they took at SAC to employment. Silty -two percent of the participants
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indicated that th.i.,v related to their employment.

ThirLc)nh percp.: in(:icated they took ccurses which

had nothing to and.77;did not SPond.

womch j.0:Itcd in this study wer.; asked if they

wcuid. i.ir te triencL Of all the respondents, 88%

-.c.m;:zies to attend the college

wcu1_

1 J:.ffort tc 1e to the subjects

droppin a-1.1.1 to indicate what had

led to theS SubjeCts two

persori 3.r.'1 ,:)at but had encountered

problci,ms: co SUbjecta indidatd

that they dici "(IrolD eut- but rather intex

pl=cte dre of

J:1re6 LO <jet a job and

that oas' Lhz,h: Lubleett:: anticipated i-etal7ning to

siijects had a variety of

})rObJ.:IPs TL1 w(7;i:len. retported their

PritharY Jhd 13%. The

varianci..: i differences.

In responding Lo .; b ts reported Wcre than

one problem their studies. The

cumulative ac.L. ido'ntifIed can he seen in Table

14B. :.-r de 14A; as financial and

studying problems are L.he rer.:sored problexts; There

is; . who indicated

that they lost interest in the cc.u:,:ses they were taking and a
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Table 14A. pi.:lM-ary Rions_Givan Participants for- their
dropping out of classes_at_San Antonio College

Reasons Primary ReasonS --17e.:centage

Financial Problems 9 41

Child Care Problems 1 5

Transportation Problems
Health Problems'
Family Problems 2 9

Studying.13roblems 3 13

Did not understand the course
material

2 9

Lost interest; it was not what
wanted

' 2 9

Other 1 3

Neverdropped out 2 9

N = 22 100

No Response Given 4

Table 14-EL Cumul Resuitix. in Fallout by
San il_torli_o _College Study Participants

Reasons Number Cumulative Percent
Financial ProbleMS 9 41

Child Ca. ,?roblems_ 3 13

Transport.%ion PrOblemS 2 9

Family Problems 3 13

Studying ProbleMS_ 5 23
Did not_underStand the course
material

4 18

Lost interest, it WS not what
wanted

5 23

Other (Unknown) 3 13

Never dropped out 2 9

N = 2?

No Response Given

higher percentag of persons did not understand the course material.

The remaining distribution reflects as in Table 14A individual

differenCeS. A8 many women indicated; it is usually E.. combination

of problems which leads to their falling out of educational institu-

tibil8. There are few problems on these tables which could not have

been resolved by a competent and resourceful counseling system. An
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additional insight was provided by some subjects who indicated they

did not seek help because they felt it was "every man for himself".

They often said they did not feel accepted or that they were "different"

than other students. One woman said this was her third attempt to

complete her chosen study. She had come the first time shortly

after her divorce seeking an education which would result in employ-

ment through which she could provide for herself and her child.

She never made it through the first semester because she perceived

herself to be the "only divorced woman" she knew on campus. Attitudes

and feelings of "not belonging" o-..L "having to independently solve

ala my problems by myseIf"function as inhibitors for women.

such attitudes and feelings prevent women from seeking the guidance

Often

or assistance they need. This problem of reaching out for help was

addressed by one young woman who is on AFDC. She informed the

interviewer that she "really felt out of place" at the college and

that she "kept slot to herself". As such, when she encountered a

financial problem,she did not know or find out that she was eligible

for summer fundS which would solve her financial problem. A financial

aid office worker heard about her problem and approached her with a

few alternatives. Fortunately, for this subject,one of those

alternatives solved her problem. This subject anticipates graduating

.,00n with a highly market:11)1e degree. It is unlikely she will aver

be receiving welfare again. She indicated that she knew of many

other women who are in a situation similar to her's, receiving

welfare and trying to go to school. The subject clearly left the

impression that these women do not know about the assistance and

supports the college provides students, or that there are people xi
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campus who c.an help them find alternatives and solutions to their

problems.

In an effort to determine how many Of the women sought help

when they encountered problems, the subjects were asked if they had

approached anyone for assistance. Many of the participants, 46%,

did not respond. Of the participants whO responded to the question,

27% indicated they asked for no assistance, and 27% did ask fbr

help: The subjects in financial need were asked if anyone-had re-

ferred them to the office of financial aid. Fifty gour percent of

the subjects indicated that they had been referred to financial aid

fok assistance. Thirty one percent of the subjects said they were

not refdrrtd for financial assistance. Fifteen percent of these

subjects did not respond. The Subjects were also asked if they

Were ever referred to the counseling center or special services

fOr problems they were having with their classes. Sixty-five

percent of the participants responded that they were not referred

fOr assistance; Only 27% of the subjects indicated they we ever

referred for assistance, and 8% of the women did not respond. Any

Assistance given to theSe women appears to be highly individual.

.
In an effort to offset financial probleMS, students often seek

part and full -time employment. The participants of this study were

asked if they had ever sought assistance from the Job Placement

Office. Of the subjects who responded, 65% indidated they had never

used the job placement services, and 35% responded they had used

the services. Some of the subjects who had never used the service

indicated chat they did not know the college offered job placement

services.
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The :Ju'L;ject_::: t!,,w they about theax experience

illreen of he subjeCts were disappointed

th6 co.Lc, I Indicated it Was OK, and 31% were

sat'isfied. Thirty njne 1Derftert of the participants responded they

:ere Th,r2 .rldicate that the majority of

witn Lhe school, however, had not been

SuCeeSsful ' Ulle career goals at the time of this

Study.

.TheZ aked a few ope:lended c!.lestions regard-

ing the ehcrunred e attending the c61lege.

;;:it .Lcn we): .e the 1:-dominat-,?. responses

_
..7c116gc.;:, ene subjects weri:1 asked

to de:74cr,T),;:. r:,,.z.hded, "to cbmplte their goalS",

and "beic-: tha' the prim--v character-

Istics wemr traihing

and mr,tivai. that to become successful they

needeu selF7c-nFL-

they woulc:

we2-: oked what reComMendationS

to impr the college for other

swom,2n; SeverJ were rm-Ide. -T1:1:2 most conSiatant were

summarized as

1) putraah program to provide a

vehtiiatip reathe they

are not al Hne S lcij. oir them a helping

hand and ,

2) Pro'ii-c:-e b.etter finfornution ohout services available to

women, Suh ale. women's 1A'ograms, and child care.

3) Provi be ':_ter ways clo encourage women to become involved in

. _campus arfaa.s.
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4) 'Provbic? at a program for women

who ,,11A1 Wor- dur:Lng the day.

Discussou

Tho i7,1rt-ft.J9T1 ;1:116y prOVide valuable insight into

the fa; wh; thir educational plans. As a

(J:roup;

o,luca i-7-)ne!

group wr-.

Women Who are attempting to complete

(r-cloyment Part of thi:s

divorced or separated with

c.00. groin''$ hr d their own unique

prohIc, as sf.n Mosi7 Ampprtantlyi they

inclictEted that

leas rig to tai-7

J-ed their education

2c,,.se factors were iden

fified within orqF,nization and in the indi idual's

o:

institn.lticrr)

Thes7, c,

had completeC

have a. M :ft'n, au-,

acquie

had fam.L1:

indicate(i

low wage

employmnt E.t. a q

.'hese factors, it is important

w'nf,.ch women entered the

orb Ti facLors The majol.ity

d Previous experiencies with

The group appeared to

;nati as they were seeking to

t(l.-1e Skills. The Tnotet who

They

te,, WoUl.::1 be limited to

1:flct Stable

Studies in some

area of Tr, to positive personal

attitude,,.; ;:.11 se 2 7_:.) havc;., 8upportive families.
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Many of che suhjecLs were living with relatives while attending

school. Several subjects were also employed part or full time in

an effort to meet their financial rekInSibilitiOS. Generally,

these subjects appeared to have labor market awareness, supportive

families, and a williniess to work to bffSet financial burdens.

Inspite of their deSire to acquire an edue- -and SkillS, many of

these subjects dr6i)Oc.i out of their studies. It is important to

note. that theSe women Maturely assumed the responsibility for their

Choide to drop out. They could have assigned the responsibility

elSewhere.

AS a group, they responded positively to teachers and staff of

the college. In an age of feminism and cultural awareness, these

women indicated little need for teachers of the same six or ethnicity.

While many subjects indicated they did not "feel ..ccepted", they

also indicated that they were treated respectfully by teachers and

staY.E. These subjects appeared to believe that teachers and staff

were interested in their success;

An examination of the results indicate that several factors

contributed to their fall out from college. Also, many subjects

indicated they encountered more than one 7 A.= which led to their

choosing to leave school. The first problem to be discussed is

financial.

Almost one Lalf of the subjects encountered financial problems.

It is interesting to note that almost all the participants had used

the finandial aid services. In addition, many indicated it was one

of the most helpful services. Inspit, of these positive indicators,

many women cited finandial problems as their primary difficulty.
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This finding is conant th the literature. Disadvantaged

women; particularly women ) are head of household and responsible

for their famthes, frequentLy encounter financial difficulties

while attending school; FinIncial difficultieS arise frOM stretch-

ing funds to meet tuition, books, fees, and meeting the hidden and

unexpected costs of education, such as unexpected but required fees

for courses, books, and supplies. In addition to these costs; they

must also pay living expenses, and for the women who head families,

child.. care costs. There are also unexpected costs such as auto-

mobile breakdov. 3 and medical emergencieS. Very often the management

and Planning to provide for these expenses can be overwhelming,

especially if the indiVidual has never organized or planned a

budget which includeS education costs. The financial problems

which ';=4« 7. encountered by many of the women might have been

rebol. '.trough intervention at ;he point they entered the college.:

In addition to aFsisting the student apply for and obtain financial

assistance, the student could have also, voluntarily, drawn up a

financial plan with a financial aid worker which would have addressed

.both education and personal livingexpenses, including child care

and transportation. Such a plan would permit realistic preparation

for expenses and contribute to the student's awareness that the

institution and the people who operate it are committed to her

success; In addition, to being an expression of commitment, such

increased involvement with the student provides the ;titution with

more direct information and feed back regarding the nature of thiS

group's financial problems, including the problems of child care

and transportation. This information can contribute to identifying
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the extent of nee the generation of solutions,

both which help i :.1±t Lou ducation goals. While

resource prohl isont a Major problem area for these women, the

need for A c-oHetent pelSonal and academic counseling system pre-

sents another

The HAjOf t problems which lead these students to

drop out incLude studying problems, lost interest, and diSsati-

faCtlOn with the program they were in. Closely related and the

next no-,t frequently irintifjed ircroblem was failure to undeIstand

the course Thee dre nut problems which should result

in studonts dropping Out of school. Studying problems can be

addressed thr3ugh time management; tutoring and developmental

Studies. TheSe: solutions are also applicable to the failure to

understand course material; Discovering that a chosen course of

study is not what the student wants is not uncommon, particularl

among women who have little preparltjon in which to choose a suitable

career; All three of these problem areas are indcative of counseling

and guidance problev.s. Disadvantaged women who are trying to
k

acquire skills, particularly with which to support a family, need

competent assessment .Jounselors who can identify the learning and

social strengths and weaknesses each women brings to her learning

situation. In addition, to the learning assessment, competent

career development counseling for these women would help to insure

the identification of a satiSfaCtory career choice.

Family problems was a third area identified by these '8

as lead fall oUt. These problems all raise the question as to

why these subjects :qlose to drop out as the on)y alternative to
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Lheir problems. The partic7rantr. !..dy have been victims of the

"revolving door" of education. They entered the institution with

potential and hope, yet they encountered a system which was not pre-

pared to deal with their problems. The results of this study

:indicate that any assistance provided to tIlese women, beyond that

of the assistance provided to the typical student, was highly

random and individual rather than a specifically concerted effort

by the institution to keep these women in school.

One fact which contributes to fail out may well be their

lack of awareness of services on campus which might have helped

th6m to find other solutions. For example, very few of these

subjects were aware of the college's Woman's Program which provides

a v. services to women. Another example is the Special

Ser oepartment. ';This unit is especially sensitive to the

needs of the disadvantaged student, yet, few students were aware of

its presence or had ever used it. The lack of awareness of the job

placement services is another example, Such lack of awareness is

also an indication that these s.JpjeCtS are not typical students who

readily socialize with other student-S. The "campus grapevine" i.s a

source of information and of problem solutions for the typical

College student. As m, -)f thee Subjects indicated, they feel

"different", "t±t its everyone for themself", and not "accepted".

This may inhibit accessibility to grapevine information or approach

ing others for help when problems arise.

The problems disadVantaged women face while attempting to

obtaJ.r skills through education are, found both within the inStit

tion, which has not yet recognized this growing populationS needs,
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to

assets rrnd defiCits to the

s AF.: such it imits

thc ..r no;,a),7-ftic of disadvantaged women attending

th!. Ti=te results, however, a:re consistent with

liteata7e T)opulat'ion. Fn.,:thr examination of these

vicOMn on the c airt=1:iI. If pen door policieS axe
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Croup 1.1. :,.:.s(!e Icrae .1,,akers rticipantS from the Pear County

The iiex C7,onty Woman's Center provides a varity of services

to ,:omen. Tt is cspe±aIly sensitive to the emploYment needs of

displaced lomcr-Jae7cs; One service they provide is a Job Readin088

Program '70,,f _., head of household Women. The program includes

asrtivenf,is trnin7, self-=Confidence biaildingk competing for

employment, aid caoer Cevaiopment, The -center also provides job

placement a.sla:1 ant. post-program follow-up.

Subiecta

Th:? ncn :%:1'peCts Who agreed to ',Articipate in this study

were contacted through a master liSt made of 80 subjects who had

a.-E6iia6a -the C,,--er in 1980 and 1931. Many subjects had moved and

;,.=e6 no:. :_a',.:,1e :c) particate . lue to thr limitations of time

and ellf.fi:_.: in ctir: 811b-!Jects the sample was limited to

the first t.,..ct: fL;I:CC&Iful).y completo,f! interviews rtheteen inter-

views were :-.1.1cc-s-Iful conducted.
..

Apparatus

The gutts..annaLre used tor the NWES poDulation was also used

for theSO p-e-ii:77.. ir:.
TwC :2 22.7Elvicus1y trajned to conduct the NWEE .ter-

views, ce7:-.. Lnterv±aw-s. Aq effcr.J. v7as madQ to match the

Subject a:vlsw;7's ,:Ahnci;:y

Procedur

Ini,:27.- f--.:x corduct3 at the .1117,-ject's ahc,ide of location

and cr,nvnc, -'17 i.ty--ie ,,:z-all:,- ,.L:sted one iiou .



Analysis

A aomute-;: Tx.:Oram provided a frequency distribution used to

analyze -1-fnd analysis w, clone of the

open-end

'ins wc,1;len pai-ticipatd in this study wre _..,entiiied by

the hhvinq olcylb)e to participate in the job readiness

tririir hç ounty Woman's Center, The criteria were that

they ho hlemakr::, either separated, divorced, or widowed,

an0 of nousehold, unless livnq with relatives.

The women wh: tti in this sr.u,A,,, 1:1_,.ii.f1iled these criteria.

Tie etbc ;v these suhj s can be seen in Table 1. As

the tihI l the miljority of these participants are minor-

ity temhlp, Hisoahe.

Table 1. --;erE-on Ci,afacerlsti 9.CWC c?rtiCipa : Ethnicit_

Ethnicity
Anglo
Black
Hispanic

N

Percent
5

±00

The i:171)17tjon is characteristic of the populatkon

served by the centor. The aoc distribution of the part pants

is given in Thbe 2. These subjects ranged ages from 30 to 60

years.
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Table 2. Personal Characteristics BCWC Partic4..ants: Age

Age 'Number Percent
30-34 2 11

3 5- 39 5 26
40114 5 26

45-49 2 11

50-54 3 -, 15

55-60 __ _ 2 11
_N 19 100

The majority Of these subjects were middle aged and older women.

yearS of completed education are indicated in Table 3.

FiftytWo per-cent of these subjects had nine years or less of a

completed education. Only 32% had completed high school or obtained

a GED cert_ficaze.

Persona-_ Characteristics BCWC Participan, Education

YearS Number Perr-Q1-

1=6 5 16

7==9 5 26

10 -12 1 5

High Sch001 Graduate 3 16
Obtained GED 3 16
c-011ege 1 5

Vocational Training 3 5

Tn.--= IQ

Table 4 gives the subject's marital status Ar. can be seeni

the majority of subjects were serarated or divorceth

Table 4 . Pe.rsonal Characteristics BCWC Participants! Marital_Statils

Status Number Percent
Singled Separated 8 42

Divorced 9 47
Widowed 2 11

N = 19 . 100
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In Addition, the majority were also head of household, 89'.; two

Sub.lectSi 1174,, lived with th,7!ir parents; The number of persons in

the participant's households are given in Table 5.

Table 5. Per_sc)nal Characteristics_ BCWC Parti_ci_p_arits: Number of
7..ersons Living in Household

Num:I-per In iiousehold Number Percent
1-3 S 42

8 42
3 16

N = 19- Too

n;)mber of children in the households d; p:fcwide6 in Table 6.

The majority cf households had one to three children..

fable ;,. _C_haraetardstics CC Particj.pant: Nthnber of
,Uome.

Number .,-)1 Ct ,.).r6;De_r P1.7:cnt
0 3 _, ..1.C.

I.-"3 10 53
-i.- 5 26

7-9 I 5
N -=,_:. 19 100

The -primary sb;.1:ree cf the participants income i!-,1 given in

Table 7. As Can be seen, the majority of those subjects relied on

alimony or AFDC 1-(- their income.

Table 7 _Personal Characteristics BCWC Participahts Primary 3...Durce
c_f comr

Income Sccrc e Number Percent
AFDC 5 26
Alimony 8 42
Part-Time Job 1

,_ 5
Other* 4 21

,No Income .L 5

N = 19 100
*Other, thre-e women relied on relatives for their income,
one subjet's income source unknown
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The different income levels are presented below.

Tab :.-eLsonai h;:tracteristibs:_BCWC Participant, , Level of

InCOMet-------

Monthiy
Incol.. -LLv ._ts Number Percent
$0 $2.99 6

$200 X239 li 58

$300 $399 2 _IL
N = 19 loa

Fifty-eight percent of the subjects had a monthly income of two to

hundL,A tc three hundred dollars per month. Of tue subjects who

recew-ed AFDC. two responded that they had received it for less

than sj.1 the remaining subjects in this group did not

respond.

The -*LiCipanta were asked if th y had had any health problema

weuld interfe:,:e with work or attendin7 school EleVen per,-

cent inditted tf. ,

'aa,3, had IDOtliems; one woman had a speech problem

and a Second indi. .dual had a hearina problem.

The aubiecta were asked about their work experidncea and

previous atmOtt to obtain employment assistance. The majority,

r.:t..aponded that they had never been employed and 26% indicated

some employment experience. When asked if they had

to another agency for employment assis tance, 79% indicated

they liad reqested such assistance before coming to ,.the BCWC.

One subject: indited she had cone to another agency and three

women did not reaPOnd. The subject who had gone to another agency

had hoped to get a job.

The subjects were asked what their primary objective was in

coming to the Bexar County Woman's Center., The participants indi-
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cated more than one r:3ason for coming to the center.

and cumulative reasons are presented in Table g

The primary

Tab_3.1-____9__;___131:17C Participants Objectives in Attending the Job
Readiness_ Progam

jeCtivC Primary Percent
TobLain_traing for 8 42

job Skills
To improve existing job

:;kills
Job placement assistance 3 16
money

Improve self-confidence 3 16
Seekingalternutives to 2 11
my life

Job readiness_training 11

To get off AFDC
Other
No Response Given 1

1,17-1-2 1.9 LOU_1.0 0 Iii = 179-

Cumulative
9

5

Percent
47

10

37

37
26

16

106

The majority of subjects were seeking training to obtain SkillS,

job placement aSSiStal.;ce, and imtprovit teir SC11:::donfidence.

The subjects were asked the length of the program. they had

Attended_ The majority, 68%, responded they were it the program

for tnree weeks. The remaining Subject8, 32%, reSponSed from four

to Six weeks, All of the subjects, 100,t, comp .ed the job readi,-

ness program.

To determine the extent of services p:::ovided, were asked &bout

the program they attended an about testing they hd received;

Fifty-eight percent indicated they had not been tested for job

skills; 37% respondecLthey had been tested, and 5% did not respond

A majority of subjects; 95%, indicated they were counseled about

their job interest. One subject did not respond; A significant

number of subjects, 59%, were assisted in obtaining a GELS. The

19
183


